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Approval of a Master Plan
for the development of Owen
college was given here this
week by the Board of Trustees
Oif the college and by the Ten-
nessee Baptist Missionary and
Educational Convention.
The college operates under
the auspices of the Convention,
which is also its chief source
of income.
The Master Plan, which was
three years in the making was
inaugurated under the presi-
dency of Dr. Levi Watkins. Dr.
Charles L. Dinkins, present
president of the college, pre-
sented the Plan on behalf of a
special committee.
EXPAND GROUND
The present 11 acres occupied
by the college will be expand-
ed to 16 acres, covering the en-
tire block in which the college
is located, except for a public
school. Four of the five build-
ings now being used will be re-
placed by four dormitory units,
student union building, a li-
rary, a science building, a
fine arts building, an auditori-
um and a chapel. Provision will
also be made for faculty hous-
ing on the campus, and athletic
fields,
The Plan envisions a student
body of 500, with 200 of these
living in dormitories. There are
now 245 students enroiled in the
college. First buildings to be
erected under the Plan will be
a 46-bed dormitory unit and a
student union building. Cost is
estimated at 8300,000 for these
buildings.
Owen college Is a two-year
Institution offering general ed-
ucation In both terminal and
transfer programs. The college
began its operation in 1954, and
was accredited by the Southern
Associations of Colleges and Sec-
ondary Schools in 1058.
Dean E. Hill and Associates delphia and then to Florida be-
ec
Memphis are architects for fore leaving for the island. She
he Plan, is the "church's mother" and
one of the first members.
Edward McKenney, 1319
Woodward St., who is the su-
pervisor and general overseer
of the church, said "there will
not be a funeral for the Bishop
Johnson, because members of
our faith do not believe in hi-
nerals." He added "the bishop's




By STAFF WRITER that the effort to solve the sibility is to be legal advisor to
The tug-o-war continues
'problem resulted in setting up the original league." (He had
' in
Fayette County among t e a 
new organization whose mem- reference to the one headed byh'
vote - seeking Negro farmers.
bers come from only one of 15 Franlclin. "I owe my legion
Two new facets of the strife-
idistricts n Fayette County." and trusted service to those
ridden group are that both fee-
He said that an election which men who have confidence in the
lions obtained separate state 
had been scheduled for some-
charters; and they went
time in March would be called
in an effort to be award- O 
to
off since the "split" had hard-
.d the "frozen" bank account
ft the Tri-State Bank of Mem-
phis. The hearing had been set
*or last Saturday morning in




One of the outstanding social
events will unfold tonight (Mar.
2) at the Universal Life cafe-
teria. T h e NAACP "Social
Hour" promises to provide an
exciting and pleasant evening
for more than 500 representa-
tives of social and civic clubs
of the city.
Mrs. A. W. Willis. program
chairman, has arranged many
interesting a n d entertaining
features for the visiting social-
ites. Mrs. Willis promises a
bevy of valuable door prizes,
live music for your entertain-
ment and many more interest-
ing surprises.
The NAACP's "Social Hour"
is open to all members of So-
cial, Civic and Fraternal Or-
ganizations of the city. Mrs
Willis stated that since she did
not have a complete list of
clubs to mail invitations some
clubs may not have received.
an invitation; therefore she
would like all organizations to
attend whether they received
invitations or not.
Activities start at 8:30 p.m.,1
so make sure you're on hand
for this exciting event, one that
will be full of fun and surprises,
Thursday night, March 2, at




J. B. McCullough has been
named sports writer for the
New Tri-State Defender, an-
nounces the editor. Prior, he
wrote for the Memphis News
Journal. Well acquainted with
the local sports scene, he is
somewhat an authority on Prep
League activities.
During his college career at
Quincy college in Quincy, Ill.,
he played center on the school's
football team. At Xavier uni-
versity in New Orleans, La., he
was student-manager of the
team. lie was also sports writ-
er for the Xavier Herald, a
weekly publication by the col
lege.
A graduate of Father Bert-
rand Catholic high school, he
played center on the school's
team three years.
McCullough is married to the
former Martyna Haynes of
league and the support of its Memphis. They are the parents
officers." of a son, James Bickford, jr.,
ONE-DISTRICT ' eight-months-old; and a daugh-
The legal advisor continued ter, Annice, 21-months-old. The
"the league headed by Frank- McCulloughs live at 1172 Wilson
lin have county-wide support.
The one headed by McFerren
i
the McFerren faction employed 
s effective on only one dis-
Somerville, however a corn- the law firm 
Campbell a n d triet."
promise was effected. So the Campbell in 
Nashville, after, Mrs. McFerren said just the
they had disposed of Atty. o
pposite during the press con-
ference. She claims, about 95
percent of some 1,500, are all
registered to vote, w)fich is a
The faction led by John Mc. the new leagu
e chartered by the 
membership requirement.
Ferren obtained a state charter State Feb.
 23, were John Mc-
Scott Franklin, during a tele-
under the name of "The Oriej. F
erren, Noah McFerren, Viola 
interviewphone said "you do
nal Fayette County Civic and McFer
ren, Sheppherd Towles, 
not have to talk about a "split"
since McFerren has
Welfare League. Inc. The fac- Lavern 
Towles, John Lewis, 
anymore 
tion led by Scott Franklin reg- Roy. 
Brown, and Rev. June 
set-up his new organization. He
accused McFerren of "say the
istered a charter under t he Dowdy- reason he had not been issuing
name "The Fayette County Atty. 
Estes
Civic and Welfare League. said 
"f r o m 
commodities readily was he
McFerren had been the exec- looking 
at the 
was saving it for a rainy day."
bank account is still in t h e
"deep-freeze" after legal advi-
sors for both factions had a
conference.
oping."
Atty. Estes, during an inter- , who will conduct the electi
on.
Ak view Saturday," said "I regret, My chief concern 
and respon- (See Tug, Page 2)_
Death Shocks Memphis
BISHOP S. C. JOHNS() \
Church Says
'No Funeral'
A report was received here last Tuesday
Bishop Sherrod C. Johnson, the colorful founder
that
and
pastor of the Lord Jesus Christ Church of Apostolic
Faith, 2472 Carnes ave., died suddenly on a British
West Indies island. The immediate cause of death
had not been learned. However,
he had been reported ill before
leaving Memphis last nonth.
Mrs. Etta Walker, 2708 Select
ave., told the Tri-State Defender
that when Bishop Johnson left
Memphis he first went to Chi-
cago on an evangelistic tour.
From there he went to Phila-
ened into separate organiza-
tions.
Mrs. McFerren had said dun.
ing the press conference that
Estes.
FAMILY AFFAIR





tors were Scott 
Scott Franklin
C. Franklin,
utive chairman of the League names 
of the in
Franklin went on to say that
when it was first organized corpor
ators of 
his league would report all
end chartered by the state on this new 
lea-
He added "the report will be 
money and clothing obtained.
'July 31, 1959. Franklin was gue,
 it is a
named as president in t h e family
 affair." 
published for the public. He
said "no food will be stored. It
will be issued within MI hours
sitar arrival unless weather
conditions hinders our efforts.*
SHEPPERD TOWLES
Franklin claimed that his fac-
tion has obtained all of the
we requested after paying him members in the 15 districts in
• $500 to do so, along with other 
president; John McFerren,
duties. board chai
rman; J. L. Towles, th
e county, less the few that
-RESPONSIBLE secretary 
of finance, Floyd 
went with McFerren."
During a news conference Franklin
, executive secretary; 
Elder Tucker, vice president
called by the wife of McFer. Isiah 
Harris, Harriman Jamison of
 the Franklin faction, said
,.ren Mrs. Viola McFerren and 
Roy Brown, John Lewis. Rufus 
"the league is making great
• Sheppard Towles, an original 
Abernathy, Malcon Malone, W. 
Progress under Atty. Estes' ad-
officer, it was stated that "the S
. Towles, Ed Brooks, Lavern 
vice, who opened the doors of
controversy first started among Towles and
 Houston Malone. 
freedom for Negroes in Fayette
'the board of directors in Atty. Estes 
said that "this 
and Haywood counties. Te add-
January of this year concern- new league headed b
y McFer- 
ad may God bless him for
'ing the dismissal of Atty, ren, could n
ot possibly be y
ears to 
come,"Estes, who had been hired by called the "original." He add- 
It is estimated that there are
• the corporation." ed. "the one 
headed by Frank-
about 2,500 Negroes registered
Mrs. McFerren stated "I feel lin is the original." He 
confirm-
to vote In the county. Another
that Atty. Estes was partly re- ad "with these eight
 members 
estimate indicates that there
sponsible for the schism devel- as incorporators, the 
(wiry is are 9,000 Negroes of voting age
what office will be held and 




The McFerren faction said
That "Atty. James Estes who
Swas our legal advisor at thetime failed to have the charter
registered in Fayette County as
at.
His first column "Sports In





honored former presidents dur-
ing Founder's Day celebrations
in the school's cafetorium, last
Wednesday. Honored were: Mrs.
Katie Sexton and Mrs. Mable
Bingham, room mother chair-
men. They were presented cor-
sages as well as the current
president, Mrs. Anne Mae Able.
The fourth grade class pre-
sented a skit, "A Plea For
Courtesy," which was in keep-
ing with a current project,
"Emphasis On Citizenship."
Mrs. Virgie Taylor w a s
crowned queen of room-mothers
for selling the largest amount
of Christmas paper. Mrs. Etta
Milan was crowned for sub-
mitting the largest number of
members.
Remarks were made by
President Able. Refreshments
were served. Principal of the
school is Miss Anna Jones




BONN — (UPI) — South Af-
rican Prime Minister Hendrik
Verwoerd will visit West Ger-
many some time next month,
a government spokesman said
here.
Verwoerd will interrupt his
stay at the London conference
of British ('ommonwealth Prime
Ministers to p .y a short visit'








The LeMoyne Gardens Hous-
ing Project's Tenants associa-
tion set a precedent during
Crime Prevention Week (Feb.
12-18) by becoming the first
tenants association in Memphis
to sponsor a program dealing
directly with the prevention of
crime.
Principal speaker at the pro-
gram was Detective Ben Whit-
ney of the city police depart-
ment who urged parents to
supervise the activities of their
children at all times. He ex-
plained "parents should know
where their children go and
should see that they return
home at a decent hour." He
added "Your children should
be kept away from affairs not
properly chaperoned."
Also speaking briefly on the
program was Detective Wendell
L. Robinson, who talked about
the problems of organized crime
among teenagers.
Both officers have been on the
local force 13 years. They were
among the first Negro officers
employed by the department.
Among other officers present
were Patrolmen J. D. Williams,
E. S. Berkeley, veterans of the
force: and newcomers A. Mur-
phy, W. A. Harris, G. West and 
the policemen attempted to put, the city jail and then too
k her
E. J. Winters 
handcuffs on her and a fight to juvenile court. The cuffs
J. L. Nelson, project 
man_ ensued, were taken off in 
juvenile.
ager, introduced the speakers. "The officers, men 
and worn- Juvenile authorities said that
The program was arranged an, threw me to the 
floor and she was charged with shop.
by the project management and started hitting me 
and kicking lifting, larceny and resisting
tenants association. me in the ribs,
" the youngster arrest. She was released on
bail under recognizance, to her
mother. At press time her case
was pending.Citizens Win: Whisky
Store Won't Come In
A petition to erect a whisky
store at 409 Decatur at., was
denied during a hearing last
Ruby Chavers, 15, of 1387 Davis, sat cross.legged
In her front room last Friday and poured out a sad
tale of alleged police brutality stemming from an inci-
dent that had taken place Thursday afternoon in Gold-
smith's department store.
Ruby, displaying a badly
bruised left eye and a swollen
left jaw, said three officers,
two policemen and a police-
woman, kicked and slugged her
in the act of putting handcuffs
on her in a Goldsmith office
after she had been accused of
trying to steal a pair of gloves.
The high school student, one
of nine children of Mr. and Mrs.
Jake Chavers, said she went
into Goldsmith's at 2 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 23 to buy some
material. She bought the ma-
terial and stopped at one of
the counters to look at a pair
of gloves. She said she took the
gloves to one of the counters
and asked a saleslady how
much they cost.
"She told me they cost six
something," Ruby said "I ask-
ed her could I have them."
BECAME ANGRY
She said the lady then be-
came angry and told her to get
out. To leave her alone. Another
saleslady called the police,
Ruby said and shortly after-
wards a policewoman came and
took her upstairs and into one
of the store offices. She said
she didn't know what office she
was in but soon two uniformed
policemen entered the office.
After telling her story to a
man in the office, Ruby said
fact that on four occasions store being 
erected. Ile said he
"whisky stores had been erect- has no persona
l disregard for
ad in the immediate vicinity the petitio
ner. We trade at his
week. The petition was denied of churches, 
schools and play- grocery store, and think we
ll
on the grounds that it was in grounds," over 
the opposition of him, but we do not want a
the immediate vicinity of five of ministers and
 citizen-groups whisky store within a few 
feet
churches, a public school, a They had reference to Orane 
of our church. '
swimming pool and a play-
ground.
The churches involved in-
cluded Lane Avenue Baptist
church, Providence Methodist
church, Columbus Baptist
church, Golden Leaf Baptist
church, Lane Avenue Church
of God In Christ.
Atty. James H. Estes repre-
sented the churches.
The attorneys contended that
the store would "create disord-
erly conduct in the presence of
churches and children."
The lawyers pointed to the
whisky store.
Rev. Jasper W. Williams,
pastor of Lane Avenue Baptist
church stated that his congre-
gation was against a whisky
CRIME PREVENTION is be-
ing emphasized by Bel. Ben
J. Whitney, second from left
while in discussion with Wil-
liam II Wheeler, president of
the ',Moyne Gardens Ten-__
ants association (left), as J.
L. Nelson, project manager,
looks on. Whitney spoke to
several hundred tenants in
LeMoyne Gardens Homes dur-
ing Crime Pre,,ntion Week
Mound. Mississippi Blvd., at 
Bishop McEwen voiced his
Walker Ave.., and Linden Ave.,I 
opinion. He said he was against
at Fourth st.
Among ministers and citizens
appearing were Rev. Simons,
president of Bosit Civic lea-
gue who stated that citizens liv-
ing in this community should
It.
Rev. B. L. Hooks said he
realized that it was legal for a
man to sell whisky, but he
had a right to object to the
erection of one in this corn-
have a voice of what should 
munity• When questioned about
come and go 
a whisky store existing in the
He said we do not want a 
vicinity of his church, he stated
that it was there before he be-
came the pastor. He said he
would have opposed if he had
been there at the time. He is
pastor of Middle Baptist Church
Rev. L. A. Hamblin, pastor of
Golden Leaf Baptist Church in
that vicinity stated, that his
children would have to pass the
whisky stores, his congrega-
(See Citizens Page 2)
said. "I was laying half on my
stomach and half on my side
and they pinned my arms be-
hind me and bruised my wrists
pushing the handcuffs on me."
Ruby said that after the hand-
cuffs were secure, the three of-
ficers pushed-pulled her down
the steps and threw her against
the car. She said she got most
of the facial damage in the
car on the way to the station.
Ruby said that on the way to
the station she was laying face
almost down on the back floor
with the woman officer and a
male officer sitting straddle
her. "They kept hitting me and
trying to get me to admit some-
thing they wanted me to say,"
she said.
FACE BECAME NUMB
"Finally, after my face had
become numb and I couldn't
feel the pain from the blows
anymore, I admitted what they
wanted me to say," she said.
This reporter asked what it
was they wanted her to say.
Ruby looked around the room
at her mother and the other
visitors in the room and her
mother nodded her approval.
'They wanted to hear me say
I was a 'black Ethiopian ..
The words are too shocking for
print.
Ruby said they took her to
Store officials refused to
comment on the incident, re-
ferring the Defender to the Ju-
venile authorities.
UNDER DOCTORS' CARE
Ruby is under the care of Dr.
Clara A. Brawner, who said she
gave Ruby an X-Ray on her
ribs. She said her condition is
satisfactory.
Rev. F. D. Macklin of Home-
land Church of God in Christ,
the Chavers' church, said that
a complaint of the police's
treatment of Ruby will be filed.
Mrs. Chavers said of the nine
children she had, one is in Ten-
nessee A & I State university
and two are in the Air Force.
Visibly shaken by the whole
incident, Mrs. Chavers could
only say she was trusting in
the Lord to guide them through
the ordeal.
Mr. Chavers is a retired em-
ploye of the Kennedy Veterans
hospital.
IN TITLE ROLE
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
British Shakespearean actor
Peter O'Toole will play the






Below are the first questions
to the Big Cash Quiz game
which will appear in every is-
sue of the Tri-State Defender
indefinitely. Answers to the
Quiz should be pasted on cards
and sent or brought to the Tri-
State Defender office, 236 S.
Wellington at., not later than 12
noon each Saturday. Put ans-
wers on the forum found on
page 14.
The "Jack Pot" this week is
85.00.
CASH QUIZ
1. What year was the planet
Pluto discovered?
2. Name the three men who
had the world's most eel..
brated n d documented
stomachs' Why?
3. What is an anchorite?
4. What lake in America was
formed as result of an
earthquake?
5. What is loot'
Answers to these questions
will be found in the next issua
oi liw Tri-State Defender on
page 14.
timmiimminiimiummitilimmtinummilimmoimminsiummilmimitimmumummosimoin
The New Tri-State Defender Cash Quiz Begins This Week!
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The Teen-age department of
the Vance Avenue Branch YW-
CA has made plans to sponsor
the annual Charm Clinic for
)(Teens and other interested
girls, during this month. The
course is designed to aid girls
in improving their personality
and appearance.
Films are expected to be
shown by Mrs. F. CraM of the
Memphis Dairy Council. There
will also be speakers at each
session of the Clinic, which will
be conducted from 4 to 5:30 p.
m. on the following days:
March 1: Clothing will be
the topic. "The secret of wear-
ing clothes will be discussed.
"How to wear things most be-
coming to the wearer and how
to make them do things for
rather than to you," will en-
tail the discussion.
March 7: Poise and Person.
ality. How to acquire a "strik-
ing personality" will he taught.
Also, family relations will be
discussed.
March 14: Preparation for
Marriage: What are some of
the things a girl learns during
dating years? Courtship . . . .
how long? Many other ques-
tions will be answered.
There are no charges to at.
tend these sessions, which
started Feb. 28.
Swimming lessons for the Y.
Teens are being conducted at
the LeMoyne college pool each
Saturday from 10 to 12 Cm.
Cost to the Y-Teens is 35 cents
per lesson or $2.80 for an entire have high scholastic aver-
course. ages. They also must be se-
BOARD OF DIRECTORS of
Universal Lif e Insurance
Company meeting in its An-
nual Session made them pro-
motions: I. H. A. Gilliam
from Vice President-Agency
Director to Second Vice Fred-
dent-Agesty Director; 2. G.
T. Howell elected Associate
Agency Director with official
status; 3. H. B. Chandler
elected Chief Acconntant-Coa-
troller with official status;
4. R. L. Wynn, elected Actu-
ary with official status.
LeMOYNE'S WHO'S WHO —
These outstanding students
at LeMoyne have been select-
ed to represent the college
in Who's Who Among
Students in American Culver-
sides and Colleges. Those
chosen for this honor must
Famed Monologist
To Appear At Owen
Cornelia Stabler, well known
monologist, will present a pro-
gram of her original character
sketches at the Roger Williams
Hall auditorium of Owen col-
lege, Friday, March 24 at 8
p.m.
She calls her sketches "Cast
of Characters." Presented with
originality and imagination
her impersonations are pimp
tive portraits of people on,
meets every day. The stage is
set with a table and two chairs,
and the costumes are hats or
SI  or jackets or shawls
which Miss Stabler dons over
her basic gown as she sits a!
her make-up table on stage and
introduces her characters. But
when she steps to center stage,
a ii e becomes a dime-store
salesgirl or a visiting English
lecturer or a great-grandmoth
or.
Cornelia Stabler is the auth-
oress as well as the actress of
her character sketches, which
may account for her identity
with them. Her memory is full
:of human interest stories
'gleaned from her own family
and friends, or from converse-
- Dons overheard on her travels
and jotted down in her note-
book. From this storehouse of
incidents, she creates her de-
lightful vignettes. Character
sketching, she says, is just
eavesdropping developed Into a
fine art.
Miss Stabler's early dramat-
ic training was received at
:Swarthmore college. She took
• graduate work at Columbia
university and also attended
, Theodora Irvine's Studio for
the Theatre in New York City.
She wrote and acted for radio
on the major networks and di-
rected summer theatre; she
appeared on television. One.
woman theatre however. Is her
first love, and her delightful
programs of character sketch-
es have been acclaimed from
toast to coast.
Admission is $1 for adults,
and 50 cents for children and
students. Tickets may be pur-




dve In campus activity. In
this year's group of
LeMoyne's Who's Who are
five seniors and four juniors.
Three of these students were
selected for Who's Who last
year: Mrs. Lewis, Mr. Sand-
ers and Miss Young.
"City-Wide Informer"
Greetings friends, it looks
like I'm back again with a new
edition of the former "City-
Wide Roundup" column.
This column will consist of
the same type of information
found in past issues of "Round'
up ,'
WASHINGTON
William Lambert, aren't you
ashamed of yourself. What will
Carolyn Brandon (F.B.) think
of you when she finds o u t'
about Beauty Richmond (Ham)
. . . I hear Maxine Draper
(F.B.) has given a certain
senior boy a quick nose job
  Did you know that E.
J. Washington and Janice
Clemons are seeing each other
quite frequently????
MANASSAS
June Matthews is on t Is e
JOIN NAACP
Several members of the new
Fayette County Civic and
Welfare League were enter-
tained by members of t h e
Nashville Chapter of the NAA
CP this week. Among them
were Mr. and Mrs. John Mc.
Ferren, E. Z. Shaw, Mrs.
Georgia Turner, Early B. Wil-
liams, who was a victim of a
bullet wound when he first
moved into "Freedom Village."
The Nashville NAACP, dur-
ing a conference with the Fay-
e t te delegation, discussed
means of aiding the farmers.
After leaving Nashville, Mc-
Ferren left for Rockford, Ill.
to appear before a number of
organizations in an effort to
obtain aid.
prowl again; so watch out, fel-
lows, especially Ira Walton
  It looks like Jasper
"Playboy" Williams is jump-
ing to Barbara Bowles' music
now . Yvette Luster claims
to be the president of the
"Bernard Bates Fan Club."
JIVLN' AROUND
tyncha "Big Docc" Johnson
has changed his name to
"Deamond Jim" . . . What
ever happened to the ever-pop-
ular "Union" and "Ice House"
, . . . David Moore has been
spotted wheeling Twyla Miles
around in his "green 'chine"
  Patricia Harris (F.B.)
claims that Charlie Morris
(Man.) isn't loving her right
. . Grandvella Harris (Doug.)
has Floyd Price (Ham.) wrap.
Chauffeurs Stage
Anniversary Dance
A capacity crowd was at-
tracted to the Flamingo Room
on Hernando at. last Thursday
night when the Chauffeurs Serv-
ice club held its list Anniver-
sary Dance. Between dances
the guests were supplied an as-
sortments of tidbits.
During intermission each club
member was presented individ-
ually to the guest. After form-
ing a semi-circle in front of the
handstand, the orchestra play-
ed a number especially for club
members and their wives.
Officers of the club are Ad-
dison Winfrey, president Mat-
thew Nichols, frst vice presi-
dent; Aubrey Pierce, second
vice president; John L. Smith,
secretary; Louis Springer, as-
sistant secretary; Henry Haiti-
button, treasurer Henry Wil-
liams, social committee chair-
man; William Walton, chap-
lain, Doc 011ie, sergeant-at-
UM!.
Among guests were Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. "Bill" Weathers,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nevills,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Bowles,
Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Alford Sud-
dith, Mrs. Pauline Swayze, Ed-
ward D. Porter, Mr. and Mrs.
James Bowers, Mrs. Everlina
McGee, Mrs. Thelma Durham,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Winfrey,
Mr. and Mrs. Zack Hightower,
Mrs. Margaret A. Johnson, Mrs.
Resin Lee Matlock, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Porter, Mrs. Mar-
tell, Mrs. Evelyn James, Mrs.
Laureni Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Mitchell, Mrs. Dorothy
Currie and others.
Members and wives included
Clint Cleaves, John Davis,
James N. Dukes, Tom Franks,
John H. Hickman, A. T. Irvin,
Buster Irvine, Sam Johnson,
Nathan Jones, Connie Lewis,
Chester Lanier, Henry Malone,
James Moore, Haywood Nich-
ols, sr., Socar Reed, Jesse
Smith, James C. Taylor, George
Tunstall, Fred Turner, Cassell
Walker, Henry Williams, and





The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis
4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS. TENNESSEE
MISS CO-ETTE . . Prettt
Eleanor Faye Williams, Miss
Co-ette af 1141, is 'hewn in
her ballots& costume at the
Mardi Gras Party receiving
't
the admiring glances of two
of the Co Filet' *nests who
came as sailors. SW are left





The Memphis Chapter of
Tennessee State AkI university
Alumni Association will pre-
sent "Swinging Into Spring" to
benefit its scholarship fund,
Saturday, March 11 at Curries
Club Tropicana,
Burrell Lee and the commit-
tees are busy completing plans
for this fund raising event.
N e wly elected president.
Frank J. Lewis, urges all
alumnae to attend the regular
meeting Sunday, March 5, 5
p.m. at Curries.
All Tennessee State students
home on "Spring Break" are
expected to attend this gala
affair. The general public is
urged to lend its support. Tick-
ets are on sale at Strogier's
Drug store, Paul's Tailoring,
Jeff's Pit Barbecue and Dom-
no Sundry.
The following students have
received scholarship aid from
he proceeds of last year's ac-
tivity: Bettye Cash and George
Hardin of Manassas, Otis Hay-
es and Sallye Coe of Wash-
ington, Evietta Jones of Mel-
rose, Zuma Jones of Hamil-
ton.




ped around her little toe . . . .
What is this I hear about Wm.
Broadnax and a sophomore.
namely J. R. (R.B )
NOTICE:
David Porter: That embar-
rassing statement you made to
Willie "Globetrotter" Dunn
makes you a member in good
standing of the "Society to
Stamp Out Willie Dunn (S.S.O.
W.D.)
TOP FELLOWS
Edward Sheffa (tests r),
Tommy Martin (Mel.) Floyd
Shavers (F.B.H.), Bernard
Bates (BTW), Robert Simpson
Man), George Jones (FBH).
Thomas Elrod (BTW), D o n
Brownlee (Ham), Frank Rey-
nolds (FBH) and Homer Fools.
(Mel).
TOP GIRLS
Dwardine Jame 5, Alene
Bromeley (Lester), Joan Har-
graves (Ham), Bonnie Little
(FBH) Junienne Briscoe (Mel),
Betty Cunnigan (Mel), Jenny
Wray (F B H), Carol Brown
(Doug.), Ricky McGraw (FISH)
and Gwendolyn Johnson (Man.)
Universal Board Of Directors
Boosts Membership To Fifteen
Stockholders o f Universal
tAie insurance Company' — in
their 38th Annual Session spark-
ed by a dynamic address by
President A. M. Walker—voted
unanimously to boost its Board
of Directors to a body of 15.
Added to the Board by unan-
imous vote were H.B. Chandler
R. L. Wynn, Jr. and Mrs. Louise
Delete of New Orleans, Louisi-
ana.
In subsequent Board actions,
two of the newly elected direc-
tors, Mr. Chandler and Mr.
Wynn, together with G. T.
Howell, were elected to the
official staf f, including
the policy making executive
committee, and Vice President-
Agency Director H. A.
Gilliam was moved up to
Second Vice President-Agency
Director. The Board of Direc.
tors unanimously elected Mr.
Howell associate Agency Direc-
tor; Mr. Chandler was elected
Chief Accountant-Controller and
Mr. Wynn was elected Actuary.
The stockholders' actions gave
recognition to these young men
who have diligently worked to-
ward preparedness and effici-
ency.
The veteran of the three new-
ly elected officers, from the
point of service, is Mr. Howell,
who joined Universal's Nash-
ville agency in 1941. After a
stint in the Army during World
War II, Mr. Howell rejoined the
same agency in 1945. Ile served
on that district as special agent,
assistant manager and a most
profitable and progressive
district mugger before being
promoted to area super-
visor in 1951. He was called to
the Home Office in 1952 as as-
sistant agency director; elect-
ed to the Board of Directors in
1957, and added to the Admin-
istrative Staff in 1980.
Mr. Howell is a native of Co.
Tug
Continued From Page 1
the news conference that the
Franklin faction is not aiding
the 18 families living in "Free-
dom Village." Of this number
12 families are living in Somer-
ville and six in Moscow. He
said that the families are still




• Estes take him-
self out of the
• situation, I feel
that the mem-'
bers of the two




John McFerren feel that he ef-
fected the split
in the first place because a feel. 
bigof distrust grew among
the membership after he failed
to produce a charter for a
Federal Credit Union for which
we paid him a fee of $.500."
He added "the split can only
damage the original efforts of
registering and voting.
It was announced that the fac-
tion lead by McFerren h a s
opened an office, across from
McFerren's food market on Old
Macon Road at Three - Way.
bicFerren said that the office
would be open from 9 a. m.,
to 4 p. m., every day except
on Sundays. She made a plea
for interested persons and or-
ganizations to continue to send
aid to the league.
Manassas High Tops
In PTA Members Gain
When Bluff City PTA Council
observed Founder's Day at
Vance Avenue Branch YMCA
last Friday, trophies and certi-
ficates were awarded to 10
schools representatives for re-
porting the largest increase in
PTA membership. First place
went to Mrs. Lula Smith of
Manassas high. Second place,
Mrs. M. S. Draper of Hamil-
ton high; third prize went to
Douglas High. Certificates were
awarded to Lincoln, Hanley,
Lester. Georgia, Chicago Park
and Melrose, all elementary
schools.
A special Founder's Day pro-
gram, "Burning Candles For
the PTA," was presented by
Mrs. Draper, program chair-
inan, Mrs. Lucille Price, presi-
ness session, E. C. Stimbert,
superintendent of City Schools,
was honored guest.
Former presidents of the
council present included Mes-
dames William Lowe, Eliza
Solon, Georgia Rumpus, Mary
Murphy and H. S. Draper,
President Lucille Price was
presented with a bouquet of
white flowers. Refreshments
were served.
lumbia, Tennessee. A graduate
of Tennessee State Uni-ersity,
he is a member of the Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity and an
Episcopalian. Mr. Howell is
married to the former Miss Ve-
ra Allen, and is the father of
two daughters.
Mr. Chandler is a Memphian,
the son of the well-known J. T.
Chandlers. He attended LeMoy-
ne College before transferring
to Howard University where he
earned the B A Degree with a
major in accounting. Ile joined
the Universal Life's home of-
fice personnel in 1949, and was
promoted from his position in
the Tabulating Department to
bookkeeper in 1950. Last year
Mr. Chandler was appointed
chief bookkeeper and added to
the Administrative Staff. Mr.
Chandler has completed the In-
troductory Course of the Life
Office Management Associa-
tion's prescribed course of
study and was for several years
a member of the LOMA instruc-
tional staff at Universal.
A member of the Mississippi
Boulevard Christian Church,
and Kappa Alpha Psi Enter-
Church
Continued From Page 1
body will simply be turned over
to a mortician." He continued
"funerals are the ways of the
world. They are not Biblically
condoned. His body will not be
returned here."
KNOW LITTLE OF LIFE
Little could be learned about
the life of the bishop. Mrs. Etta
Walker said he came to Mem-
phis from Philadelphia, his na-
tive home, in 1954 and pur-
chased the present church on
Carnes ave., which had been a
theatre. He had it painted red
and white. The church is listed
as being "non-denominational."
Supervisor McKenney said
there are an estimated 275
members affiliated with the
church. He also revealed that
the bishop had several church-
es of te same faith in parts of
Mississippi and Arkansas.
Another member of the
church, Will Moore, said of the
bishop, "Ile was a good preach-
er. He just went around all
over te country preaching the
true Word."
It was also reported that
members of the church had
been carrying on continuous
priyer service since the bish-
op's death.
Mrs. Walker said it was re-
ported that the bishop had a
wife and children in Philadel-
phia as well as several brothers
and sisters.
It was not known who would
succeed the bishop at the
church on Carnes ave.
Citizen
(Continued From Page 1)
tion and the neighborhood was
against it. Be said it was bad
influence upon growing chit.
dren and weak adults.
Rev. McNeil, pastor of Hope-
well Baptist Church stated Ma
church is only a few Blocks
away and that he definitely op-
posed to it.
There were over 200 signa-
tures in favor of the whiskey
store. A large number of color-
ed and white were present to
ask that the store be erected.
Two Negroes favored the pro-
posal. Atty. Estes asked one
was he a member of a church,
he answered, No, Estes said no
further question.
The other Negro stated that
if any one gets permissions, he
wanted this man to erect a
whisky store in the neighbor-
hood. He said he "drank
whisky as well as other church
folks and my pacstor is sitting
over there. I have a right to
drink as other church folks.
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nity, Mr. Chandler is married to.
the former Miss L,ouise Bern-
ard. They have six children.
Prior to joining the Univer-
sal family in 1955, as a tabula-
tor in the Tabulating Depart-
ment, Mr. Wynn worked as stat-
istician at Mallory Air Force
Base. Atlanta, Georgia is home
to Mr. Wynn and he graduated
from Booker T. Washington High
School and Clink College there.
He studied, also, at Atlanta Unir
Masters Degree in mathema-
tics. A leave of absence front his
duties at Universal Life enabl-
ed Mr. Wynn to complete the
necessary requirements for a
Masters Degree in mathematics
at the University of Iowa lb
1960, with emphasis on actuari-
al science. In addition to that
named, Mr. Wynn ably served
as statistician and supervisor
of the Tabulating Department
before being named Actuary in
1960 and added to the Admini
trative Staff. Mr. Wynn hap
continuously studied, having
completed three examinationa
of LOMA'S Introductory Course
of study.
FAMILY MAN
Mr. Wynn is a member of the
Parkway Gardens Presbyterian
Church: a member of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity and the
Memphian Club. He is married
to the former Miss Ethel Craw-
ford. The couple has two chil-
dren.
Mr. Gilliam's contribution to
the development of Universal
Life is unquestioned. Ile has
come up through the ranks from
the position of an agent on the
Nashville district, to his pre-
sent post. Each assignment was
used as a stepping stone to adel
ed knowledge and increased ef-
ficiency in his chosen vocatlo
Other officers re-elected: Dr.
A. M. Walker, Chairman of
Board-President: President.
Secretary; T. J. Willis, Vice
President-Assistant Secretary;
J. A. Olive, Vice President-As-




to President Walker outline
significant events of the Com-
pany's 1960 operations. Head-
ing the progress report was UM.
versal's purchase of the major-
ity of stock in the Louisiana
Life Insurance Company of
New Orleans, and the subse-
quent merger of the two corm,
anies. Although not reflect,
in the 1960 annual report, th.:
merger pushes Universal's a,
sets above the 22 million dollar
mark.
Actions following itockholdu
ers meeting put these perso
on Universal's Administrative
Staff: J. T. Chandler, Person.,
nel Director; E J. Nash, Assoe
ciate Agency Director: H. A.
Caldwell, Director of Trainin ,
1. C. Parker, Supervisor -
Auditing Department, and
lard Bell, Supervisor - Purchasi
ing and Supplies.
Members of the Supervisord
Staff, also as a result of acti,e
following stockholders meetoi
are: D. H Ross, Supervisor
Ordinary Department: W. 1
Brooks, Assistant Supervisor -
Auditing Department; Miss Ida
Mae Walker, Supervisor .eu
'Mortgage Loan Department
and Mrs. Frances M. Hasse,
Administrative Assistant
charge of Public Relations at.
Policy Services.
The action on the part of th
stockholders and policy mak-
ing bodies of Universal Life
synonymous with the Con,
pany's philosophy of "Buildier.
a Business." The manageme,
believes that "building a hu,
ness or building a company
an extension of the princie.,
of building men. The progr,
of the individual is a factor
the progress of the company he
represents. There are no ce,
versity, earning credits tows-
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MORE THAN 100 ALREADY SOLD
Call Today
Mid Continent Land Investment Corporation
Mrs. Eve K. Williams Mn. Ann Gilmore


























































































































































































































































ly was Mrs. Ann Hall Weathers
when she arrived at Bruce Hall
on LeMoyne campus last Sat.
arday evening to attend a Jazz
Workshop Concert to be con.
ducted by Fred Cook. It is be-
ing sponsored by the LeMoyne
Student Council. The affair is
dcheduled for 8:30 p.m. Sat-
urday, March 18 ... not Feb.
18, Mrs. Weathers.
BACON AT LAST can be ob-
tained at the Harlem House on
Fourth at. We ordered bacon
and eggs three mornings in
succession, only to be told "we
don't have bacon." Who ever
heard of eggs without bacon,
other than Louise Williams and
Jessie Fox, the waitresses who
Chorus out "we don't have
bacon." Incidentally Miss Fox
Says, she is a natural fox.
S FAITHFUL MEMBERS ofthe Lord Jesus Christ church
of Apostolic Faith, 2472 Carnes
ave., of which the late Bishop
Sherrod C. Johnson was Pas-
tor, started a prayer vigil for
his return immediately after
it was reported here that he
died in the British West Indies
Islands last Tuesday. In the
lneantime arrangements were
being made to disnnse of his
body. He didn't condone funer-
als.
WE ARE TOLD that sever-
s! elite ladies found need to
repair to a restroom while they
Were purchasing some expen-
sive garments at an exclusive
dress-shop on Union avenue at
Belvedere at. When they in-
quired about the direction of
the first floor restroom, they
were told "there is a law in
Tennessee which does not per-
il, wit white and Negro women
to use the same restrooms.
We have A nice one in the
basement for our Negro custom-
ers." We hope that the Ne-
gro women didn't get their
e`APS and dresses wet while
groping for the little girl's
room in the basement.
WITH OR WITHOUT . . .
that is the question being ask-
ed Negro customers who are
shopping at Goldsmith's de-
partment store these days. In
other words clerks want to
know if Negro Customers want
a "'slain shonoing hag" or one
*Heti says "Goldsmith's"
ARE THEY REALLY
GOOD? We mean are the four
Negro sheriff deputies really
that good at making raids on
moonshine and still installa
lions In the county? We are
anxiously awaiting the time
when they will be assigned
me other duties other than
still-busting not that the
stills shouldn't be busted. But
we want the deputies to be well
toonded officers.
, MRS. ETHEL VENSON said
this new dance craze "the
pony" frightens her because it
Is too "far out." She said it
appears to cause dancers to
leave earthly surroundings and
float into another world while
they are engaged in the dance.
She asks "I'm that much of
an antique" until I don't "dig
It''?
A SEMI-INVALID was !lan-
e before a judge on a charge
of "drunk and disorderly."
When the judge asked the man
were the charges -true, the
man replied: "No your honor,
I wasn't drunk and disorderly.
01 was drunk and disabled."The case was dismissed.
JOSEPH GRAY of 592-D
Brown Mall claims to be
Memphis' Watusi King. While
doing the dance at break-neck
speed, he included steps called
l'swan dive, baseball, basket-
ball, the rope" and many oth-
ers. You will have to see it to
Tully understand it. Dan Par-
tee, swimming instructor at
the Abe Scharff YMCA, is tak-
log lessons from Gray.
' MRS. WILHELMINA LOCK-
MID, a faculty member at
.LeMoyne college is still in the
amspital.
FROM OUR MAIL BAG last
week came a letter which was
:addressed to the "Leading
rro-Segregation Newspaper."
-We think that the mail hand-
]ers misdirected the letter.
WE COMMEND THE SPIRIT
:Misplayed by George W. Lee
.when
...when he told the Volunteer
association at a re-
!cent meeting "now that the na•
-tional election is over we must
*bound (sic) up our polltinal
'battle wounds, because we
ust present a united front
In the coming city and county
elections "
THE ANNUAL JUBILECT is
BAXTER CLOTHES offer
men the best in quality and
style. Above is a shot of the
store located at 2272 Lamar
ave., in the hamar Airways
Shopping center. Upper pic-
ture shows the inviting ex•
tenor of the store while the
Nit
111 - 1411111E,
lower (inset) photo shows
some of the tremendous
clothing buys for men. This
Lamar store is only one of
three such Baxter stores lo-
cated in Memphis. Other
establishments are at 544-546
N. Watkins at. and at 1911
a
S. Third st. All managers in.
vile you to come in and look
around anytime to see just
how you can save 20-30 per-
cent on quality goods with the
assurance of a good fit. Al-




Of the more than 50 clubs on
the campus of Melrose, it can
be safely said that each shines
in its own light. But at times
there comes along one organi-
zation that gathers all the rays
of light that sparkle. Such
is that of the Melrose Quill and
Scroll, who recently observed
Negro History Week in a setting
that was simple but unique.
The setting provided an excel-
lent background for the drama
that depicted the Negro prog-
ress in song and dance through
a one hundred year period.
Beginning from the issuance
of the Gettysburg Address
down to the present time,
scenes were presented showing
the Negroes' thoughts of rivers,
his toil and labor in the fields
and his enjoyment in interpret-
ing his feeling through his dance
Participants on the program in-
cluded Jewell Reed, Betty Jef-
feries, Carl Hill, Johnny Rut-
land, Abraham Campbell, Joyce
Berry, Herbert Payne and Mar-
garet Sherrod.
In the midst of this observ-
ance the second induction of the
Floyd Campbell Chapter of
Quill and Scroll was held. Con-
stituting the oath were Sue Par-
ham, Jasper Williams, Margue-
rite Brigefort, Attie Spencer,
Verneda Thompson, Carl Hill,
Bennetta Nelson, Robert Me-
bane, Margaret Sherrod, Rita
Sanders, Margaret Lemon, An-
nie Dortch, Nancy Echols, Re-
gina Ferguson, Betty Cunning-
an, Regina Thigpen, Jewell
Reed, Paulene Middlebrook,
Charlis Warlord, Herbert
Payne, Joyce Berry, Jimmy
Morris, Mary Wallace, Carol
Doxey, Florida Shannon, Max-
ine Mays and Carrie Littlejohn.
The advisor for the organization
is Mrs. Lytia McKinney.
WILLIAMSON SPEAKS
The Rev. E. W. Williamson,
a 1951 graduate of LeMoyne
College and pastor of Olivet
Baptist church, delivered a
stirring talk to LeMoyne stu-
dents and faculty during chapel
hour last Wednesday.
The Rev. John C. Mickle,
personnel counselor who was
in charge of the services, an-
nounced that other LeMoyne
graduates now in the ministry




Members of Emmanuel Bap-
tist church, 2.54 Ayres St.,
honored their pastor, Rev. W.
E. Ragsdale, at a surprise .
birthday anniversary party last
Friday night in the dining hall ,
of the church.
As the many guests were eat-,
ing, music was supplied by.
Robert Taylor.
Among guests were Mrs.
Ragsdale, the pastor's wife,
her mother, Mrs. Laura New.1
man; Mrs. Ruth Miller and!
Mrs. Kate Dowdy, sister and
niece of the pastor.
The members plan to make
the affair an annual event. i
Baxter Clothes Offer Men
The Best
Baxter Clothes is an estab-
lished, progressive chain of
men's clothing stores bringing
exceptional value, quality and
style to thousands of satisfied
customers for over 14 years.
One of the first stores
in the chain was located
in Memphis. N o w there
are three, located at 2272 La-
mar ave., in the Lamar Air-
ways shopping center, man-
aged by A. J. Miller; 544-546
N. Watkins at., opposite Sears,
managed by B. K. Bass and
1911 S. Third at. in the South-
gate Shopping center, managed
by J. Shumaker. These stores
are for serving you, the people
of Memphis, better.
Other Baxter stores range
from %Vest Virginia down to
Florida, through North Caro-
line, South Carolina, Georgia
and Alabama numbering 27
units.
Baxter customers are found
in all walks of life, including
doctors, executives, tradesmen,
lawyers, factory workers, stu-
dents and others.
SPECTACULAR SUCCESS
One of the main reasons for
Baxter's spectacular success
is bringing to its customers
savings of 20 percent to 30
percent by tailoring Baxter
clothes in their own factory
and selling direct to customers
through their own stores. The
middleman is eliminated and
the savings passed on to the
consumer.
Other unique policies such as
never a charge for alterations,
making alterations for the life
of the garment, and the use
In Quality, Style
of a free layaway plan have
helped make Baxter's one of
the fastest growing men's
clothing chain stores East of
the Mississippi.
Customers know that by go.
ing to a Baxter store they will
get fitted properly. With a
combination of 196 different
sizes and models almost any-
one can select a garment at
Beaters. With sizes ranging
from 34 to 50 (including 41
and 43) in regulars, longs
shorts, straits, long stouts and
short stouts, Baxter has a
model and size for almost
everyone.
FOR THE HARD TO FIT
For the few who cannot be
fitted in a stock suit, Baxter'
offers a custom tailored
garment at a very nomina
price. Conventional, natura
shoulder, three and two button
models in the latest style; Ivy
continental and conservative
are found in Baxter suits and
sport coats. Fabrics from
America's finest mills are used.
Combined with Baxter's fine
tailoring generally found in
clothes priced much higher
have made Baxter one of
America's greatest clothing
values.
Many hand tailoring opera-
tions at collar, sleeves,, shoul-
ders and other important points
insure long lasting comfort
and perfect fit even after re-
peated dry cleaning. Baxter
designers are ever alert to
bring to its customers new pat-
terns featured in up-to-the-
minute smart styling.
Baxter's high standards of
tailoring quality are
controlled by skilled
visors. At no extra cost
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the garment crease resistant,
spot and stain resistant and
water repellant to a certain
rigidly degree. Others are mothproof-
ed. All this adds up to bring-
ing to Baxter customers extra










ai . OF inn tamer
Aiit;it FRANCIS LLOYD NOLAN —PLUS 2nd HIT!
•
AFTER THE SPEECH —
Louis B. Hobson, principal of
Manassas high 40100i, is be-
ing congratulated by t h e
president of the Memphis
Chapter of the Frontiers
club, Rev. H. Clark Nabrit
(right). Hobson delivered the
principal address at the in•
staPation service of the club.
left of Hobson are Elder
T. Hunt and I,. H. Boyce,
Standing to Hobson's right is
having its ups and downs. On
the "up side" are the forces
which are making a valiant ef-
fort to continue the celebra-
tion with all of its pageantry
of the past. On the "down
side" are the forces which
would deal a death-blow to the
whole affair as being opposed
to the freedom moving. The
powers that be say that tickets!
to the affair will be sold to
any person without regard to
his (or her) racial identity.
AUTO LIABILITY, COLLISION AND
FIRE INSURANCE
Easy Term Pay Plan
Small Down Payment — 6 Months To Pay
A Plan For All, Regardless Of Past Record
Easy Term Financing Plan
$5.00 DOW $10.00 Per Month
1. If your Driving License has been takes
2. If your I -!.e be.. cancelled
I. If you have been involved in an accident
4. If you are under 25 years of age
Call Now To Sane Your License
ADKINS INSURANCE & REAL ESTATE AGENCY
222 !Smoke Rd. W. — Phone WN 6-5734
Night WH 6-995
Rev. D. M. Grisham. On the
second row: Henry 'White,
Taylor Hayes, Dr. E. Frank
White and J. T. Chandler.
Third row: Thaddeus T.
Stokes, I. S. Bodden and Rev.
James A. McDaniel.
FOLLOWING MOM
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
Comedienne Joan Davis' daugh-
ter, Beverly Wills, has been
set for a role in the Jerry
Lewis film, "The Ladies'
Man."




Distributors of Air Conditioning and Heattng
Churches and Homes
Sales Representative  Arthur (Ross) Jones
President  J. H. VanNotta
Vice President  R. B. Buckingham






2N1 Vance at Third
Telephone JA 6-1481
Shop At Your BIG STAR
Stores For The Best In
EVERYTHING . . .
Food And Those Wonderfu
Quality Stamps.





It's time to start "sparking" up to
Dad again. Ile is so smart he will never
catch on. Jack Sprat and I have worked
out a special pie for Dad called "Dad's
Roast Beef Pie," that the small fry will
also ask for seconds of. It is chuck full
of succulent beef cakes and vegetables
with brown gravy under flaky Jack
Sprat pie crust. Good to the last bite.
DAD'S ROAST BEEF PIE
PLAIN PASTRa TOPPING
1 cup Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour.
1/2 teaspoon salt. 1-3 cup shortening.
2 to 3 tablespoons cold water.
Sift flour and salt; cut in shortening
until pieces are size of small peas.
Slowly add cold water tossing with fork
until mixture will just hold together.
FILLING
cup minced onion, Y2 cup minced
celery, 2 tbsp fat, 2 tbsp Jack Sprat
Flour; 2 cups cubed left over beef
or veal; 1 cup diced cooked potatoes,
1 cup sliced cooked carrots, 2 tbsp.
chopped parsley; 1 tbsp Worchester.
shire sauce; 1 3-ounce can browned
mushrooms and broth; I teaspoon salt;
1-8 teaspoon pepper; 1 cup gravy.
Cook onion and celery in ho, fat until
golden. Stir in flour Add remaining
ingredients. Simmer 10 minutes. Pour
mixture into segll-greased, deep 8 inch
pie pan. Cover with plain pastry. Bake
In hot oven (450 degrees) for 20 min-
utes. I would like to see the smile on
Dad's face. Bye for now.
JANA PORTER
ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW seems to be the standard
phrase connected with the Big Star Talent show heard
each Saturday morning over radio station WDIA. Last '
week's was no exception. It, too, was a fine show with
some of the finest Mid-South talent an audition could find
in the persons of the youngsters pictured above. The Big
Star Stores are doubly proud of this show when such
titemm.wm""mtmtegruseg.---
talent can be uncovered. And there is more, as there will
be more Big Star shows. Above scene was shot Just as
the kids had finished their singing acts and posed out-
side the beautiful WDIA radio station on Enion. If you
would like to audition for the show, call WDIA and ar-
range for a try-out. Who knows, In the near future, you
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"And the Lord said unto Cain,
'Where is Abel, thy brother?'"
Genesis 4:9
This week we were all shock-
ed — a promising young man
committed a crime that was
almost unbelievable. Reason
after reason has been advanced
why the crime. We are at a
lost to explain the real reason.
While in high school I played
football. Time after time the
coach would tell us, "If every
man on the team would do what
he is supposed to do we would
score a touchdown each time we
ran the ball." Not only is this
true In football hut it is equally
true in life. If everyone would
do what he is supposed to do
there would be no such crimes.
But somewhere down the line
In the process of the game some-
body lets up and the perfect
play is not realized. Rather we
take time after time making
small gains and sometimes no
gains whatsoever and while we
are thus acting something goes
wrong.
In the same token that each
football player has a respon-
sibility that must be carried
out in life we have the same
thing. Our lives are not a mat-
ter of selfish gains but a mat-
ter of contributing to the suc-
cess of the whole group. Our
lives are enrichened only to
the extent that we make some-
one else's life rich.
EXTENT OF REALITY
The possibility of criminals
and the like becomes a reality
only to the extent that one of
us fail to live up to expectations.
When someone is allowed to
grow without proper cultivation
we lay the groundwork for un-
social behavior. Humans like
plants must have the proper
cultivation to make them pro-
ductive. With the ever-growing
amount of crime on the horizon
we must realize that someone
has failed to play his part In
the game. The fact that such
a crime was possible is an In-
dictment on the part of all of
us. Somewhere down the line
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we have failed to live up to the
best in U3.
Many times we make con-
tributions to the unwholesome
things that go on about us. Our
indifference to responsibilities
give way often to the rise of the
things that will later on haunt
us. No longer can the small
things of life go unnoticed In
our lives. Each one of us must
constantly be on the alert that
every moment we do all that
we can to check the flow of
things that keep men from grow-
ing into their greatest stature.
Years ago every child was
the child of every adult in the
community. No child would
dare allow an adult see him do
something unbecoming. Today
in many instances adults are
aiding and abetting the children
in doing things which have been
branded 'cute ' Unfortunately
as time goes on these things lose
their 'cuteness.'
POINTS OUT PITFALLS
Far removed from what ac-
tually is and what should be we
encounter people who have lost
all sense of what they owe to
their fellowmen. The nitfalls
that should be pointed are now
left in interest of 'experience.'
'Experience' might be a good
thing but it leaves it scars and
many times a person Is sapid-
tired for life for what he did in
Interest of it.
In this Biblical story we find
two brothers coming to making
heir sacrifices. One sacrifice
was acceptable: the other was
not. This made the possessor
of the unacceptable sacrifice
very unhappy — unhappy to the
extent that he killed his broth-
er. There are those of us today
who are just as guilty as Cain.
Whereas we make no contribu-
tion to the actual act our lack
of activity makes us equally
guilty that such things go on.
The thing that stares us in the
face today as custodians of
righteousness is the fact that
we must speak out to all people
in all walks of life who dare to,
do wrong. We must be the
standard-bearer of that which is
right and noble. We must grow
once again to tht stature of the
adults of yesterday that our very
presence will make those about
us stop and take a second
thought. Many times question-
ed concerning a bad act people
justify their action by saying,
"I just was not thinking.'' This
is happening far too often.
It all boils down to one fact—
those of us who are strong must
he strong to the point that we
are going to give our all for a
better world. Out society today
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
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BUCKLES — HANDLES — SMALL
BISHOP SHAW IN N A ss at'
—His Excellency the Geyer
nor, Sir Robert Stapleelon.
KCMG, CRE. tenter. wel-
comes Bishop II. B. Shaw,
ANNIVERSARY PROGRAM
— A recent Sunday was the
Second Anniversary program
of the "Moody Ensemble" at
the Keel Avenue Baptist
church, Rev. Perdy Moody,
pastor. The group's history
dates back to the late Rev. J.
F. Collins, who organized the
cers of the Ensemble are
to the church's No. 1 choir.
On Feb. 23, 1959 the grain
met to choose a name. Mrs.
is the result of weakened people
who won't stand up for that
which they know is in best in-
terest of a better world. Most
of the time nothing is lacking
but a kind word or a good ex-
ample. God is relying upon
each of us to that GOOD
EXAMPLE needed so badly in
our day.
Willie Davis suggested that
the group be named after our
present pa s to r, Reverend
Moody. lie consented. Offi-
cers of th e Ensemble are
Mrs. Lossie B. Wooten, veal-
dent; Mrs. Willie M. Davis,
vice president; Mrs. Margaret
Jamison, secretary; Mrs.
Annie L. Byrd, treasurer;
Mrs. Ann Unger, chaplain;
Mrs. Nancy Bedford, program
chairman; Mrs. Carrie Wil-
kins, publicity chairman;
Mrs. Layers Albrooks, super-




WASHINGTON, D. C. — Sen.
Maurine Neuberger (D. Ore.)
will be the main speaker at
the Twelfth annual Bill of
Rights Award dinner of the
American Veterans Committee
on March 3.
Sen. Nettberger's keynote ad-
By CHARLOTTA STEWART
Musing: The Test. God won't
ask if you were clever ....or
I think He'll little care . . .
When your toil is done forever;
He may question: Were you
square?
Did you do the best you
could do . . With the knowl-
edge you possessed? . . . Did
you do the things you should'
do? . . . That will be your
earthly test.
God won't ask what sort of
labor. . . Life commissioned
you to do . . . Were you rich-
er than your neighbor? . .
Of the many or the few? . .
But you knew whit right and
wrong were . . . What Was had
and what was good . . . And
you knew what weak and
strong were: . . . Did you do
the best you could?
Dear Counselor Stewart Wat-
son: I am a young man out
of college. It seems that I can
make my future what I want
it to be with the proper help.
My work is going to he sales-
manship and it is going to call
for a good wife. Now I am
interested in a good girl, very
retiring, and quiet. I am won-
dering if this is the right girl
or whether I should look fur-
ther for one who has some
more virtures . . Bachelor.
Dear Bachelor: The man
who wants to he a success in








right. Wllmlntton. N , who church At left is the Be I .
was in Nassau recently to pre Alphsolis C Rolle. presiding
side ever Bahama islands eider of the Nassau District
Conference of the Africas of the RINE lion church.
Methodist Episcopal Zion
ry the right wife. The wife
should be an asset to the busi-
ness. Do you know that behind
every successful man there is
a woman who understands at
just what point a man needs
to be pushed and when he
wants to be coddled?" A busi-
ness man needs a wife who
will encourage him when he
is down, and tighten the reins
when the shows signs of wander-
ing into aimless pursuits. The
era of the cling vine has pass-
ed. She should be a good mix-
er willing and able to meet
and entertain, make friends
and make them believe that
her dear husband is a go-get-
ter.
Also this wife should keep
her own appearance up to
snuff, so that be will be proud
of her.
Any wife who wants to see
her husband succeed should
a partnership with him when
they marry, and she should not
be working as a SILENT
partner. So keep this in mind
when looking for a wife if you
expect to be a success as a
business man, salesman, etc.
dress will discuss "New Fro'''.
tiers and the Bill of Rights."
Awards will be presented at
the dinner to the following, for
their outstanding contributions
to civil rights during the past
year:
The Rev. Lloyd Foreman of
New Orleans, for his courage
and leadership in defying seg-
regationist mobs;
Harold Fleming, an A V C
member, for his direction of
the Southern Regional confer-
ence in furthering human
rights and dignity in the South;
Col. Alfred G. Katie n,
Deputy to the Secretary-Gener-
al, on behalf of United Na-
GETS LEAD
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
Rising actor Glenn Corbet has
signed to play the leading














Post Office Boa 311
W. will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges.
ments was never more keenly
pointed up than last Sunday
evening when Louis Johnson
Dance Company of New York
was presented in the city aud-
itorium by the Beta Epsilon
Omega chapter of Alpha Kap-
pa Alpha Sorority.
First, the performance was
about 30 minutes late starting.
Many seats were empty. The
audience remained stoically
reserved despite the fact Louis
Johnson and company rectified
their tardiness by dancing
their hearts out. There were
moments when the dancers
reached greatness. Yet the ap-
plause remained reservedly
polite. The reason is not
known. Only a guess could be
hazardous. Or questions asked!
... was the audience enter-
tained so well until plud-
its could not express it? Was
there a lack of understanding,
the dancers here again, and
It is hoped that it will be noon,
consolation can be obtained




Johnson, who has consider-
able experience with the
dance, demonstrated precision
generally associated only in
sensitive machinery. This was
evidenced in his first series
which is termed "Folk Im-
sions." While Mary Berry,
Doris de Mendez, Guy Allison,
Nukomis L. Jefferson, Carl
tions' efforts to preserve free-
dom of nations throughout the
world:
Mickey Levine and Lou War-
shaw, AVC leaders, for their
audit of discrimination in mili-
tary and veterans installations
in eight southern states;
The Urban League of the Dis-
trict of Columbia, for promot-
ing fair employment practices;
and Marvin Caplan, President
of Neighbors Inc., for spark-
ing the successful campaign
to end racial designations in
real estate advertising.
Caplan's organization is now
supporting a pledge campaign
for Washingtonians to welcome
good neighbors regardless of
race, color, creed or national
origin.
Previous AVC "Right s"
Award winners have included
Chester Bowles, Eleanor Roose-
velt, Ralph Bunche, Edward R.
Murrow, and Walter Reuther.
Johnson Dancers
Hit Of Memphis
By STAFF WRITER !therefore a lack of appreciate
Man's struggle with the ele.ifor the art-form, which is
among man's oldest?
Until the sorority presents
of the art.
Johnson and Miss Berry were
best in "First Sin," which por-
trayed Adam and Eve in the
Garden. Incidentally, Miss Ber-
ry's poise and pivots could
have been acquired only after




The AME Ministers' Wives
met the past week at the home
of Mrs. Maggis Starks of 324
East Trigg ave. The president,
Mrs. Evelyn McRae, presided.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Christine Ashurat
and Mrs. Lucinda Bailey.
The president named the fol-
lowing committee chairmen
for the year: Mrs. Thelma
Hooks, recreation; Mrs. Sadie
Miller, program; Mrs. Reola
Jackson, sick; Mrs. Sarah Gar-
rett, membership; and Mrs.
Sylvia Jefferson, planning.
Memorial services were held
for a recently deceased mem-
ber, Mrs. Blanche Crumbly.
Members who enjoyed the
nice luncheon prepared ;iy the
hostesses were Mesdames
Thelma Gilton, Sarah Todd,
Sadie Miller, Evelyn McRae,
Mary Daniels, Katherine Bry-
ant, Rosetta Smith, Mamie
Todd, Pinkie Houston, Sylvia
Jefferson, Bertha Jones, Ches-
tine Ashurst, Sarah Garrett,
"Folk impression" was a
series which demonstrated
"true to life living," a "Ser-
mon" in which Guy Allison
took the lead; "A Little Bit
of Sin" done by Ford, Miss
Berry and Miss de Mendez and
"Proclamation" "Shortnin'
Bread" and Jubilee in which
the whole company participat-
ed.
The performance was con-
cluded by "Back Yard Stuff,"
a series of three numbers,
which included the current
dance craze "Watusi " This
series included the type of
dancing that one is likely to
see where young people con-
gregate.
CONGRATS TO SORORITY
The Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority is to be cnneratulated
for bringing to Memphis the
dance company.
Proceeds from the affair is
embarked for the benefit of
"sickle ceel anemia research,
scholarships and other com-
munity charities.
General chairman of the
Ford, showed great familarity 
project was Miss Velma Lois
with the
Tones. Mrs. Marjorie I. Ulen
mechanics of the art, '
Johnson showed a knowledge 
Is basileus of the sorority.
Other sorority members who
were chairmen of the various
committees included Annie
Bell Sounder, Mrs. Wilma
»Sueing, Mrs. Elms H. Mardis,
Mrs. Ruby Spight, Mrs. Cal.
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Allura Lee
YM&W Prexy
Mrs. Altura Lee was install-
ed as president of the YM & W
club during a meeting at the
home of Mrs. Rosa B. Young
of LaClede et, last Sunday. In-
stallation officer was Mrs.
Mary Martin.
Other officers included Fran-
cis Wood, first vice president;
Mrs. Mettle Taylor, second
vice president; Mrs. Lula Dent,
third vice president; Mrs.
Evlyn McRae, secretary; Mrs.
Beatrice Thorton, assistant
secretary; Mrs. Monto M.
Harness, treasurer; Mrs. Lida
Helm, treasurer of thrift;
Mrs. .Tanie Barnes, secretary
of thrift; Mrs. Mary Gray, as
sIstant secretary of thrift
! Mrs. Rosa B. Young, assistant
i secretary;
 Mrs. Cora Lee,
chaplain; Mrs. Nettie Washing.
ton, assisttant chaplain.
The ones who were not pres-
ent, because of illness were
Mesdames Reola Jackson, Eli- ,aik
abeth Johnson and Mrs. 1. W.
Williams.
Ministers who were present
for the social part of the meet-
ing were the Revs. J. C. Mil-
ler, C. Ashurst, Bryant., Gar-
rett, James Holmes I. W. Willi-
ams and C. C. Daniels.
Hostesses for the next meet-
ing are Mesdames Rosie Book-
er Katherine Bryant and Mary
Daniels. It will be held at the :-
Bethel AME church, 826 Wicks -
ave. on March 17.
The primary interest at this
meeting will be installation of
the officers for the year.
CASTALIA BAPTIST
It was quite a day at the
Castalia Baptist church Sun-
day past. The occasion WAS
Men's Day.
Rev. Calvin Mims was the
morning speaker and Rev,
Brady Johnson was the eve-
ning speaker.
Henry McClellan was the
Lucinda Bailey. Lillie Adams, chairman of the celebration.
Alma Starks, Mary Martin and Rev. Calvin Mims is the -
Cora Gleese. pastor of the sanctuary.
FROM FLORIDA: (LB is
writing from the Florida
links this week in between
rounds of the North-South
tournament).
They call this the playground
of the world, and believe me,
it truly is.
It was beautiful weather in
Miami, ideal for golf. T h e
course is well lined with very
huge coconut trees making a
picturesque scene. But there
are an many sand traps around
the greens you wonder if there
is any more sand anywhere
else in Florida.
Spectators and out of town
golfers were enjoying watch-
ing the last round of play of
the baseball tournament. Many
faces would instantly be recog-
nizable. My first glance caught
Jackie Robinson coming in on
the ninth hole; right behind
him was a very big crowd fol-
lowing bas-iball greats Micky
Mantle, Yogi Berra and Alvin
Dark.
TO RECORD SONG
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
Miyoshi Umeki, who appears
in "Cry for Happy" with Glenn
Ford and Donald O'Connor,
will record the title song to
be used in the film.
People are here from all over
the United States, especially
the northern states, dodging at
least one week of winter
weather. Possibly over 300
players are registered for this
North-South Tournament, so
you know every type of hacker
will be on the field. Memphians
seen feasting in the sunshine
were Dr. Arthur E. Horne,
wearing a big smile; Mrs.
Helen Tarpley, enjoying golf
again with some ladies she
played with in August in Chi-
cago. Lit also enjoyed a qual-
ifying round with the New
York and Chicago ladies.
Mrs. Jennie Tarpley didn't
seem to be able to get quite
enought Florida sunshine watch-
ing the swimmers and waders
at the Sir John hotel pool. The
fresh orange juice kept her
asking for more each day.
Our week in the Orange
Country soon ran out on us
and we are now looking for-
ward to another trip where golf
will be on the agenda.
Hope the golfers and their
friends will be seeing us at Sam
Qualls golfer's Whist tourna-
ment Thursday night, March
2. The place is 706 Boston;
time 8 p.m. Will be waiting on
you to make that first bid.
Four Apply For
Baseball Permits
Four applications for a
franchise in the Negro Ameri-
can Baseball League were sub-
mitted during an official meet-
ing of the league at the Chi-
cago office of the president
Dr. J. B. Martin, a former
resident of Memphis. The
meeting was held Feb. 25.
The 1961 baseball season
schedule and final plans are ex-
pected to be completed and an-
nounced following a meeting
set for sometime later this
month.
Among those attending the
meeting in Chicago were:
Arthur Dove, representing
the Raleigh Tigers of Raleigh,
N. C.; Mr. Wardell Jackson of
Champaign, Ill., representing
the Birmingham Black Barenn
Baseball Club; Ted Rasberry
of Grand Rapids, Mich., rep-
resenting the Kansas City Mon-
archs Baseball Club and the




NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Rep. James Roosevelt, D.
Calif has called for the.
abolition of the Rouse Un-
American Activities Commit-
tee and the transfer of Its
"proper" function to the House
Judiciary Committer.
Ronaelvelt, appearing on as
honr-Iong television (NBC's
"The Nation's Feign") des-
bee program, conceded that
the committee, headed by
Rep. Frances Waiter, D-Pa.,
Following installation a tur-
key dinner was served T h e
next meeting Is scheduled for
March at the home of Mrs.
Gray, 591 Beale at.
tin. secretary and general
manager of the Raleigh, N. C.
team.
Applying for a franchise'
were James Bush, James L




A popular birthday card asks
the question: "What Is a Hus-
band?"
It contains a witty descrip-
tion of the typical American
husband and reads to part:
husband is the handiest
thing invented. Haw else could
a wife get furniture moved,
the phone company bawled out,
the dresser drawer unstuck,
the finance company reasoned
with, the sipper fixed, her back
rubbed, her supper praised or
the tip of her nose kissed?"
This la one of a dozen word-
portraits from a collection by
Rust Craft untitled "Candid'," ;'•
dealing with the whole family,
plus "friend" and "sweetheart"
"What is a Girl?" According
to the verge editors she "is K
innocence playing in the mud,
beauty standing on Its head,
and motherhood dragging a
doll by the foot"
And her little boy friend,
portrayed on another card, "is
Smith with dirt on his face,
beauty with a cut on his fing-
er, wisdom with bubble gym
Is his hair, and the hope of





































































































































































The athletic arena is still leading the way. In the quietest
manner, unhampered by burden-some publicity, two more firsts
have been accomplished within the sports field In the arena of
(Ice relations. Former Tennessee State cage 
mentor Johnny
cClendon has moved to the top of the National Industrial
Basketball league with his Cleveland Pipers and Willie O'Ree
has nailed down a permanent spot with the Boston ttruins of the
National Hockey league.
1MeClendon surprised the cage
world with his sudden move
from Tennessee State to cast
his lot with the Pipers two
years ago. There were many
raised eye-brows when Johnny
gave up a good thing to be
the first Negro coaching in the
NIBL, the top amateur cage
arrangement in the nation.
He was in the midst of de-
veloping Tennessee into a na-
tional small college power. He
was revelling in the achieve-
ment of carrying a Negro col-
lege to the top of the National
a Association of ntercollegiate
. Athletics heap for the third con-
JOHNNY McCLENDOR secutive year!!!
In his freshman year, McClendon took three of his for-
mer Tennessee State stars, Ronnie Hamilton, Ben Warley, John-
ny Barnhill added Johnny Cox, Kentucky university All-
American, and gained a fourth place spot in NIBL play. It
was the highest standing of a first year team in the league's
history.
This year, McClendon had a stroke of good luck when the
Peoria Cats, Wichita Vickers and San Francisco Investors de-
cided to drop out of competition. Out of the scramble for un-
attached players, Johnny came. up with the league's Most
Valuable Player Dan Swartz from the Vickers, Jack Adams
of the Cats and Roger Taylor from the Investors.
These three added to Warley and Barnhill jumped the
Pipers off to a running start with 11 wins in their first 12
contests and shattered the age-old league tradition of not win-
ning on the road. They have led the loop's eastern division
from the gun. Their recent 115-114 win over the Akron Good-
years boosted them to a 21-6 advantage over the second place
Gew York
 Tapers' 14-14 and sewed up the division title.
The Pipers are a shooting team. Adam, picked team cap-
tain, just recently rammed in 56 points to set a new league
record. Swartz holds the NIBL career scoring record of 2,793
points. Warley does the rebounding chores with Taylor and
Barnhill playing the floor and providing the outside shootint.
The National Basketball Association and the new Ameri-
can loop have made pro advances toward the Pipers to no
avail.
"I know that some people have been wondering how I get
along with players with southern backgrounds," McClendon
says, "but I regard everyone alike and there hasn't been any,
trouble because of race. There hasn't been a single time
when my being a Negro has put me at a disadvantage."
O'REE HAS had his troubles in making the climb to
hockey's big time. The players in the NHL seem far more
concerned about maintaining their own paychecks than in
working any hardship against the league's first and only Ne-
gro player.
"I have been expecting some trouble," said O'Rce, "but Vic Marsillo, long-time friend
there has been none from either the players or the fans. of Rocky, manages the two
ng
p here, I've been treated like any other player." heavies.
0 
This is a welcome change in Willie's five year career. Dun, Rocky, who casefolly saved
his stints wth Quebec City of the Quebec league and while his ring  earnings, is in New
performing for Kingston, Ontario of the Eastern Professional York as an "interviewer" of
league he had troubles with both fans and players. prominent persons on presenta-
He attributes his rise in hockey to the advice of Punch tions being prepared for televi-
Imlach, who was coaching the Quebec team. He remembers
that Imlach told him 'that no matter what abuses I had to take,
to work hard and I'd make the NHL because I had the ability.'
Twenty five year old O'Ree, a native of Frederton, N. B.,
played three games with Bruins three years ago. When the
Bruins brought him this year from their Kingston farm,
Willie was sure it was for keeps this time.
"I'm confident that I can score 20 goals in this league.
I feel as though I really belong," is the way Willie sums it
up. Adding to O'Ree's personal conviction, Scum coach Milt cos of the American Football
Schmidt calls him 'a real nice kid and an excellent prospect.' League. The Broncos have six
It's bound to come to past. Situations like atmosphere sur- tackles under contract and
rounding McClendon and O'Ree show again that sports is lead. none weighs less than 240
ing the way. pounds.
sion. Each presentation includes
the film of a major fight staged
between 1950 and 1960..
DENVER — (UPI) — Wiley
Fisher Wyman, a 270-pound
tackle who played for Ranger
college in Ranger, Tex., has
signed with the Denver Bron-
ORKVIVAL — Mapping plass
to reactivate the once power.
fat Lettermen's Cab on the
Texas Southern university
• campus, a group of letter-
nee met with Alexander Dar-
ley, center. Athletic Director,
to iron ent the details. Let-
termen above, I to r, Riley
Harris, basketball; Clarence
Caldwell and Clarence Whit-
-
more, football; Coate Bur-
ley; Charles Frasier, track;
Charles Redmon, basketball;
Freddie Randolph, baseball;





NEW YORK — (UPI)—Rocky
Marciano disclosed that he and
a group of New York business-
men are considering the pun
chase of heavyweight Sonny
Liston's contract.
Liston of Philadelphia, 26, is
rated the world's top contender
by both the Ring Magazine and
the National Boxing Association.
His 31 victories in 32 fights in-
clude 21 kno,ltouts.
"We expect to start negotia-
tions just as soon as we de-
cide what we can reasonably
offer," explained Marciano,
who was the ring's only per-
fect-record heavyweight cham-
pion when he retired in 1956
after 49 straight victories as
a professional.
Rocky said he believes he and
his group will be able to buy
saston's contract for a reason-
able sum because Sonny's man-
ager is ailing and because of
"certai i lv t "whichn nvo emen s, 
he did not wish to discuss.
At Allentown, Pa., managger
Joseph (Pep) Barone and At-
torney Eugene J. Gorman said
neither Marciano nor any of
his group had made a bid yet
for Liston's contract.
Barone, convalescing after two
abdominal operations, com-
mented "I don't know what
Rocky considers a reasonable
offer. But he should remember
that Liston could make at least
a half-million dollars in a fight
before this year is over."
In New York, Marciano re-
frained from estimating the
size of a Liston title-purse
but he did express confidence
that Sonny would get a title
shot this year — against the
between champion Floyd Pat-
terson and Ingermar Johans-
son at Miami Beach, March
13.
"I understand there is no pro-
vision for another return bout
in case Johansson teats Patter-
son," Rocky continued. ''And
who else has the winner to fight
except Sonny?"
If Rocky and his unidentified
backers do buy Liston's con-
tract, Rocky and one of the
group will act as co-managers,
he said. Marciano will handle
the match-making and training,
and the other co-pilot will han-
dle the financial end.
"I intend to ask Liston to be
my guest next month at the
Patterson-Johansson fight in
Miami Beach," Rocky informed.
"By that time I'm sure we will
have made a hid — perhaps
a successful one."
The former champion, 37, said SO Carolinahe would like to be active again
in the fight game, "which has
. Wins SIACbeen so good to me." He said •he has been giving some point
era to unbeaten heavyweights
Tony Hughes of Cleveland and
Tony Alongi of Miami Beach —
both of whom are fighting on cage Crown
the Patterson-Johansson card.
REMEMBER?— Heavyweight Gleason watch the first and
champion Floyd Patterson second Patterson • Johansson
(left), contender Ingemar fights on a monitor during
Johansson (right) and Jackie
taping show featuring t he
two heavyweights. (UPI Tele-
photo)
PILE UP 338 POINTS
Tennessee Leads
For 11th Week
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Ten-Iwhen it dropped a 100-98 verdict
nessee A.&I., taking advantage'to Jackson State But the Texas
of its closest rivals' late--Panthers picked up seven first
season jitters, hung on to firstIplace votes and 293 points to
place in the United Press In- retain third place.
ternational small college bas-I Hofstra remained fourth with
ketball ratings for the 11th 249 points and was followed in
straight k lorder by Southern Illinois (238),
The Tigers were the No. 1
choice of IR of the 40 coaches
who voted this week and piled
up 338 points.
Mississippi Southern and
Prairie View remained close
on the Tigers' heels, although
both teams suffered defeats
last week. Mississippi Southern
totaled 10 first place votes and
321 points, leaving the southern-
ers 17 points back of Tennes-
see A. & I. They trailed the
Tigers by only 13 points last
week.
Prairie View suffered its first
defeat in 23 games this season
Wittenberg (151), Gra mbling
(127), Kentucky Wesleyan (98).
Northern Michigan (72) and
!Maine (49)•
I The only change in the top
10 occurred at the bottom- of
the iit. Northern Michigan, 10th
last week, moved into the ninth
slot ahead of Maine, which
skidded to 10th.
Hofstra, rolling along with a
17-2 record, was the top choice
of two coaches while Southern
Illinois, Northern Michigan and
Capital (Ohio) each garnered
one first place vote.
Southwestern Louisiana again
headed the second 10 group and
was followed in order by Mt.
St. Mary's American Universi-
ty, U. of California at Santa
Barbara, Williams, South Da-
kota State, Trinity (Tex.),
Capital, Southeast Missouri and
McNeese (La.).
Tennessee A. & I., which has
ORANGEBURG, S. C. —The
South Carolina State college
basketball quintet got off to a
shaky start and then went on to
win top honors in th Southern
Intercollegiate Athletic Associa-
tion with a 12-3 record and an
overall showing of 17-4. The
Bulldogs ended their regular
conference play here on Wed-
nesday with a 95-78 victory over
Morehouse college of Atlanta.
State last -'on the SIAC
trophy at the Tuskegee TOUR-
NAMENT in 1943 under coach
011ie "Bull" Dawson.
As Visitation Champions,
State will represent the SIAC
in the Mideast Regional meet
March 10-11 at a site yet to be
determined. The Visitation
Champions from the Ohio
Athletic Conference and two
(2) at-large entrants will com-
plete the quartet in the Mid-
east Region.
Coach Ed Martin got back
into the winning column after
dropping his first two games
on the road, and ran his win-
ning streak to 12 games with
a hard fighting, determined,
yet inexperienced squad. His
freshmen "came through" giv-
ing him unexpected bench
strength to go along with the
general hustle and consistent
play which the team exhibited. K
Iled the small college ratings
!since the start of the season,
Iran its record to 21-4 last weekby polishing off Southern Illi-
nois, 89-79, and Central (Ohio)
State, 111-77. The Tigers are
strong contenders for a birth
In the National Invitation
Tournament at New York next
month.
Missippi Southern faltered at
a crucial stage in the cam-
paign when it dropped a 73-71
verdict to Centenary. However,
the Southerners bounced back
with a 68-54 victory over
their season record to 20-2.
Evansville, the UPI small
college champion last season,
hit a new low in this week's
voting when it failed to garner
a single point.
TEAM POINTS
1. Tenn. A&I (18) (21-4) 333
2. Miss. Southern (10) (20-2) 321
3. Prairie View ('7) (22-1) 293
4. Horstra (2) (17-2) 249
5. Southern III. (1) (20-3) 238
6. Wittenberg (14-5) 151
7. Grambling (24-4) 127
8. Kentucky Wesleyan (14-5) 98
9. Northern Mk-h. (1) (15-2) 72
10. Maine (16-4) 49
TRACK ALL-AMERICAN —
North Carolina College's %Vat-
ter Johnson (left) Is shown
here accepting the award
which named him to the 1960
NCAA All-American track
team selected by the U. S.
Track & Field Coaches of
America Association. Dr. Le-
roy T. Walker, head track
coach at NCC, Is making the
presentation here to his out-
standing quarter-miler. The
presentations took place at
half-time ceremonies at a re-
cent basketball game at NCC.
Johnson, a senior from New
Haven, Conn., finished sec•
ond in the NCA track cham-
pionships in 400-meter dash
last summer, running a 46.3.
Ile also competed in the N.
A. I. A. championships, the
the National AM', and the





































I GOTEBORG, Sweden — (UPI) Moore beats Italian contender
— Jack (Doc) Kearns, manag-
er of light heavyweight world
I champion Archie Moore. will
'leave here for Stockholm to
,meet the hackers of the title
'match between Moore and
Lennart 11 isberg of Sweden.
I. Goteborg, Kearns h a a
negotiated with RiRberg's man-
ager Edwir Ahlqvist who also
is ex-world champion Ingemar
JohanaRon's adviser, 
more for boxing matches when
ringside seats can be placedKearns Ii,.'! the UPI that the l
match will be staged — if on the soccer field.
Guilio Rinaldi at Madison
Square Garden on June 10 —
at the Raasunda Soccer Sta-
dium in Stockholm.
Situated in the outskirts of
the city, the stadium has a
capacity of sonic 50.000 specta-







HOUSTON, Texas — Rater
Johnson, 1960 Olympic Decath-
lon champion, and Sullivan
Award honoree will be the
keynote speaker at the Texas
Southern University athletic
banquet, March 27, according
to J. II. Alexander, banquet
chairman of the TSU Quarter-
back club.
Rater, in addition to being
the world's greatest athlete,
was named one of the ten
outstanding young men of the
nation by the United States
Chamber of Commerce.
More recently he was cited
as the athlete of the decade.
The World's greatest athlete
was born in Hillsboro, Texas,
August 18, 1935.
Johnson's family moved
from Hillsboro, to Dallas, to
Oklahoma and from there to
Fresno, California eventually
to Kingsburg. California where
they settled. Rater finish gram-
mar and high school at Kings. 
burgHigh where he won 11
varsity letters in basketball,
baseball, football and track;
set nine school varsity track
records, seven league records,
and placed third in the 1954
National AAU Decathlon.
Entering the University of
California in Los Angeles (UC-
LA) in 1955 as a freshman,
Rater set a new world decath-
lon record; established three
new UCLA frosts records in
high hurdles, low hurdles, and
broad jump; tied two other
frosts marks in the 220 yard
dash and the high1ump, ran
laps on two Fresh record-
breaking relay teams, spring
medley and mile; set new Pan
American Games Decathlon
record of 8,984 points; and in
the Central California AAU
games broke the World Rec-
ord with a score of 7,983.
Since his freshman year,
Rater has won just about
every award and honor the
track world can offer.
In 1954 he was elected presi-
dent of the Kingsburg High
student body, and in his senior
year (19e8-59) at UCLA he was
recognized with a similar hon-
or
In 1958 he was named cap-
tain if the UCLA track team
and as a result of his track
triumphs in this year, he was
named by Sports Illustrated as1
"Sportsman of the Year." He
was cited as one of the five
outstanding young men in Cali-
fornia by the State Junior
Chamber of Commerce, named
the Associated Press Athlete
of the Year in California, and
he won t h e Helms Athletic
Foundation Award as the Most
Outstanding Athlete in North
America.
In 1959 Rater finished UC-
LA with a dregree in Physical
Education. He returned the
same year as a graduate stu-
dent. In 1980. as a member
of the U. S. Olympic Team, he
won the Gold Medal at Rome,
Italy as the Olympic Decath-
lon Champion; was named win-






PRAIRIE VIEW, Tex. — The
nation's front-running small
college basketball tearn—Prai-
rie View A & M. finished their
league schedule at Batle
Rouge, whipping Southern Uni-
versity 98-90 for a clear title
to the coveted Southwestern
Conferenez cage crown.
Battling in a league of
champs, the Panthers, coached
by Leroy Moore. need one vic-
tory on their final two game
road trip to cinch their first
cage championship since 1950.
Breathing down their backs was
powerful Grambling of Louisi-
ana, seventh ranked nationally,
with only two conference losses.
Dropping a 100-98 hair-raiser to
Jackson State College, the Pan-
thers had to win at Southern
Monday to remain on top.
Oddly enough the same situa-
tion existed in late November,
when Prairie View's gridders
whipped Southern to gain a
share of the three-way confer-
ence tie and a four-way dead-
lock in the national football
race.
Sporting a 23-1 season's rec-
ord, the Panthers will close one
of their most successful years
in history. With one scheduled
game remaining — Huston-Tii-
lotson on Feb. 24—Prairie View
will acceot one of the invita-
tions to NCAA or NAIA play-
off tournaments.
Zelmo Beaty, 8 foot 9 center
at Prairie View, led the league
and the nation in rebounding
with a 22.0 average. His scor-
ing average is 24.3. Cornell
Lackey, an excellent ball han-
dler, is the Panthers' second
:iigh scorer.
emblematic of the finest ama.
teur athlete in the world; was
named one of the 10 outstand-
ing men in the United States
by the U. S. Junior Chamber
of Commerce; again was nam-
ed California's "Athlete of the
Year" by the Associated Press.
and more recently was named
"Male Athlete of the Year for
1960" by the Associated Press,
edging out Arnold Palmer,
sensational golfing ace.
Refer currently doing movie
work in Hollywood, will arrive
In Houston Saturday March 25,
to witness the TSU Relays fi-





MILWAUKEE — (ANP) —
Joining other Negro players in
blasting baseball spring train-
ing segregatiou, Andre Rogers,
West Indian-born utility in-
fielder recently acquired by thel
'
Milwaukee Braves from the
San Francisco Giants, said he
was leaving his family behind
ithis spring because he doesn't'
lwant them to be subjected toi
•such humilation
"Segregation is the reason
'I'm not takking my family,"
IRodgers 
was quoted as saying
in the Miami Herald recently.
"It's a little tough to start liv-
ing like that again. Stith the
!Giants I was able to have myfamily with me But I won't
take them along under such
circumstances."
Rodgers spent the past four
-seasons with his family at the
;New York and San Francisco
1 Giants training camp in in-
tegrated Phoenix, Ariz.
He said he first encountered
U. S. segregation shortly after
arriving in the country from
his native Nassau, Bahamas.
Before that, he never sven
thought about it, he explained.
He then went on to explain two
incidents, one in the North, the
other in the South.
"I was just 19 and had been
signed to play with the Olean
(N. Y.) club in the Pony
league," he related "We were
heading north in a bus and stop-
ped in a little town to get
something to eat.
"When the whole team went
into the restaurant, the man
behind the counter pointed a
finger at me and said, 'I can't
serve you up here in front,
You'll have to eat in the back
room."
"I didn't know what he meant
at first. Then the shock hit me.
I just stood there—numb. Fin-
ally our manager said, 'If you
can't eat here, the rest of us
won't either,' and we all left.
He continued:
"Another time I was playing
with Dallas, and one night in
Shreveport, (La.) a couple of
guys got on me. They insulted
me in every way a human can
be insulted. I finally couldn't
take it any more and I started
after them
"But Murray Wall, one of
our pitchers, grabbed me and
said 'You want to get killed?
You're in the South Down here
I'll fight your battles Some
other place you can fight for
me.'
"And Murray charged up in
the stands and let 'ern have
it."
1.
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Our Opinions
Petitions With Meaning
On Feb. 20 the Volunteer Citizen's
Association of Memphis adopted six res-
olutions during a meeting, after which
the resolutions became petitions which
were sent to each state representative
and senator of Shelby County.
The first and foremost :esolution
called for the "legislative delegation of
Shelby County to pass an act providing
for an increase from its present three
to five the members of the Memphis
Transit Authority with the provision
that at least one member be from the
ranks of organized labor and that at
least one member be a Negro in consid-
eration of the fact that in excess of 60
percent of the patrons for the Memphis
Transit are of the Negro Race."
The resolutions also "strongly favor
a 10-member Charter Commission, chos-
en from all segments of the population
and their study not be limited to only
three classes of city government." The
resolutions also 'called for Negro repre-
sentation in any of a council form of
government for the city of Memphis.
OPPOSED RUNOFF
The petition opposed "run-offs for
municipal election laws in their entire-
ties." Opposition was shown to a "fluori.
dation referendum" because the city
commission has the power to either pro-
vide it or not."
The resolutions sought "a law abol-
ishing the censor board as presently
constituted" and favors "the appoint-
ment of a hi-racial study commission to
investigate and recommend changes to
the next General Assembly."
The sixth resolution favored "an act
which will protect city and county em-
ployees from being impressed into po-
litical activity agaihst their wishes. On
the other hand, the resolution stated
The Memphis NAACP branch
displayed a bit of advanced
thinking with its move last
week. Through its leaders,
headed by Banker Jesse H.
Turner, president, and Minister
H. C. Nabrit, chairman of its
"we see no reason to prevent those who Freedom Committee, the Mem-
wish to do so." This was stated concern- Phi
s NAAC,P bought . . . yes,
big the proposed Hatch Act for city and 
pmai gr ceh aosf
edthe.C.om. 
aml emror si at l a half
county employees. peal's Wednesday edition (Feb.
The Tri-State Defender concurs with 22. 1961).




gro being appointed to the Memphis John pFitzgerad Kennedy 
a en dt
Transit Authority. We do not seek to Loyal American Citizens










the sole fact that he is a Negro, but as the ANNEXATION THE
a starting point to change the custom City of Memphis, Shelby Coun-
of denying Negroes the privilege of par- 
ty, tTeesnenfesAsemee.n.ea. to .the 
so that
ticipating in the policy making affairs all citizens may participate in
of our city's public institutions because the challenge of democracy 
as
of the sole fact that he is a Negro. 
we are taught through the
RUN OFF UNCONSTITUTIONAL pressed in such documents as .y
We are opposed to a run-off law for the Declaration o 
n epen-
ou might not believe it to
f I d by discriminatory 
laws whico
municipal elections because vve feel that United 
Zteonitto: Gofet the are 
applied to 
o riehs is 
in cons= g l7.a
Y it would be unconstitutional, undemo- burg Address', the Emancitpasi 
t 
ed courtrooms betore judges,
cratic, morally wrong and enscounced in tion Procla
mation, the Supreme some of wh
om are obviously
retrogressive slave-like tactics. It is not 
Court's 1954 Decision and your pr
ejudiced and whose verdicts
magnificent Inaugural Ad. are too 
often enforced by po-
a secret that the proposed law is aimed dress." 
lice tyranny and orutality "
at preventing IVegiroes from winning CLEAR CUT 
Then, the "open letter" ear-
public city elections. Negroes, as quali. 
The branch's "open letter" 
ries the statesman-like re-
w s"-
fied citizens, should be eligible to parti- 
the South not only cripples the
and snappy presentation of the
cipate in the affairs of government, deep-seated desires and 
feel- Negro, it also cripples . the
Fluoridation has been used as a po- 
ings of every sane andthoughdt- i1 





litical issue so long until we feel that 
sfubleibNyegcreountiyn, Memphisas  w forcing him to live Ma life
the issue is old enough to vote itself up everywhere else in 
the nation.
ell as by
of a hypocrite when he con
or vote itself down. If it is within the 
It was a sober and well-ex- 
forms to the "southern way of
pressed statement. It was life."
power of the city commission to decide evidently not the composition of Now, that's 
real social
the issue, then let the city commission one person. It 
was obviously dynamics . . . when such a
hand down a decision forthwith, 
a composite of the thinking and message is 
carried directly,
articulation of more than one not only to the president . .
As in all other phases of public and well known local spokesman but thru the 
use of such a
governmental affairs of the City of for the le
gitimate aspirations medium as. the Commercial
Memphis, Negroes should have the priv- 
of local Negroes. Appeal . . . int
o ihe ‘10mcs
ilege of becoming a member of the cen- 
t set forth in forthright,en- 
and minds of millions of white
I
language what the Southerners who 
really need
sor board. No barriers should be erect- vast majority of the 
Negroes to encounter such an expres-
ed which would dim this privilege, of 
this community think, feel. sion. 
It was smart. Now,
The proposal for the Hatch Act for 
and desire. It was a timely ex- 
whatchubet!
planation to the rest of the
lutely clear as stated, therefore we re- 
ha‘t'e acnadlled thress'u'croenstatnatetun-s
folk
Jobless Paycity and county employees, is not abso_ community of 
what some
Well Done, Faithful Servants
We are reminded of the passage in
the Bible which says . . "Well done
good and faithful servant. You have
been faithful over a few things. I will
make you ruler over many."
These words can readily be applied
to three administrators at Universal
Life Insurance company whose promo-
tions were announced recently during
the 38th Annual Stockholders meeting
.of the insurance company.
Promoted were Mr. H. A. Gilliams
Testimonials To A Patriot
(This editorial is being reprinted by
request)
The stirring drama which enfolded
Itself in the wake of the liquidation of
the Congo patriot, Patrice Lumumba,
Is irrefutable evidence that Lumumha's
death cannot be dismissed as a mere
episode in a local political setting.
The demonstrations that have taken
place in New York, Chicago, Washing-
ton, London, Paris, Cairo, Accra, Beirut;
Lagos and elsewhere are honest testi-
monials to the spirit, dedication and
valor of the murdered African leader
and his place in world history.
In the face of this manifestation.
the American white press continues its
intemperate vilification of Lumumba,
using the tragic occasion not to deplore
the macabre incident, not to denounce
an execution that was carried out with-
out trial and judgment, but to lash out
against the demonstrators as being led
by card-carrying Communists,
It is a studied exaggeration, design-
ed to smear all those who are in sympa-
thy with Liimumba and the cause of Af-
rican freedom. It may well be that Com-
munists are taking advantage of the sit.
uatiorf There is, however, no evidence
that they are the guiding spirit.
The white press has always been
quick to smear Negro leaders who dare
speak out against social injustice, and
who have guts enough to denounce in
forceful language the areas where de-
mocracy has failed. President Nkrumah
of Ghana, President Toure of Guinea
have both been labelled "Communist
sympathizers."
Robeson has been forced into volun-
tary exile, Du Bois into sepulchral si-
lence. Until today, we have no clear, ef-
fective national voice that can state the
case of the American Negro with con-
sistent vigor and unflagging conviction.
And this resurgence of opposition to
dedicated, unbought Negro leadership
deepens the chasm between the white
world and the black world. It is also a
warning to black folk everywhere,
whether in the Congo, Kenya, tt,uth
Africa, or in America, that for a Icng
time to come they must depend on the
ungagged Negro press for a true reflec-
tion of their aspirations, for ventilating
their grievances and for beating the
tom-tom of racial equality.
Patrice Lumumba may be dead, but
like John Brown, his spirit marches on.
principles so beautifully ex-
WAPIAA1 kAAvE 141 NE UR..
LEI'S SEE MOM' GEtfiN6





f by NAT D. WILLIAMS -t
A LEAD FORWARD waged in such places as Biloxi,
The Memphis branch of the Miss., Little Rock, Ark., Meld-
NAACP took a good "leap for. goinery, Ala., New Orleans,
ward" last week in the area La., Athens Ga., and Fayette
of social dynamics. and Haywood Counties in Ten.
No, not "dynamite" . . . but nessee, not by skilled soldiers
"dynamics." There's a term responding to the call of honor
in the area of the Social Stu- but by motley street mobs re
dies called "social dynamics." sponding to the call of Lem-
It refers, in general, to the .agogues preying upon 9icial
forces and influences which prejudices."
bring about. changes in people's
moral values, emotional reac- 
POINTED TO PRESIDENT
The "open letter" pointed outtions, and general outlook on
to the President of the Unitedgiven issues. It's a kind of ad-
vanced propaganda . . . design- States . . . and perhaps, more
importantly to thousands ofed to shape points of view, and
white Southerners . . thru theinfluence the direction and
big Commercial Appeal, t h etrends of community feelings
"Bible of the Deep Sputa" . .and expression.
some mighty pertinent facts
relative to the Negro's position
and condition in the South.
Such as, "The Negro citizens
of Memphis are still denied
job opportunities because of
their race; Negroes are forced
to accept separate and there-
fore inferior education because
of race; Negroes are denied
the use of most of our parks
and recreational facilities be-
cause of race; Negroes are
still met with insulting signs
marked "white only" in our
public libraries and other pub-
lic tax supported facilities.
Such as, "The merchants of
the South are so greedy that
they invite all people to pur-
chase their wares, yet so
prejudiced that they deny Ne-
gro patrons the right to decent
Jobs and the right to use such
comforts as lunch counters,
lounges and nurseries. Such as,
"The Negro is further degrad-
ed when he is forced to live
t sh rt sweet minder t
hat This system of
serve comment until we have studied it among Negroes today."
with understanding. It was an expression 
of faith • - • •
in the good sense and demo- Hits New Highcratic ideals of white citizens
of this community and else-
where. The statement said. The Americans 
who
WASHINGTON —
 became second vice president-agen. white
"We firmly believe that the
cy director. Mr. G. T. Howell. was nam- 





ed associate agency director and named 





her department reported Mon.
to 
la,--
the board of directors. Mr. H. B. ty has always 
demanded." day.tAompea
ryi c at he 
once
price
Chandler was elected chief accountant- It was an
 endorsement of the The department said the
brave, new symbol of the "New figure for the week ended
 Feb.
controller and became a board member. Frontier" of life as voiced by al was 32,200 
above the old
as well as being named to the board of 
PlresidenretmKmednenredtyo h.im. 0.f atnhde
Mr. R. L. Wynn, jr., was elected actuary, 
record set the previous week.
directors. We also congratulate Mrs. 
"unsolved problems of the 'old 
Twenty-nine states reported
tier' which American treats increases in the numbe
r of per-




with Wisconsin, V i r g i n i a,
sons drawing jobless benefits,
was added to the board of directors. 
Court House . . . but which Maryland, New York, Missouri
many here in the South have
kept open through post civil war and 
Pennsylvania showing the
renegade guerrilla actions, sharpest rises.
SO WHAT?
'WHAT'S SHE GOT YOU HAVEN'T GOT? IF YOU
HAD IT . WHERE WOULD YOU PUT IT?"
monism have stealthy surround-
ed the warld.
Before the death of 54-year-old
Nikolai Lenin in 1924, he had
mapped strategy for the con-
quest of the whole world with
plans to replace various forms
of government with a world
union of socialist soviet repub-
lics of classless people.
SEVERAL YEARS BEFORE
111111011111liallinintlitallintiall11111111111111111111111,his death Lenin grabbed most
of Russia while he was the
leader of the Bolshevik party
which stressed, "a more ex-
tremist revoluntary Marxism
than the Mensheviki party."
Five years before Lenin's death
the party was renamed Com-
munist party, which maintained
the idea of world conquest.
After Lenin there came an-
other power-drunk man by the
name of Josef Stalin who in
1933 created internal strife in
the Ukraine. Who actually car-





appetite Is just as keen
as was Lenin's for world -
Judge Makes Sure
No One Says He's
At Race Track
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
Superior Judge Walter H.
Odemar, aware of a 'contro-
versy raging between eounty
supervisor's over whether
some judges spend time at
the race tracks which should
be spent working, pinned this
note to his chamber door.
"For the curious. Am work-
ing. Have taken the jury to
view the premises in a con-
demnation matter. T h a
Judge."
111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIillik111111101MMIE
look at me, dark as I be, but I
have got some relatives who
pass for white," said Simple.
"I do not know them. I only
heard about them. But they are
white folks with a little colored
blood, not colored folks with
white blood. They are light
enough to pass. I don't know
whether I give them credit or
not for deserting our Race."
"They probably get much
better jobs than they would if
they presented themselves as
colored," I said. "Are your rela-
tives completely white in ap-
pearance?"
told you I never saw them,"
said Simple. "But they must be
Italian light, at least, in order
to pass for white. And in a way,
I do not blame them for fooling
the rest of the white folks. For
a dark man, days can be dark!
Yes, sir! And if I was light, I
would probably pass for white,
too. But there will be no such
chance in this life for me."
"Not hardly," I said. "You
are one more dark boy."
"Don't rub it in," said Simple.
"I know it won't rub off. But
I am proud of my race."
am proud of my race, too,"
I said, "but being black does
not help us get a good job."
Imagination Stretches Only So Far •
"Neither can we get into the "Whereupon he would say,
'Get out of the house.'Stork Club," said Simple.
"Who wants to get into the "Whereupon I would say, 'I
Stork Club and spend a week's will sue! Or do you want to
wages for a meal?" I asked, settle out of court? If SO, I will
said Simple, "I would not spend would then start to roll up my
"I do — and was I to get in," meet you on the sidewalk.' 1
no week's wages. I would just sleeves."
"Stop right there", I said to
Simple. "You have gone too far
order me ten cents worth of the
—injecting violence into the mat
left breast of a young squab,
nothing more. If the waiter did
ter. Don't you believe in Martinnot bring it, I would cry, 
'DIS-
CRIMINATION!' so loud the
t nce? Have you no respect forowner his self would come 
run-
the Race, fighting in a public
resig-
ning. When he approached my
table, I would rise in my digni
place?"
t old public place?"
ty and say, 'How dare you?'
asked Simple.
"He would say, 'How dare you
—what?' to me. And I would
answer right back, 'This is a "The Stork Club," I said.






"I would say, 'That is my argue, "What then?"
realization. Therefore, I ordered "How can you stretch IF tha.
ten cents worth of the left breast far?" asked Simple.
of a small squab. I am on a diet, "Then why create a hypo.
so I can not eat much. Do you thetical situation?" I asked.
mean to tell me you discrimi- "Because I like to lay down
nates against persons on a diet?' hypes," said Simple. "I will
"This is not a hospital,' the take a beer on you."
owner of the Stork Club would "If you get it, it will really
say. This is an expensive room be hypothetical," I said, "so ,
in which to eat and drink, not just imagine you are drinking a, '•
diet. What are youp drinking?' beer."
"I would reply, 'Anything that "My imagination won't stretch






either "passed" or "defeated!!
Lenin's idea of conquerie4
America was to make it as pain.
less as possible . . withont
soldiers, gun smoke or hloocr
He said "we'll not have to at-
tack America, but the last bas-
tion of Democracy will fall Into
our hands like an over ripen-
ed annle.
UNDER LENIN'S PLANS,'"
America would he the last of .
COMMUNISM ON TIIE MAP HAND-TOOLS three phases employed to stip
Ever since the Ainerican Le- Many countries have been round the entire world wilt's
gion - sponsored film "Corn- completely infiltrated and con- Communism. Europe and Asiamunism On the Map," was first quered since the days of Lenin, would be first, Africa, and then
shown, I wanted to see it. Last Among them are Poland, Hun- North and South America. Corn.
week, simply dropped all of gry, China, Romania, and even munism has already entered our
-
my duties, appointments and Cuba and many more. southern gate by the way of .
tasks and rushed over to Owen COMMUNISTS HAVE USED
College to see it while George the simple human element Cuba, 
lust 90 miles away. The
old technique of piting natives
Sisler of the Commercial Ap- "hate" to conquer these coon.
Junior college's student body. part. Because it could easily 
acsouepmlepdlowyietdhpeal was presenting it to the tries. This 
is the frightening aingasifnrisfte-tnoartnivceushaw
another technique of promising
The film was very entertain, change our form of government both sides everything — being
ing, informative and provoca- overnight. All of the elements, all things to all people.
five. Aside from that, it was religious, racial and economic, "Communism is a struggle
frightening, which are the hand-tools of the for the hearts and minds of
As Sisler said, "the film seeks Communists, can be set in force men." territory and earthly'
not to spread a philosophy! it very easily in America .Jew wealth, notwithstanding.
does not teach a doctrine , . . it Black against white, Have we slept too long to stop
simply presents facts." How- against Gentile, Catholic against the insidious scourge of Corn.-
ever it does show how the long, Protestant, labor against man in North America? The
red menacing arms of Corn. agement, Northerners against
Southerners etc with any appreciable degree of-
question is not easily answered
The film indicates that Corn- accuracy. However, we can'munism has already seeped in- readily say that it is too lattc the Pentagon as well as oth- if we continue to carry oner department of our nation's
Capitol. It is said "some of the war among\ourselves.
Communist operations in Wash-
Too LATE
ington, D. C. have never been It it o
ig 
t o continuela f or  whiteto   e nAsmiaevrsie.
posed." Also, "the United ica 
States government is so infil- black Americans. It is too lattiv.
trated until certain legislation is for American Jews to be sup..
pressed by American Gentiles.'
It is too late for white aml
black Protestants to discrim,
nate ,gainst each other. It is
too late to,- white and black
laborers to be pitted against
each other. It is too late for
white and black infants, ch,l•
clren and students tq be laucht
racial hate. It is too late 1•,r•
management to stifle scientific,
technological am: administra-
tive abilities simply because
racial identity.
Yes, it is too lee, if we do
not build a strong Amer], lin.
within. so that we can will
stand the rage of Commune:in -
without. If we fall to do so,
then Democracy will fail within

































































































































































AH..SARG. . I'D L‘KE
ASK A fAvost of wu
I.
I 9UESS So...8uT WHY I JuST WAN't '('ASK
YA WAN-% V SEE IDA? HO.% Oft
...WHArtis %1' Z1j COULD I%Ell* PAM
vi$40 *As AARLS-r*D folt
RoBBIN. oUR NouSE: LAS'
c i4.14T?
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1st Negro Set For Airlines Course
I CLEVELAND — A young Ne- bachelor of aria degree. He is More than 1500 students from ter's basic and advanced sales
gro ttavel agency executive has a member of the West Virginia all over the world have taken courses in New York, Stock-
cracked a highly rated airlines State Alumni club.
training school to become the
first member of his race to
attend the 10-week course of-
fered by the Scandinavian Air-
lines System.
Scandinavian Airlines System
announced that James Lloyd,
president of the recently formed
Lloyd- Seawright Travel agency
in Cleveland, will embark for
New York where he will attend
the all-expense paid course.
Only 10 students from the U.S.
will take this course. Lloyd is
the only one from the Ohio
area. For several weeks Lloyd
0n
d his partner, vice-president
illiam Seawright have been
eking instructions at the local
Scandinavian office relating to
the business.
'Heretofore, the Scandinavian
course has been limited to its
own employees and some digni-
taries interested in the airline
traffic, since it was inaugurated
live years ago.
Scandinavian, an international
airline, contrary tot most do-
mestic lines, is making this
opening gesture in an effort to
prepare Negroes interested in 
THIS GROUP IS HAPPY to attend the Scandinavian Left to right, William H. Sea-
thg business to gain approval 
about the selection of James Airlines System's training wright, vice president of the
of the International Transport 
Lloyd, president, Lloyd-Sea- center in New York, the first Agency, and Sam Perry, Jr.,
association, governing body of  
aright Travel Agency, right, Negro accorded the privilege, sales representative of SAS.
all airline travel.
Ve., graduated from Kimball Abstract Art TrendIJoyd, a native of Welch, W. 'High school, Kimball, W. Va.,
and West Virginia State college.
1110,,m which he earned
Safety Ridi
Measure Pays
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Po-
liceman James Capano always
insisted that his wife and young
daughter ride in the back seat
of their car as a safety precau-
tion.
Today, he credited that policy
With saving their lives.
Capano, who has seen his
share of traffic accidents, was
driving with his wife Helen, 28,
and daughter Mary Ellen 3,
when his car was forced off the
road by another vehicle.
-Capano's car swerved through
te retaining fence and slammed
down an embankment injuring
ihapano seriously.
Mor Mrs. Capano and Mary Ellen
stepped from the back seat un-
harmed. Lodged in the front
passenger seat was a 15-foot
pole, six Inches in diameter,




 'Is Absent In India
TUSREGEE INSTITUTE, Ala.
— They are called abstract
paintings because they scarcely
represent reality. To a great
many of us, such paintings are
merely canvasses weirdly smat-
tered by unlimited colors and
shades, confusing the optic
nerves—and the mind.
Yet, according to leading art
critics, these abstract paintings
are a dominant trend in Ameri-
can art circles. Why?
One explanation is offered by
a humanitarian-type artist from
India, who, by virtue of geogra-
phy alone, is able to give an
elways-interesting view of how
others see Americans. Says he:
"Today's world of things diffi-
cult to define and understand
has certainly had influence on
American abstract paintings,
but one of the strongest forces
has been increasing automa-
tion."
The artist is Solomon Charles
David, a member of India's
consulting committee on high
education, who it studying art
and craft techniques at Tuske-
gee institute.
David, who heads the Art and
Handicraft institute at Vidyab-
hawan Sociey in Udaipur (a
college patterned after lliske-
gee), believes "too much" au-
tomation is "promoting con-
formity," and stripping Ameri-
cans of their individuality and
"resources af creativity."
Whether they realize it or
not, says the dapper and articu-
late David, "creators of ab-
stract paintings are fighting
conformity created by automa-
tion—for they are groping for
individuality."
Although he is not an expon-
ent of abstract expressionism,
David recommends for the sake
of art, that automation be lim-
ited so that people—not ma-
chines—can receive credit and
satisfaction for the country's
production.
Compared to America, hardly
any attention is attracted by
abstracts in India, according to
David. "We are more inter-
ested in real paintings, some-
thing that can be associated
with recognizable subjects."
He explained that the "prob-
lem of conformity'• does not
prevail in India as in America,
for there are fewer machines
and "more respect for the in
David was happy to point out
that there are still some Ameri-
cans who have not lost interest
in -working with their hands"
despite the fact that machines
have wiped out the need for
possessing such an interest. "I
was suprised to know that sen-
ior citizens are so interested in
arts and crafts," he aid.
He has observed that, al-
though many Americana set
their values high on material
gain, they are by no means
selfish. "Everybody I've met
has been friendly and willing to
help," he said.
Cordial and handsome at 39,
David is a far cry from the
stereotyped View Of an artist
(none of the bizarre dress and
beard business). His dress is
Occidental and conservative;
his smile broad ind warm.





I have read your column for
many years in my home town.
I am now here in Chicago and
would like to become acquaint-
ed with serious minded young
ladies. I am a young man of
excellent reputation, well liked
by all, have no relatives and
I find at a little lonely in this
city of millions. I am single
and have spent most of my
time in school and in the ser-
vice.
Angelo Salvatori,
General Delivery, Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante:
I have read your column for
quite some time and I have
seen and heard of people who
have had much success from
correspondence. I would like
very much to correspond with
a gentleman between the ages
of 45 and 55 who is sincere,
ambitious and interested in
marriage. All letters will be
answered. Please send picture
with letter.
Nellie Bolden,
130',i E. Adams blvd.,
Los Angeles 11, Calif.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante:
I heard that you were sen-
sational in assistance to so-
ciety. I wish to correspond







I have been reading your
column for quite some time.
Am originally from Chicago.
I have been here in Los Ange-
les for just about a year and
am very home sick for Chi-
cago and my friends. Would
very much like to correspond
with males or females between
SOLOMON CARES DAVID,
member of India's consulting
committee on higher educa
tion, displays some of his
works — including painting
and haadicrafts. David, now
BUSY AT WORK: Reflecting
deep concentration in his
work, Solomon Chares Day•
id puts finishing touches oe
painting in a class at Tnske-
gee Institute, where he is a
special student observing how
arts and crafts techniques
22 and 27. I am 22, 5 feet, 1
inch tall, 105 lbs. Like jazz,
dancing, sports and photogra-
phy. All letters will be an-
swered.
Joyce Marie Burtley,
4276 S. Hoover, Apt. 10,
Los Angeles 37, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mine Chante!
I am 26 years of age. 5 feet
6 3-4 inches tall. weigh 14.5
lbs. Would like to correspond
with a nice young man be-
tween the ages of 28 and 33.
Photographs will be appreciat-
ed and all letters will be an-
swered.
N. L. Wadlington.




I have been keeping up with
your column for many weeks
and notice you have helped
and inspired so many people.
Would also like to join your
club. I am a gentleman 6 feet
xi inch tall. Appreciate hear-






I am a 20 year old, attrac-
tive. young, ambitious wom-
an attending beauty school
here. Upon graduating I plan
to make Chicago my home, if
I find the right yong man with
the qualities I am looking for.
Would like to meet an em-
ployed young man who at-
tends church and lives a good
life. Would like for him to
possess kindness and affection,
be a good dancer and not over
30 years of age.
Miss Tee, c-o Nubeta Service,
P. 0. Box 5024,
Chicago 80, Ill.
studying arts and crafts tech.
piques at Teskegee Instititte,
is head of the Arts and Crafts
Institute at India's Vidya
Bhawan Society, a college
patterned after Tuskegee.
differ from country to noun.
try. Compared to American
Interests, abstract paintings
are net very popular in India,
saYs David. "We're more in
terested hi paintings repre-






He is opening new frontiers Schools, to hire Rick be cause
in the great and glorious West. most of the county's residents
To do this, he didn't carry a had never actually known a Ne-
six-shooter but instead, he had Ivo and the children probably
a trained mind and a keen in- had never talked to one.
(crest in his profession. But Sankey wisely reasoned
Rick, a young man of 29 years, that the county needed a speech
us as born and raised in Baiti- and hearing therapist and Rick
more where he attended high got the Job.
school and college. Rick is presently working
Ile became greatly interested with 125 county youths who
in people with speech and hear- have speech or hearing defects
ing difficulties during his un- and says that an additional
dergraduate days because he 185, who have problems of a
had experienced a slight speech lesser degree are waiting.
fault. Rick was the only Negro in
He continued his education at
the University of Iowa and 
the ail-white county until he
graduated as a speech and
married Judith Jackson, a mod-
hearing therapist. 
ical social worker he met while
Getting a job, although pro-
both were attending the univer-
pie in this field are in great sky.
a
demand, wasn't an easy inat• 
In adclitio to touring the
ter. Three counties in Iowa turn-
county schools and helping his
ed him down, youthful friends, Rick is much
Rick had all the "tools" neces
sough frtaafetterrn aal an tabs ad Pe
speaker
rfolersary for his profession — a col- civic,
lege degree, graduate work at organizations.
a university a pleasing person. LIKES KIDS
seventh-graders, performs on
lie plays baseball with theCity and most of all, a love
for children.
RACE BLOCK the bongos and sings calypso
The obvious question is why songs for the teenagers, and
was Rick turned down time af- still finds time to teach a public
speaking course for the Junior
Chamber of Commerce.
Rick's mother and father,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Adams,
live at 911 North Gilmor street.
He is the second oldest of four
children and the only boy.
After graduating from Doug-
lass High School, Rick did his
undergraduate work at Morgan
State College.
While at Morgan, Rick was
called to task by Dr. Madge B.
Miler, director of the Speech
clinic for not participating more
in oral classroom work.
Rick explained that a slight
defect in his speech was the
pebbable reason. Dr. Hibler as-
sured Rick that *he had not
detected it and she was certain
his classmates had not done so.
Following this assurance, Dr.
Hibler said, Rick became active
in his clasiroom work and took
particular interest in the speech
program at Morgan.
Rick is happy in his work.
Ile is a pioneer. He is the first
of his race :o hold such a posi-
tion in the state of Iowa. He
has opened a new frontier.
Superintendent Sankey said:
"We have become very fond
of Rick. His presence here has
been good for the county and
for our kids."
RICK ADAMS
ter time? The answer—Rick Is
a Negro.
Few of his race live in the
rural sections of Iowa, hut
prejudice still exists. He tried
another county, his fourth, and
was hired,
For the past year he has been
employed by the Wright County
Schools in losva and lives in
the small town of Clarion.
It took a lot of courage on
to part of Claude W. Sankey,
superintendent of Wright County
Life Span Of
120 Years Seen
Life expectancy my approach said, such
120 years in America by the end be within
of this century, the Journal of bility.
the American Medical Associa-
tion said. 
"(f scientific advances con-
tinue to be productiv,:, and
A steady upgrading of Ion- there is little ddoubt but that
gevity in the west may reach this will be factual—with eradi-
the reputed longevity of certain cation of infection, prevention
peoples in the east, an editorial of cancer, and inhibition of pro.
In the Journal said. More than gressio of the degenerative dia.
20 Civil War veterans passed eases—life expectancy in Amer.
sthaecentury mark with the old- Ica should approach that of the
eat living to be 117, the Journal fabled Hu he nzukuts by t end 3f
id.
Ibis century and equal that of
There is evidence that men the Himalayan dwellers in the
in Hunza Lard, a remote and 21st century." the Journal con.
mountainous region of north- eluded.
ern Pakistan, live to he 120 "The problems posed by such
or even 140, the editorial said, a probability merit emieful




SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI)
— Mrs. Katherine Clever,
who pleaded guilty to a
charge of falling to file a
1954 Incomr tax return, has
been granted a delay in sen-
tencing until April 1A.
Her attorney explained that
Mrs. eleven operated an ac-
counting business and would
be very busy through April
15 processing clients' income
tax returns.
ages are believed to
the limits of possis
w 80. OFFENDER Finds 'Overnight (licks' Often Linger
DICK GREGORY
Johnny Mathis Finds All
Work, No Time Off, Tough
If you're inclined to envy sing-play the Eden Hoc in Miami singing star winds up the 3-
er Johnny Mathis all the glam- on March 23, and appears in month stint at Blinstrub's in
his hometown, San Francisco,
April 6 through 19.
A long three-week engagement
at New York's Copacabana,
where he holds a house attend-
ance record, follows April 27
through May 17 and the young
DUSTY FLETCHER ,
For Channel 9 Series
Announcement that WGN-TV viewers,
had purchased a number of Purchase, of the new films
''late" films for telecasting means viewers will now be able
nightly should mean something to see a few films that haveto stay up viewers, not outlived their hope for aP-Of late the pictures seen on preciation. Today the only late
mour and security of the life
he leads, don't. •
Booked in five cities and
Puerto Rico during the next
three months. Johnny will spend
67 days singing, seven days re-
cording, seven days traveling
and will have just seven out
of the 90 days off.
Figure it out. Every office
worker who gets Saturday and
Sunday off will have a total
of 24 days, not counting holi-
days, off durine the next 90.
Playing Philadelphia's Latin
Casino until March 1, Mathis
goes to Puerto Rico where he
plays the San Juan Puerto Ri-
can Hotel from March 5 through
19.
Ile returns to the States to
New Films Purchased British TV
Spotlights
Chicago Fun
most screens are not only old
but have been rerun many program of importance to many  
times. Some of the pictures are viewers who watch channel 9
considered "classics" but fact is the "for adults only series
that they are repeated so often called "Play of the Week," ar-1
is the thing that has disgusted riving twice weekly, Mondays;
-
Jesse Owens, Now Top
Radio D. J. Wins Big
Sportsmanship Award
.'ormer Olympic track star commentator on radio station
J'sse Owens has been choseniWAAF. was also selected to join
I-' receive the Sportsmanship a small group of well known U.
Award as the oustanding ath-LS. athletes to join President
lets of 1960. John F. Kennedy's Physical
Avery Brundage. president of ,Fitness Program conference
the International Olympic Corn-,held in Washington Feb. 21
mittee will present the honor to Owens was invited to take part'
Owens at a luncheon at the in the conference that resulted
Waldorf Astoria hotel in New in a special presidential corn-
York on Feb, 24. The affair is mittee by Abraham Ribicoff.
a-onsored by Sportsmanship head of the Department of
13! Itherhood. Inc. Health, Education and Welfare.
Owens. Illinois Youth Corn-'President Kennedy was the
mission sports specialist and almain speakmat the conference
Dandruff Up Variety
Yells 'It's Our Poll'
"Variety." often referred to i
as "bible of show biz" is quite
d turbed over seeing refer- t
c.ces to actors and actresses see every show. Variety con-
'winning Drama Critics ducts a similar critics' poll of
Award" for individual perfor- the London legit season.
mances. The N. Y. Drama Critics Cir-
Thus in a current issue the cle makes annual awards for
magazine reminds one and all the best play, hest musical and
that there is no such individual' best foreign play, of the Broad. 
awardby N. Y. Drama Critics way season, giving citations
Circle but there is one such cit- and scrolls. But to repeat, it RALEIGH. N C. — Jean •
a' ion annually by Variety. does tot and never has made TAson Destine and his Haitian,
Here is what Variety has to awards for performances. Dancers will be presented by
Say about the whole affair: The latest mention of a sup-
I Saint Augustine's college in its
"For the umpteenth time, posed Drama Critics Award Lyceum 
series March 11 at the
let's get it straight—there is'was in the N. Y. Times obit- Lucille 
I-hinter Auditorium.
no Drama Critics Circle Award 1.1 iary of musical comedy lead-I 
Destine's program ranges
for individual performances. ng man Jack Whiting. who from the 
lightfooted French-t
There never has been. Haitian rhythms to primitive
voodoo ritual dances. His num-
bers range from the stirring
"Revolt of the Slaves" and the
voodoo "Witch Doctor Dance"
to the gay. lighthearted "Cre• 1
ole Mazurka" and "Congo
Tropical." Stately. beautifully
costumed Old French c o iir t
dances and throbbing pulsating
primitive ritual dances a r e
are several other annual cita-'a Drama Critics Circle Award, both presented in his 
diversi-
tins iazid "awards," but none There is no such award." fied program.
Boston, May 25 to June 3.
Then, the young Columbia
recording star, a little worn
to say the least, will take off
to Europe for a 3-month vaca-
tion — the first he has had




PORTLAND, Ore. ..- Pearl performances Jaunt included
Bailey's generosity in dealing
with artists appearing on her
show is telling on star's purse
from time to time.
stops at Calgary, Vancouver,
Seattle, Edmonton as well as
this city.
"Aiding the gang" is nothing
Good example is what hap- new to Pearl Bailey's opera-
pened here where the 57-man tions. When the present show
was formed it came from
members of cast of picture
"Porgy 'N Bess" in which
Pearl starred. Pearl feeling
sorry for the many performers
who would be less lucky than
herself in securing work after
completion of the film invited
the more talented to join her
in a show she was producing
To this group she added others
to form what is considered to
be one of the greatest shows
touring today. Actually the
operation has cost Pearl Bailey
troupe piayed for six evenings
and enjoyed a $38,000 take, for
the show. However, despite
this near record "take" the
promotion ended in the red
mainly because expenses were
so high.
Even though Miss Bailey
knows hardships at boxoffice
face her show due to the large
cast she refuses to drop "a
few" of the performers for
"less expense" purposes. She
has no trouble getting bookings
due mainly to her own box of.
flee pull and the added under- money. She could have gone
standing that the show is one out as a single and cleaned up
of the best to hit the road this in night clubs, on television
and even in films. But not
Pearl Bailey. She wanted to
help others who wished to aid
themselves but were handicap-
ped because of not having
what is called_in the rialto of
stagedom, "names."
season but the take must be
high or show loses money.
In other words the Pearl
Bailey show cannot appear in
small cities or cities with
small seating capacities and
come out in the balck. This six-
LONDON — (UPI) — British
television viewers watched a
jazz-accompanied report on
Chicago, as seen through the
cameras of British Broadcast-
ing Corp. Producer Denis Mit-
chell.
What they saw probably con-
firmed a few had conceptions
about American cities, but
there was a great deal to bal-
ance them.
Immediately after the pro.
gram, several wievers called
in to protest scenes showing
cattle being slaughtered at the
stockyards, a spokesman said.
He said "a fair number of peo-
ple" objected to the scenes be.
cause they considered them
cruelty to animals.
The spokesman said there
was no other comment on the
show.
Mitchell used no narration.
He let the sounds of Chicago
and its citizens do the talking
for the scenes, but careful edit-
ing got across his point of
view.
The camera scanned a row
of comfortable middle - class
homes. The voice of one of
their occupants said: "my par
ents came from Lithuania
Nothing holds you back if you
have the will to work for it."
Other scenes included a Ne-
gro revival meeting. a million-
aire's penthouse party, visiting
rotarians in a jazz night club,
n which the selections are and a
 lonely foghorn on the de.
made by the first-string critics. 
serted 1.ake Michigan water-
he professional experts who front
The only critics' selection of
performances at least in New
York, is Variety's annual poll
of the first-string critics
Strictly speaking, it is not in
award. since no prize or scroll
or formal citation is given
Variety conducts the poll at the
end of every legit season, and
publiabes the results There
died last Wednesday (15) in
New York. Just to get the rec-
ord straight. in Variety's poll
of the critics for the 1952-53
Broadway season. Whiting was
selected as havin:t given the
hest male performance in a
'musical. "Hazel Flagg."
To repeat, it was Variety's





featured on Ed Sullivan tele-
cast. will headline entertain-
ment program tor "Jazz
Society's" afternoon of gay-






ROZ CRONEY, the undisput-
ed limbo dance queen with
Larry Steele's "Smart Affairs"
revue, taught Wset Indian
dance steps to Dorothy Dan-
dridge for her role in the mov-
ie "Island In The Sun."
• • •
MACK MAGRUDER, a
member of the Spaniels vocal
group, has flipped over Betty
Bouie, the cutie who's Phil-
ly's "Miss Press Photographer
of 1960" and a leading con-




Arnold Records came out first
with "Pony Time," is spend-
ing all of his spare time hold-
ing hands with Mary Mason,
the gospel deejay on Philly's
WHAT.
LITTLE WILLIE JOHN, the
King recording artist, will
have a movie photographer ac-
company him on his next
cross-country tour. The movies
the lensman makes will be pre-
sented free-of-charge to Wil-





Jazz pianist Ahmad Jamal
and his trio will be among the
headliners at "Jazz Opens Mc-
Cormick" Saturday, March 18.
The show, which will be the
first theatrical production at
the 5,000-seat theater in Mc-
Cormick Place, Chicago's new
convention center, will raise
money for building expansion
at North Shore Congregation
Israel in Glencoe, the largest
synagogue congregation in the
Chicago area.
Other jazz stars who will en-
tertain are singer Anita O'Day
and Woody Herman and his
band. Jamal's newest albums,
"But Not For Me" and "Ah-
med Jamal" are the biggest
reasons for his swift rise to
stardom in jazz.
Suit_ Mar. 52 from 4 to
m. Jimmy Ellis and
Trio will share the enter-






Artist To Hit Trail
Blazed By Many Aces
What price the road to fame?
A single hit recording, discovery
by a talent agent, belatedly that
is, or getting a lucky break in
employment via one of the na-
tion's major spots.
Frankly any one or all the
above accomplishments have
started performers, musicians,
dancers and singers on their
way up. Many get the big
break and never move above
the spotlighting Some actually
arop out of the picture after
one big shot. But there have
been others, many others to go
all the way and become
"names" with high ratings on
Broa:y and in Hollywood.
Ooe of the latest to hit the
big time scene with a resound-
ing crash is Dick Gregory, a
newtype comic, whr is slated
fur even bigger things. Dick
has scored recent triumphs on
television programs including
the Jack Paar, Ed Sullivan and
Playboy Penthouse telecast. It
is reasonable to say his big
push came via Playboy telecast
with added sendoff when he
signed for limited stay in the
Playboy Key Club where he is
currently appearing. Gregory,
is not stranger to Chicago night
club patrons on Southside. For
several seasons he has been
seen and heard at clubs cater-
ing to Southside trade. Branch-
ing out came with his loop en-
gagements and spotlightings on
television programs.
Gregory's sudden "arrival" is
by no means unique and un-
precedented. Many admirers of
Joe Williams the Count Basie
vocalist will remember him as
NEW YORK—Choirs of four
Atlanta members of the Unit-
ed Negro College Fund will be
featured on ABC Radio Net
work's "Negro College Choirs'
during March.
The month's broadcasts are
scheduled as follows:
Clark College choir will pre-
sent the March 5 program.
Spelman College's all-girl chor-
us will he heard March 12
Morris Brown College choir
just a singer in Chicago's South.
side clubs for years. Then came
the Basie "break" and the na-
tion's song lovers immediately
jumped on the Williams band-
wagon.
Earliest of the famous "over-
night" arrivals is Billy Daniels,
currently appearing in Chicago.
For years Daniels appeared in
intimate spots in New York,
especially on the Eastside at-
tracting little national atten-
tion. He had the stuff but the
right persons had not listened
to his singing. And then came
the tune "Old Black Magic"
that Billy latched on to anlIP
rode to the very top. His unique
stylings on the tune attracted
television and theatre agents
and soon Billy Daniels was a
national figure.
Another such star who arrived
on a single tune was the late
"Dusty" Fletcher one of the
greatest of the comics traveling
for years. But nit until talent
agents for television and major
theatres and clubs caught his
"Open The Door Richard" did
"Dusty" come into his own
that he rated all along. These
are but a few of the "names'
one might mention as arriving
via the one tune or one step
route.
However for every one going
on to the top there have been
several times the number to
start and never get past the
first spotlighting of their taiik
ents. Or did they have tale!'"
beyond that one "crash?"
Many critics contend some of
the failures did but lacked that




2. I GY JOHNSON
DETROIT—When I was broad-
casting over radio station
WJLB, I became curious and
asked Eric Hay who was the
general manager then and who
seemed to have taken a liking to
me, "Mr. Hay, just how many
listeners do you figure I'm get-
ting across to?" To which the
very wonderful Mr. Hay said,
"Just make a mistake and you'll
soon know."
Well, all this seems to hold
true to my writing this column.
I do get a lot of letters I don't
mention here but happy to know
how far the Chronicle is read.
The following letter came
from my Idlewild mother, Lot-
tie Roxborough: For once I
don't agree with you. We will
fight it out when we meet . .
Regarding Nat King Cole and
the Ed Sullivan show. Nat King
Cole could sing anything, and
the audience would accept it.
When I come on the Ziggy John
son show, I do as Ziggy tells
me . . . Nat King Cole did Ar-
mour (Armour Packing Co.) a
favor. He cut a "hog" plus the
long green he could have added
to his bank account.
Bert Williams tried to tell
Flo Ziegfeld what he wanted
and ended up behind the "8"
ball. I think love, "Lottie."
My dear Mom: You're so
right in many of the things
you mentioned, for the average
singer never does the tunes
that are best for them, but in
the case of Nat King Cole, as
somewhat of a rroducer myself.
I think I would have let Nat
make hia own selection since
 4
necessarily have to keep with
continuity or theme. (I know
I'll get a spanking this summer
but that's it, doll. Still love you,
and that son of yours there with
you. The ex-Brewster Center
middleweight.
About three years ago I h
to give a little lecture to tv9
young men I felt might have
been on the wrong track. And at
this writing I feel little talk paid
off .. . Frankie Lymon and lit-
tle Paul Anka were the two lit.
tie men. Frankie had a message
in "Out In The Cold Again"
and the dynamic little Paul told
a story in the motion picture,
"Look In Any Window." Let's
just say that they were a bit
young then and that we all must
put our arms around our youth.
But now they are men they,
know.
Have you ever dreamed lucky
and woke cold in hand. If so,
you're much older than me.
Eh, Romaine Johns? All-Ameri-
can Buddy Young writing from
Baltimore just to say he
Something is up. The "boyillI
are in Miami, but I'm not mad.
My day will come before the
tournament is over. Mark My
word. But will hays to take
care of John White first and
then invite two guests who wi
kill me if I leave them here,
One an innkeeper, the other a
medic. But don't think m
daughter can't arrange to ge
away from her job at the Ch
cago Urban League on a wee
end. Our town's Charlie was
anxious to go. He stayed at th
the show was a variety show airport 
three hours as a stand
(vaudeville to you) and didn't by passenger.
Florida Playwright
Cited For 'Thesis'will sing March 19. The all- •male glee club of MorehouseCollege will close the month's
programming March 26.
"Negro College Choirs" pre-
gents the choral groups of the
member ins-Millions of the
United Negro College Fund on
on its weekly broadcasts.
The prog..ams originate in
New York City. The dates list-
ed above are for WABC-N. Y.
(Sundays, 7:30-8 a.m.) In other
sections of the country ABC
affiliated stations carry "Ne-
gro College Choirs" on vary.
log days and at different
hours.
GI aaaaa TV Behind
Peer Fe. 'Worst'
NEW YORK — (UPI) — It's
just an idle boast when Jackie
Gleason calls "You're Ii, the
Picture," his abortive one-shot
panel show. TV's worst pro-
gram
Results of my recent one-shot
post card contest to find out
how the viewers feel about the
worst that TV has had to offer
show Gleason's piogran to be
merely third worst.
TALLAHASSEE—Dr. S. Ran- It goes on to show that thro
dolph Edmonds, playwright and' organizing drama 
organiza-
head of the speech and drama tions, Dr. 
Edmonds helped th
department at Florida AsimNegro educational theat
university, received a copy o
the thesis about his work en-
titled: "Randolph Edmonds,
pioneer in the Negro Educe.
tional Theatre."
The thesis was submitted to
the faculty of the graduate
school at Indiana university as
partial fulfillment for the re-
quirements for the master of
arts degree by Marilyn Janice
Gayle. Miss Gayle is a graduate
of Dillard university and now
Indiana university. She is an
instructor in speech and drama
at Grambling college in Louisi-
ana. This is an unusual honor
for Dr. Edmonds; for It le a
rare occasion for professors to
have theses about their work
accepted by major universities
The thesis sketches the back.
ground of the Negro education.
al theatre prior to 1826 when
movement grow to the exten
that it now has drama depar
ments in most of our major co
leges and universities and a





HOLLYWOOD — (UPI -
The Academy of Motion Pi
lure Arts and Sciences
nounced that seven docu
tars, films, including one
duced by the United States
formation Agency, will
nominees for this year's 0






















































































































FIRST NDCC BALL IS HUGE SUCCESS 
• GOING TO THE BALL, the NDCC Ball, that is, Is
pretty Miss Marilyn Irene Duncan, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William C. Duncan of 3091 Fisher ave. The
pretty honor student attends Lester high school and
is in the eleventh grade.
• QUEEN AND COURT—Miss Phyllis Ross of Ham-
ilton rules supreme as the NDCC Queen. Others, from
left are Beverly Riintyn of Booker T. Washington,
Marian Roberson of Lester, Miss Ross, Daisy Parrish
• SURROUNDED by male admirers, Queen Phyllis Ross of Hamilton
keeps her calm. The popular and pretty young girl won out in a close race
with other sponsors of the various schools. These are several of the mem.
hers of the Cadet Corp putting the pocket on the Queen. A new battle man-
euver, men?
• A. C. WILLIAMS, genial radio personality was the
master of ceremonies for the affair. Here he is intro-
ducing and interviewing the young ladies vying for
_the Queen title.
of Douglass, Marilyn Isabel of Melrose and Addle
Holmes of Manassas, Queens all! The affair was held
at Melrose high school gymnasium Friday, Feb. 24.
• JUST A PORTION of the tremendous crowd that throcked to
the dance floor during the "waltz time" at the NDCC ball. This is
the first such ball for the National Defense Cadet Corps, but it
• GUESTS, at the affair, although no adults were supposed to be in at-
tendance showed up in the persons of Mrs. Georgia Harvey, Mrs. Floyd
Campbell, Mrs. Mary Duncan, Mrs. Joseph Isabell, Mrs. Doris Ray, Mrs.
Evelyn M. King, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Pope, Miss Evelyn I3agsby, Miss
Nettie Jones, Leo Graffenreed, Mr. and Mn. Joseph Isabel, junior and
senior; Mrs. Harry Cash, Mrs. George Robinson, Dorsey West, Mrs. Rich.
ard Rrazan, Chaplain and Mrs. Lee A. Thigpen, Jesse Springer, Miss Net-
tie Jones, Taylor C. D. Hays, Mrs. Cleo Roberson. and scores of others.
• QUEEN ASPIRANT is led across the ball floor by
one of her cadet officers in the introduction, given by
A. C. Williams, radio personality. This Marian Rober.
son and Cadet Bishop Trotter.
surely won't be the last due to the success of this gala affair. Mai.
George Robinson, Cadet Corp head, was extremely pleased at th•
outcome of the affair.
• E. C. STIMBERT, superintendent of Memphis Pub-
lic Schools, added comment to the affair with a few
words on the excellence of the event. Mr. Stimbert
commented on how beautiful evryone looked.
•
10 DEFENDER
Week Of March 4-10, 1961
4.-Housewives who have trouble First of all, she says, the din'
planning meals to suit every ing area must be attractive and
member of the family should must create the proper atmos-
breathe a sigh of relief that phere ngcessary for good di-
they're not college food service gestion.
directors. "From the standpoint of food
Planning meals for thousands acceptance," she continues,
of college students — "a most "human hands are preferable
critical age group" — day after to machines in dispensing
day, 10 months a year is no food."
easy task, laments Virginia However, she notes, human
Groth, food service director at hands often bring personality
North Park College in Chicago. problems with them. She re.-
, A woman out to prove her calls a woman 
who was stingy
taint in an article in College in serving desserts and 
who
and University Business, a pro. went so far as to snarl at 
stu-
fessional journal, Miss Groth dents for being hoggish when
takes you on a tour of a dining they protested. When she 
was
room to observe a few students: replaced by a more p
leasant
TAKE OFF FAT person, the trouble disappeared,
"Here is a young man, an on. Miss 
Groth says.
ly child, who has had the un- The food service 
manager
divided attention of his mother should combine initiative and
since babyhood. He objects to imagination to encoura
ge her
'too much butter,' wants just staff to greater results, 
accord-
s little mayonnaise, and 'for ing to Miss Groth. She 
should
Pete's sake, take off that fat!' be constantly looking for new
"Next we meet a girl who ideas "to relieve the monotony
Ss watching her diet, or so she of the same old salad served
thinks. Imagine her reaction in the same old way."
when she sees gravy, meat and Food, she goes on to point out,
potatoes on every dinner menu! should always look attractive.
She hasn't learned to say No. "Some foods never will look
"Then we have the student attractive on a steam table no
who feels that the other plate, matter how good they taste and,
the one he didn't get, has more therefore, should be omitted
On it. He continually reaches from the menu."
for another dessert because the Even "unpopular foods" such
one he has is smaller, as grilled liver, she contends,
"Next in line is a loud, out- can be made more acceptable
spoken fellow who wants every- through quality buying and by
one to hear his likes and dis- following through with good
likes. preparations.
"Then there are the health Miss Groth n-.aintains she
faddists, the 'health' eaters who
insist on knowing the origin of
every food served."
Miss Groth, however, believes
there are numerous ways to
gain food acceptance.
"Brighten" your breakfast
outlook. Try a tray of delicious
little Spicy Gems. They're sure
to p u t an early morning
''sparkle'' in everyone's eyes.
Allspice gives a definite dis-
tinctive flavor to Spicy Gems,
and the cinnamon crumble top-
ping makes them even better,
Give the muffins a final touch




2 tablespoons enriched bread
crumbs
2 tablespoons enriched flour
2 tablespoons sugar
'a teaspoon allspice
2 tablespoons butter or
margarine
Combine ingredients and mix
together until crumbly.
Muffin Batter
2 cups sifted enriched flour
1 tablespoon baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons sugar
in teaspoon allspice ;
1 egg, beaten
doesn't believe in the old adage,
The Committee, On Adminis-
tration of the Vance Ave.
Branch Young Women's Chris-
tian Association held a Sweet-
heart Tea, Feb. 21, at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. A Maceo Walk-
er, 1255 S. Parkway, E.
Mrs. T. J. Johnson, member
of the Administration Commit-
tee who raised the largest
amount of money was crowned
the "Sweetheart of the YWCA.
"Runners-up in their order
were: Mrs. Omega Shelto,
Mrs. George Stevens, Miss
Harry Mae Simons, and Mrs.
R. S. Lewis, Sr.
Mrs. D. J. Thomas and Mrs.
Lois Greenwood were captains
of the two teams in competi-
tion, with Mrs. Thomas' team
being the winner. Mrs. George
Stevens, chairman of the tea,
was assisted by Miss Harry
Mae Simons, chairman of the
Committee On Administration.
Many members and friends






of the Zeta Phi Beta sorority,
will be guest speaker at the
public program culminating
Finer Womanhood Week, Sat-
urday, March 5, S p. m., at
the St. Paul Baptist church,
1144 E. McLemore ave. Mrs.
Mauddean T. Seward in pro-
"You can lead a horse to water gram chairman,
but you can't make him drink."
She prefers the added line,







Sift together flour, baking
powder, salt, sugar and all-
spice. Combine egg, milk and
shortening. Add liquid to flour
mixture, stirring only until
flour is moistened. Fill greas-
ed muffin cups In full. Sprinkle
topping over batter. Bake in
hot oven (425 degrees F.) 20
minutes. When cool make
swirls with confectioners'
sugar icing.
Makes about 16 medium size
muffins.
SPY STORY COMING
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
The story of the activities of
famed German spy Alexandra
Bastegar of World War II is
being filmed in Austria and
stars Howard Keel and Tina
Louise.
FAMED STERLING SILVER HALLMARK
CHANGES WITH PRESIDENT'S INITIALS
a
U Silversmith hammers die into silver to indicate the change in thei
presidency of the United States — howl was the last marked with I
President Eisenhower's initials — the pitcher was the first marked
with JFK, for President Kennedy. The pine tree design — a fac- reporter.
simile of that on the original pine tree shilling, the first silver coin 













Mrs. Harrison She received
her formal education at Wiley,
Texas Southern and Chicago
universities.
Her teaching experience has
been as an English instructor
and presently a counselor at
Rhyan junior high school in
Houston.
In the Sorority she has serv-
ed as director of the Southern
,Region and Grand Basileus.
I Mrs. Debora S. Thompson,
Finer Womanhood Week gen-
eral chairman, the basileus,
Mrs. Loretta H. Kateo and the
entire membership extend in.




The LeMoyne Alumni club,
under the direction of Mrs.
Ann L. Weathers, expects to
hold its regular monthly meet-
ing Sunday, 5 p. m. in Bruce
Hall. Business will consist of
reports on the recent Alumni
Day program and collection of
local dues, plans for a repeat
performance of the Alumni,
Play, 'A Husband for Sale,' and
a general report from Miss
Eunice Carruthers, chairman
of the Alumni Dance which will
be held on the night of May
27, at the Flamingo in connec-
tion with the annual meeting
of LeMoyne's General Alumni
Association,
WALLINGFORD, Conn. —
The change in the nation's ad-
ministration Was indelibly
xnarked here by a silversmith
with hammer and die, carrying
on a custom that dates back to
18th century England.
More than 200 bystanders
looked on as the initials DE and
JFK were hammered respective-
ly into a Colonial fruit bowl and
a Revere water pitcher, the last
and first pieces of Tuttle ster-
ling silver to bear them. The
'water pitcher is being presented
to President Kennedy and the
bowl to former President Eisen-
hower. Datemarking silver with
the initials of the President in
'office follows the old English
tradition of marking sterling
with the crest of the king reign-
jog at the time it was made,
'according to Emery B. Danzell,
president of Wallace Silver-
smiths which recently acquired
Tuttle.
The fruit howl stems from the
stately punch bowls of Colonial
times. The growing wealth and
,taste for beauty and luxury cre-
ated a demand for a somewhat
smaller vessel to hold and serve
the fruits of the season. The
water pitcher is a faithful re-
production of a cider jug which
Paul Revere created in 1799.
Duplicates of the bowl and
pitcher are on display here and
at the Lancaster headquarters
of Hamilton Watch Company —
of which Wallace is a subsid-
iary.
When Hamilton brought Wal-
lace Silversmiths into the "fam-
ily" it acquired such famous
names in the silver product field
as Tuttle Sterling, Smith and
Smith, and Watson.
Many of the starling silver
reproductions of early American
ware reflect the historical sig-
nificance of the times. The Tut-
tle sugar bowl for example is
a miniature of Paul Revere'a
famous "Sons of Liberty" bowl
on which were engraved the
names of the 15 patriots who
voted, on the 30th day qf June,
1768, "Not To Rescind" their
protest against the. Crown's
repressive measures.
SAVINGS CLUB
The Mounde Social Saving
club was entertained by Mrs.
Rosetta Ragland, 2547 Supreme
Ave., during a meeting last
Monday eyeing.
Future plans for the club
were discussed during the busi-
ness session, after which re-
freshments were served by Mrs.
Ragland.
The next meeting has been
scheduled to be held at the
home of Mrs. Alberta Hardy,
2618 Supreme Ave. Mrs. Ruth
Whitsey is the club's president;
and Mrs. Mary D. Vaugh is
$9.00 PER MONTH
155.
Buys You A Fine
HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)









3574 PARK FA 4-3161
MARRIAGE ANNOUNCED—
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Latting
are announcing the marriage
of their daughter Carol Ann
to Mr. Alfred Joseph Calla-
way, of Houston, Texas. The
beauteous young bride is the
maternal granddaughter of J.
6. Ish, and the late Mrs.
Florence Ross Ish of Chica-
go, Ill, Mr. Callaway is the
Seven hundred and fifty
women throughout Chicago and
43 suburbs already have volun-
teered as hostesses for the Chi-
cago YWCA's 85th Anniver-
sary Membership Day Coffees
on Thursday.
These women will entertain
heir friends at 9:30 a.m, in
homes, churches and clubs.
Mrs. Joseph Hibben, of Glen-
view, general chairman of the
85th Anniversary Membership
Day Coffees, anticipates that
820 hostesses will entertain 8,-
500 women at Coffees on
March 2,
At 10 a.m. this large group
of women will view a special
program on WGN - TV, fatur-
ing the world premiere on tele-
YWCA SWEETHEART TEA—
Participants in the YWCA
Sweetheart Tea held recently
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
A. Maceo Walker were seat-
ed, from left, Mrs. D. J.
Thomas, captain of winning
team; Mrs. T. J. Johnson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Callaway of Houston, Tex. He
is the maternal grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Norwood
of Houston, Tex. The bride
is a graduate of Fort Ber-
trand high school, a student
at Southern Illinois universi-
ty and a member of Delta sig-
ma Theta sorority. She was
vision of "Eve on Leave," a
film about the Chicago YWCA,
produced especially for the
celebration.
Coffees also will be held at
7:30 p.m. Thursday for the
business and professional wom-
en participating in the 85th An-
niversary event. There will be
a second showing of the film,
"Eve on Leave," for these
women at 7:45 p.m. over WT-
TW.
The 85th Anniversary Mem-
bership Day Coffees will launch
a broad expansion program
for the Chicago YWCA. This
program is designed to match
the speed of change in today's
urban life by putting "YlVs
on Wheels."
YWCA Sweetheart, Mrs, Ome-
ga Shelton and Mrs. Addle
G. Owen, branch executive
directqr. Standing from left
are grs. R. S. Lewis, sr., and





Sizes 3-241 — Name Brands
We Invite You To Shop At
MANNE'S
LADIES SHOP
1727 Lama. SR 4-3140
Plenty Of Parking Space
If you'd like to try some-
thing a bit different with that
faithful cats of salmon here's
gourmet treatment the man in
your home will be sure to ap-
preciate.
It is a blue cheese sour
cream topping for chunks of
the salmon.
Stir Si cup (about 3 ounces)
of crumbled American blue
cheese into 1 cup of dairy sour
cream. Blend in 1 tablespoon
of flour. Add 1-4 teaspoon each
of salt and celery seed.
Drain salmon and place
chunks of it evenly in a pie
plate. Pour sauce on top. Bake
at MO degrees for 20 minutes
or until cream begins to brown
lightly.
The zesty flavor of the blue
marbled cheese mingles tan-
talizingly with sour cream to
create a delightfully rich top-
ping,
the first president of the
Memphis Chapter Co • Ette
Club, Inc., and made her
debut in 1959. The groom is
a graduate of Wheatley high
school in Houston, a student
at Southern Illinois university,
where his major is personnel
management and is a member
of Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity.
Designed to answer the re-
quests from many communities
for YW program and services,
it will be geared to meet the
growing needs of girls, women
and families in new and chang-
ing neighborhoods.
The Chicago YWCA, with
headquarters at 1001 N. Dear-
born st., already provides pro-
gram and services from 2.1
decentralized locations within
the City and suburban areas.
(Decentralized program is that
which takes place in an area
away from a YWCA building,
with staff leadership furnish-
ed by the YWCA and volun-
teer leadership and planning
coming out of the community
itself.)
The YW annually serves
more than 10,000 members:
girls an dwomen of all faiths,
all races and all nationalities.
Its counterparts provide simi-
lar services throughout Ameri-
ca and in 70 different nations.
RISE COMING
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
Frozen orange juice concen-
trates are expected to increase
by 1 cent a can in the near
future. The Florida orange
crop is late in ripening and
slightly smaller than last year.
In addition cold storage stocks
are 40 per cent belo wthe level





THE 100TH Archbishop ol
Canterbury will be the Most
Rev. and Right Hon. jirthus
Michael Ramsey, 56, mbove
now Archbishop of York
named by Queen Elizabeth II
to succeed Dr. Geoffrey liPran-
cis Fisher, 73, as Prirnee of
All England and leaderbf 4C
million Anglicans. Dr. Fisher's
resignation becomes effective
May 31.
HIGH IN ENERGY VALUE.. .LOW IN COST
INGREDIENTS:
1 61/2.m. con tone fish Dash Tabasco sauce
3 tablespoons each, finely 1 10.6ex, can condensed mars
shopped pimiento and grated of mushroaal soup
anion 1 cup water
21/2 cups hot cooked Riceland 1 cup grated American chases
Ric*
METHOD:
1. Early in the day, break tuna into email pieces, stir in onion'. '-
pimiento, Riceland Rice, Tabasco sauce. Pack liberal cup
of mixture into wet custard cup. Unmold into a greased shallow -
baking-serving dial". 2. Make 6 timbales, wetting the cup each'
time. Cover well and refrigerate. 3. At meal time mix together -
mushroom soup and water and pour mixture over timbales..
Sprinkle on cheese, 4. Bake in preheated 350° F. oven 30 to
35 minutes, or until cheese bubbles and browns. Makes •—•
luscious !servings.
Riceland Rice is a perfect partner for any meat, vegetable, ore,
fruit. Easy, too. No paring or peeling or waahing. High In,,
energy value, low in coat, and non-perishable.
New tasty ways to serve
rice. Write Riceland
P 0 lox 815.
Stuttgart, Ark
RED INVER VALLEY POTATO COMMITTEE




































































the 40 Club held at the Shera
ton-Blackstone hotel of Chi-
cago, Ill, was the scene of
this get - together recently.
Many Memphlans attended.
Front row, from left are Mrs.
W. 0. Speight, Jr., and Dr. 
andMrs. Leland Atkins of
Me(phis; Dr. Maurice Glea-
son, Mrs. Aaron Payne, Dr.
C. Curtiss, unidentified guest,
Stanley Ish of Memphis. Back
row, from left, Dr. W. 0.
Speight, jr., of Memphis; Mrs.
Maurice Gleason, Dr. A. L.
StorkStops
Bois at John Gaston Hospital
Feb. IS
Daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Mathews of 1298 Em-
pire.
la Son, Shelly, to Mr. and Mrs.
11 1, Shelly Williams of 1336 Brown.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Fossett of 2238
Daughter, Gloria. to Mr. and
Mrs. Roosevelt Yankway of
675 Carnes.
Son, Michael. to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Williams of 249
Caldwell.
Daughter, Gail, to Mr. and
Mrs. Searcy Bryant of 1405
Hemlock.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Moody of 738 Dud-
ley.
Feb. 10
Daughter, Phaliatan, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ezell Price of 749 Wil-
son.
Daughter, Marsha, to Mr,
and Mrs. Melvin Howell of
1842 Keltner.
Son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Jordan of 931 S. Fourth.
•Son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Lipford, of 300 El-
der.
Daughter, Eddie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Davis of 1624 S.
)0.1
10n, Leonard, to Mr. and
Mrs. Grady L. Pendleton, of
802 Hazelwood.
Daughter, Gwendoline, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson of
3.540 Lamar.
Son. John. to Mr. and Mrs.







Pe Your Utility Bill Here
Telephone Bill—Money Order
Every Day Service
)'Ours 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Talepinnt•
712 I. Mel.smem et Miss.
and Mrs. J. S. Harris of 804
Mississippi.
Son, Carnell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe McFarland of 698 Ayers.
Daughter, Sarah, to Mr' and
Mrs. John E. Patton of 1659
Warlord.
Feb. 20
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
William McIntyre of 1610
Fields.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Clayton of 400 S.
Orleans.
Son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sandy Hayes of 2372 Hunter.
Son, Albert to Mr. and Mrs.
Son, Albert Cash of 584 Ex-
change.
Son, Roosevelt, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roosevelt Maxwell of 322
Cambridge.
Daughter, Joe Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lugene Hobbs of 3498
Ashford.
Son, Julius, to Mr. and Mrs.
Julius Moore of 1462 N. Mc-
Neil.
Daughter, Brenda, to Mr.
and Mrs. William Grice of 500
Carpenter.
Feb. 21
Daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Hunt of 124 W. Utah.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Coffen of 3041 Travis.
Son, Cleo, to Mr. and Mrs.
Cleo Smith of 2212 Griggs.
Son, Mark, to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Rosser of 1290 Grand.
Daughter, Carol, to Mr. and
Mrs. Troy Franklin of 575
Linden.
Son, Herman. to Mr. and
Mrs. Lee C. Wright of 520
Wicks..
Daughter, Vonzetta to Mr.
and Mrs. Perry Brown of 917
Mt. Pisgah.
Daughter, Debris, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Gouan of 2769
Select.
Daughter. Brenda. to Mr.
and Mrs. Jamse Wilson of 675
N. Decatur.
Son, Robert, to Mr. andl Mrs.
Charles Perry of 242 N. Sec-
ond.
Daughter, Annette. to Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Tate of 904
Latham.
Son. Richard, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roosevelt Moore of 2233
Stovall.
_ VETERANS
Mattress & Upholstering Company
Renovating — Upholstering — Refinishing
Member of Upholstering Association
of Memphis, Tenn.
Tiny Tots To Teens
Dainty, Frilly, Cotton Dr 
Bouffant Petticoats
of Styles, Pastel Shades, and Sizes
Also
For the Little Ones
Easter Rabbits and Baskets
Lay-A-Way Invited
Daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Culp of 258 Jones.
Son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Mrs. Judson Walton of 1831
Castalia.
Daughter, Sandra, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Malone of
4203 Rushing.
Daughter, Adriana, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Colbert of
1572 Victor.
Daughter, Katrina, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jake Payne of 314
Decatur.
Son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse McNeal of 824 S. Lau-
derdale.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Huddie
Vanzant of 777 1-2 Castle.
Feb. 23
Son, Roderick, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Buffington of 1000
Tunstall.
Daughter, Brenda, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Applewhite of
2017 Person.
Daughter, Benita, to Mr.
and Mrs. Otha Rhodes of 123.5
Alma.
Daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Lacey of 629 N.
Third.
Feb. 24
Son, Dennis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbert Martin of 729 S. Dud-
ley.
Daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Rodgers of 1520
Gabay,
Son, Houston, to Mr. and
Mrs. Houston Jackson of 1037
Tupelo.
Son. Julius. to Mr. and Mrs.
George Warren of 2953 Hale.
Daughter, Ida to Mr. and
Mrs. Lewie Steinberg of 1842
Keltner cir.
Son, David, to Mr. and Mrs.
David Wallace of 1180 Wilson.
Daughter, Gail, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Williams of 1523 El-
lington.
Daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Thomas of 4847
Hilldale.
Daughter, Rita, to Mr. and




Council has scheduled its an
nual conclave for March 10-11
at Grambling college in Gram
bling, La. More than 300 Greek
Letter representatives are ex
pected to attend.
Theme for the conclave is
"The Role of Greekdom for
the 60's."
The council was organized in
1925 to combine the force
Greek-Letter fraternities and
sororities toward achieving a
common goal. Heading the or
ganization is Miss Edna M























The biological structure of
egg makes i1 interesting, also.
Break a fresh egg carefully into
a saucer. The shell is porous,
allowing water to evaporate
from the egg and air to enter.
Within the shell is a fine mem-
brane which protects the white.
The yolk is also divided from
the white by a more delicate
membrane which enables one to
separate the yolk from the white
of a fresh egg.
ATTACHED TO SHELL
Attached to each end of the
shell, holding the yolk entirely
and evenly suspended in the
center of shell. Rough handling
BEAUTICIANS INSTALLA-
TION — T h e Tennessee
State Beauticians Association,
Gee, I hope you haven't been
washed away with all the rain
we have been having. You can
truthfully say, we have had
our share and if the rain
brings spring flowers, we will
really have some beautiful
ones.
The exciting month of Feb-
ruary has come to a close.
Even though it is the shortest
month of the year; it is the
most celebrated one with all
of the important dates. The
The brotherhood assembly pro-
gram at Merry high school
was a most inspiring one with
the Student Council in charge.
The theme used as "How Can
Youth Further International
Understanding?" Speakers for
the occasion were Mrs. Essie
M. Perry, Mr. S. N. Goyal,
Dr. G. C. Wang, Dr. A. L.
Ward and Mrs. Doris Wright. 
Tinnin, Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Atty. Aaron Payne and Mrs.
Larnett, Blalse Senghor, Mrs.




"—If a bird's nest chance to
be before the in the way in any
tree, or on the ground, within
they be young ones, or eggs,
and the dam sitting upon the
young, or upon the eggs, thou
shalt not take the dam with
the young—."
DEUT. 22:6
The Lenten Season is a good
time to review the virtues of
the egg, since in many homes
the entree must be a meat al-
ternate. The egg gives immeas-
urable strenght and health to
the American people. It is an
interesting food because it con-
tains all the elements neces-
sary to the development of life.
The element that provides en-
ergy are found in the yolk of
the egg in the form of protein
and fat; the growth elemente
exist in the white or albumin,
in the form of protein. It is a
rich source of vitamin A, B,
and C, and iron. These elements
make it rate high as a meat al-
Inc., held its installation serv-
ices recently. Event washeld
at the Pleasant View Baptist
Rev. Eddie L. Currie of
for the evening will again be
Brownsville and Memphis.
Tickets are on sale for only
$1.00. It will be $1.25 at the
door.
And speaking of flaming
youth, and especially the high
school set, the latest crave is
belonging to a social club.
Among the top clubs is the
senior club "La Chores" and
the junior club "La Soeurs"
which are sister clubs.
Feb. 17, these fabulous clubs
were given post-Valentine's
party by their sponsors, Mrs.
R. S. McKissack and Mr. V.
J. Gilmore at the City Recrea-
tion Center starting at 8:00
p. m. The members of the
club, numbering 16, along
with their dates, were served
friend chicken, shoe-string po-
tato chips, fruit punch, candy,
peanut assortments and cake.
All areternate and place it among the faculty members at The club has a dinner-social
essential foods for both young Lane college with the excep-
 
and old. tion of Mrs. Wright who is 
, meetingeach Sunday in the
a 
student from Ghana.
Socially, the accent falls on
youth this week. The second
luncheon-clinic for The Miss
Bronze West Tennessee Con-
testants was held last Satur-
day afternoon in the home of
Mrs. Essie M. Perry on Une
ave. Special guest for the
afternoon and Miss Leatha
Jones, 1960 Miss Bronze West
Tennessee. Miss Jones, very
stunning in a black sheath and
gray pumps who won her title
with her beautiful voice, told
the girls how thrilling it was
the night when er number was
called and that number three
wouldalways seem lucky to her.
or jolting breaks this mom-
brane, and the yolk drops to charm consultant was on
Mrs. Maggie Massey, official
B. and C eggs. 
anniversary of a chapter being
one side. This is seen in Grade hand for beauty and personali-
ty tips and the pageant corn- 
established. in Jackson. I'll give
The yolk in Grade A eggs is mittee, consisting of Delta 
you the highlights next week.
elastic. This cohesive property Sorors to serve the delicious
salad plate.
Three young ladies appear-
ing in the pageant already
have received honors for out-
standing performances. They
are Miss Loretha A. Robert-
son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Robertson of Selmer,
Tenn., who won first place in
alphabetical order of its mem-
bers. You'll be hearing more
about them later.
The members of the Junior
Civic Pride club are busy
getting funds to help their
contestants, Misses Clydia
Shaw and Ruby Helen Jones,
both Merry High juniors who
are aspiring for the crown of
Miss Junior Federation. Some
charming young Miss will be
named at the band concert,
makes it possible to beat air
into the white until the whole
mass becomes porous, full of
air bubbles.
For best results when cooking
eggs follow these cooking hints:
1 Take eggs from the refrig-
erator about 4-5 minutes before
using since the separation of
yolks from whites
if eggs are brought 
the talent hunt, sponsored by is quick and
room temperature. 
ght Omega Psi Phi fraternity into
1960; Miss Loretta Jean Kirk-
lar2gerE
volumegg s heat 
when
np broughtfaster 
and Mrs. C. A. Kirkendoll, of
tote endoll, daughter of President
room temperature. 
Jackson, Tenn., who was
3 In combining hot mixtores'MISS 
DEBUTANTE. 1960,
and eggs as in custards, cream 
fillings, souffles, etc. pour the' 
Rho 
by Sigma Gammared 
h 
sorority, and Miss Tansy
ot mixture slowly into the 
Mae Dodson, daughter of Mrs.
beaten egg, stirring or heating 
constantly.
Viola Duckworth who is the
1961 Miss West High.
4 Store leftover whites in a 
Other contestants attending
the clinic were Misses Jose-
tightly covered jar in the refrig- phino Herron, Peggy Ann
crater. They may be held a
week to 10 days.
5 Store leftover yolks under
water in a covered jar in the
refrigerator. They may be held
2 or 3 days. Or hard cook the
yolks and use in salads, scat-
loped dishes, sanwiches, etc.
6 Cook eggs from low to
moderate temperature to assure
uniformly tender, attractive
eggs and egg dishes.
"A Guide To Good Eating" is
a service provided for the read-
ers of the Tri-State Defender
through the cooperation of the
Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs.
Williams is a teacher of Home
Economics at Manassas High
School.
White, Nancy Barbara Sher-
ron, Zelliner Lennette Landers,
Joyce Thomas, and Birdie
Faye Mathis of Humboldt,
Tenn.; Miss Ceopal Porter of
Alamo, Tenn.; Miss Elnora
Beard of Oakfield, Term.;
Misses Carolyn Vaulx, Barbara
Hadley, Shirley Ann Greene,
Edna Womack, Cleo Thomas,
Patricia Hampton and Jacque-
line Cole of Jackson, Tenn.
The pageant is set for March
10 at 7:30 p. m., in the Mer-
ry high school auditorium at
which time the above young
ladies will compete in talent,
poise and personality for the
title, carrying with it a 8300.00




sponsored by the Senior Fed-
eration of Colored Women's
Clubs on March 26. Others are
in the race from various
Junior Federated clubs.
Members of Alpha Phi Al-
pha Fraternity, Inc., are busy
this week celebrating the 25th
Wide Pkotoo
AN EPISCOPALIAN in the
White House is Dr. Janet,
haven of New York City
and Pelham, N.Y., who has
attended President Kennedy
since 1955 and has been
named by him as White
House physician, the first ci-
vilian doctor there in 76 years.
Mrs. John Powell in private
life, she is a member of Church
of the Redeemer parish at Pel-
ham, where her husband has
served several terms on the
vestry. Her two daughters
grew up in the parish.
DEFENDER 1.1
Week Of March 4-10, 1961
church, 2328 Hunter st. Rev.
J. H. Walker installed the of-
firers. From left, sitting are
Mrs. Alice Littlejohn, pres-
ident; Mrs. Clara Nunnally,
first vice president; Mrs. An-
nie Terrell, financial 
secretary; Mrs. Rose Goodman,
corresponding seer e-
t a r y; Mrs. Olivia Mosby,
treasurer; Mrs. II, T. Lock-
ard, guest speaker. Standing,
from left are Rev. J. II. Walk-
From all advance indications,
the Jazz Workshop in Concert
will be a sell-out when it is pre-
sented by WREC-TV's Fred
Cook in Bruce Hall on the Le.
Moyne college campus the night
of March 18.
The 'jazz fest;val' will be un-
der the sponsorship of Le-
Moyne's Student Council, head-
ed by Willie Shotwell, a senior.
Students as well as some fac-
ulty members are selling tic-
kets. All profits will go to the
Student Council
This event stands to be one
of the finest jazz sessions of
the year. Two prominent or-
chestras directed by Onzie
Horne and Larry Muhoba.rac
will be on the handstand that
night. Cook, who produced two
successful jazz workshops in
1960 will emcee the entire pro-
Cr, Mrs. Vassie Edingbourgh,
Mrs. Willie Mae Owens, Mrs.
Sadie Walker, Mrs. Willard
Isom, Walter Eason, Mrs,
1.oudella Mahon and Mrs.
Parthenia Bell. Mesdames
Mahon, Edingbourgh a cm d
Little B. Sease are chaplains.
Mrs. Bell is supervisor and
Mr. Eason the reporter. Mrs.
II. T. Lockard was the guest
speaker for the occasion.
grain. Ile is a native of Cons
necticut and has lived in Mem-
phis 11 years.
The thing to watch for in this
jazz workshop will be the dif-
ferent approaches taken by the
two orchestra leaders. both
Horne and Muhoberac are top
stylists and have played with
sonic of the nation's leading
orchestras. Muhoberac h a a
been with 'the lial McIntyre,
Ralph Flanagan and Woody
Ilerman bands, and Horne has
worked with the Lionel Hamp-
ton orchestra and is considered
one of the top c.ouposers and
arrangers in the jazz idiom in
this section of the country.
Onzie Home's new orchestra
is composed mainly of Memphis
high school band directors. His
vocalist is Juanita Reddick.
SPECIAL
TO ALL CLUBS
PLANNING A PARTY? - DANCE? - TEA?
Spacious Ballroom, Lounae, Taproom
Most Reasonable Rates — Available with
without Bond














Once again the latest news,
fashions, helpful hints and lat-
est jive are brought to you. So
settle back and eye this
"FASHION NEWS" ..
Here we go fast and slow,
loud and low with the Spring
semester show-offs . . . Sweat-
ers that are soft, light, and
fashionable are those worn by
Margaret Sherrod, Clara Smith,
Dorothy Agnew, Lldia Camp-
bell, Rodger House, Betty Las-
ter. Jackie Brodnax, Dorothy
Burns, Celayden Peterson,
Gwendolyn Karshare; a touch of
the unexpected — they're in-
separable separates, tailored
sults and soft leather jackets
fagioned by Lorine Holmes, Ju-
Moine Briscoe, Carolyn Thomp-
sos; wonderfully colorful dress-
es, that literally shape your fig-
vet are those of — Burnestine
Prewitt, Eleanor Williams, Flor-
dia Shannon, Annie Hampton,
Brucie Newsom and Shirley
Shannon.
Let's fly into Spring "with the
D" for dazzling fashions that
never stops growing from ear-
ly February to the very end
o: the summer worn by Booker
T. Cole, Frank Lowe, Jimmy
Merri s, Charles Freeman,
Gedege Jones, Edward Harris,
blatcomb Weed, Kenneth Ilay-
es, Charles Whitsey, Ellis Wil-
liams.
Seen around town in such
styles that make them a fash-
ion stand out — Clyde Plun-
kett, Clifford Townsend, David
Porter, Robert Jackson, Milton
Burchfield, Melvin Barnett —
Fencing into fashion, Beloved
Sweater Classics, come alive to
the new season with a zing of
sporty atmosphere worn by
Charles Epps, E. J. Washing-
ton, Marvin Alexander, Samuel
Love, Melvin Hill, Charles Jon-
es-, Dance into Spring with the
latest and most fashionable
shoes like: Rita McCrite, Charl-
es Freeman, Tommy Martin,
Larry Mitchel, Lois Davis . . .
"NOTE"
The Melrose High School PTA
as sponsoirng a Musical Extrav-
aganza, March 3, 8 p. m. in
the Melrose gym. Miss Erma
Clanton is program director. Th
Show is featuring parents with
songs and dances of the era
1920's-60. Everyone is asked to
please come out and enjoy the
wonderful evening of enjoyment
The Crowns social club is hrv-
leg a dance every Thursday
night from 7-10. Admission 35
cents. Perry Allen is spinning
the platters at Manassas Corn-
unity Center.
"TOPS"
BMOC. John Daly (Lester),
Herbert Payne (Mel.). Osbie
Howard (Ham.), Jewel Reed
(Mel), Odell Kin:: (Doug.), Wil-
liam Broatinax (FB.), Elmo Lo-
gan (Man.), Willie Taylor
(Mitchell), Robert Savage (Ca-
pleville), (BTW), PGAA —
!Ruth Davis (Lester), Joan
llardpton (BTW), Margaret
Sherrod (Mel), Brenda Jeffries
(Ham.), Dorothy White (Doug.),
Relen King (FB), Gwendolyn
4ohnson (Man.) and Willis Bel-
yins (Mitchell) .
!SESSION TIME"
I "Find yourself another girl"
to Mary Bland and Kenneth
Hayes, "When trouble calls" to
goan Williams :.nc Edwarf Shef-
fa, "For you" to Charlene Wash-
ington and Robert Davis,
"Who's loving you" to Helen
Ring and Clarence McCollins,
"At Last" to Morris Webb and
Ruby Hardy, "Angel Baby" to
Ronnie McClough and Alonzo
rush.
; "Mother-in-law" to Lois Davis
ind James Skyes. ''Spanish
!Harlem" to Vivian Barnes and
Melvin Owens, "Just to be lov-
ed'' to John Sanders and N. E.
(Mel.), "All in my mind" for
Alces and Betty Crockar,
"Think twice" to Carol Doxey
and Tyrone Patterson, "Once
upon a time" to Mack Sim-
mons and Barbara Harris.
"Tear of the year" to Bonnie
Cash and Floyd Price . . .
"GIVE AND TAKE"
Now that the suggestions of
Miss Young of the Column,
"Capleville Cape r"," have been
tccepted with appreciation, weeel it only fair to inform you
that on behalf of the teachers
that it was very thoughtful.
However, any theory or idea
,stressed in this column when
especially addressed to certain
individuals apply to same.
And we would like to add that
the opinons expressed were not
to ridicule or belittle any per-
son. No ulterio:. motive was in-
volved. Platter sections and jam
sessions do not apply to the
situation in any way. As for
you and your desire for a long-
er class-period than 80 minutes
"learn to love that which you
have and you will soon have
that which you love."
When the "poor student" was
referred to, it did not mean
"class loafers," rather it meant
the mentally poor student, not
one who is uninterested, but
one whose mental capacity was
incapable to maintain the class
standards. Thanks for your an-
swers, views, and inspirational
interest on the subject.
We believe that there's no
need for further continuation of
this matter, for we feel that
after this edition, that of you
would just read and compre-
hend intelligently what is being
said, that both sides, mine and
yours, would be understood.
This uncalled for reply has giv-
en zing to a situation which
ordinarily would have had no
special excitement.
Since you are a firm believer
in give and take, take this help-
ful advice; Pleaae, my name
is spelled "H-A-L-E-Y" not
H-E-L-E-Y," and town is spelled
with an "E," like so, "Towne"
"NOW DIG THIS"
Now for something old and
new as we view from the side-
lines, the latest gossip — Say,
come to think of gossip, Alice
Ishmeal, would you kindly tell
your heart-throb, Spencer Mc-
Ghee, about J. S. before an-
other source has a chance? We
have a feeling you will be for-
given . . . Burnestine Prewitt
and Melvin Hill, what's your
recipe for prolonging your to-
getherness? (Same thing, Doro-
thy Taylor concerning Fred Ma-
lone).
Janet Henry. it's not like al-
ways, just for two weeks, but I
guess Curtis feels the same
way, (excited) . . Willie Mc-
Neil, have you left town, or gone
out of business? .. . Fred Grif-
fin, who holds the hard to get
key to your impassable heart?
. . . (no kidding) . Harry
Crawford, are you the mysteri-
ous Mr. X?
Top Couple Flash just came
in. Heading the list we have—
Margaret Sherrod and Robert
Jackson, Joyce Berry and Tom-
my Martin, Clara Smith and J.
C. McGraw, Velma Jackson and
Frank Harris, Bonnie Collins
and Roy Hopkins, Maxine Dra-
per and Ira Walton, Bonnie Lit-
tle and Chris Booth . . . Frank
McGhee and Joyce Duckett.
Maurice White and Elizabeth
Ruden. Leroy Flynn, what's
between you and Emrna Jean
Wilkins? . . . We know that an
everlasting togetherness exists
JEB STUART, teenage idol
and recording personality,
waxed two new sides on Phil-
lips International at their
Memphis studio last week.
Recorded were "In" Coming
Doan With The Blues," a well
delitered rhythm and blues
tune, and "Dream," taken
<4,W,
from the movie "Daddy Long
Legs." "Dream" is rock and
roll. Stuart, who writes and
arranges, arranged "Dream"
for his session. Jeb's man-
ager, James Shane of Malco,
Inc., predicted a two-sided hit
for the songster. The record










We, your "Teens Exclusively"
reporters, hereby pledge to
bring to you news that can be
classified nothing but the best,
because of its truthness, sim-
plicity, and well-roundedness.
We pledge to take a perspective
from every standpoint of things
that we consider to be news.
We, as members of a demo-
cratic form of government, feel
that all teenagers are individu-
als of worth; therefore we shall
between Charlis Warlord and not monopolize this column
Clinton Anderson . . . i every week with the same indivi
It seems as though Marion duals or the same type of news.
Brown returned to nothingness
(nary a girl in sight) . . . Will
Alces recover his present situ-
atiton without having Betty to
return? .. . Morris Webb will
soon face reality and that's
news . How long will Ber-
nard Bates last in his present
state? . .. A period of normal-
cy has occurred. Everything is
ship-shape once more like .
Herbert Payne and Regina
Thigpen, Georgia Thomas and
Jasper Williams, Carlene Pear-
son and Harry Manning, Har-
vey Young and Gwendolyn
Fife, Ada Palmore and Yumie
Kirk.
a mistake. Georgia Thomas'
mind is co:npletely cleared, and
we would like to add the fact
that no one received as much
candy and cards as she did on
Valentine's' day 'and we found
out from who like J. W., C.H.,
J.J. You don't mind, do you
Georgia? . . . Dorothy White,
are you and Issac Young inaep-
arable? . . . Charlene Kiner and
Auther Hull are in the same
categories inseparable, we
mean.
Billy Holmes and Lorine
Holmes, are you going together
now?. .Will the two Rubys come
running back? . . . What hap-
pened to the Union at Hamilton?
. . . Wonder will Rosetta Mc-
Kinney ever realize the fact that
its Eunice Logan with John
Swift? . . . Thomas Elrod we
hear that T. K. H. (F. B.) is
slowly coming into the affair
of you and yours. . .Wonder
what E. L. (LESTER) has to
say about Billie Doss ana Velma
Cannon? . .
We shall try to have all of the
news interesting and beneficial
to you.
We hope that you as teen-
agers will read our column and
enjoy it to the fullest capacity.
SOCIETY NEWS
The Junior Elks are sponsor-
ng a "Most Popular Club" con-
test. The ballots have been dis-
tributed and the votes are be-
ing cast for the clubs who are
participating in this affair,
which will be held somtimes this
hard and strong. . .
'YOU NEVER CAN TELL"
Don McMillan and Sue Par-
ham, Eleanor Williams and
Morris Woods, Bennett& Nelson
and George Bradshaw, Demp-
sey Jackson and Claudette Clift,
Willie Jones and Ffances Hunt
and Elbert Griffin and Regina
Thigpen.
"MORE TO RUM"
Why is it that Janice Hughes
denies the fact that she admires
a certain junior at Melrose?. ..
Bobbie Settles, maybe it's the
one boy between you that keeps
you so close to Margaret Bed-
dingfield . . . (like Charles
Smith) . . . Mary Wallace,
there's no need, no one thinks
of Willie Jones but you and
coutless others with the excep-
tion of one individual that I
can personally account for . . .
(Get the message) . . . Betty
Beggs would like to tell Ruth
Mead, an eighth grader at Car.
ver, how to spell Herschel's
name. . . H-E-R-S-C-H-E-L . . .
Incidentally, there's no need for
a tear, because the situation is
decidely fixed for always . . .
Jessie Belfour, aren't you try- Don McMillan, what's this we
ing to handle too many at one hear about you and Hazel Alex-
time? . . . Morris Webb, Bern- ander? . . . There is still a tie
ard Bates and Johnnie Lump- that binds the relationship be-
kin will soon be singing tween Jasper Williams and a
(BLUES GET OFF MY SHOUL- certain senior at Melrose . . .
DERS) . . . Curtis Siggers We Whet's this we hear about Bet-
see you and Shirley Willis to ay sanders and Grundy Nolan?
gether. ..Confidentially to Horn- Well gang, this seems to be
er Fouehe, don't tell anyone we about all for this week but be
told you, hut we think you had here next week when we bring
better check on y.k.w. . . Frank to you once again the latest




Bernice Gooch - Gloria Crawford
Willie Frank Taylor
LIMELIGHT
The limelight this week falls
on an extremely talented and
attractive young lady. She is a
sophomore in 10-4 homeroom
of which she is secretary. She
is a member of the Musettes,
Science club and Glee club.
Not only is she active in school
but also in social life.
She is also
one of the lead-
ing soloists for
t h e famed
Teentown-






aspects s h e
Is vice presi-Payola Green
dent and business manager of
the Countess Social club.
That's right, it is none other
than Payola Green, the daugh-
ter of Mrs. Elice Green.
In religious life, Payola is a
member of the Greater New
Salem MB church where she
is a member of the choir. She
is deeply interested in Science,
singing and cosmetology. After
finishing high schoo.. Payola
plans to attend Tuskegee In-
stitute. We hope she attains
great heights.
ENGLISH CLUB PRESENTS
The members of the English
club presented a very inspira-
tional program on Brotherhood
and Examples of Brotherhood.
The devotion was conducted in
a most unique way with Bever-
ly Ship reading the Scripture
and Minnie Harris saying the
prayer.
Doris Dennis enlightened us
on the meaning of Brotherhood
and gave some excellent ex-
amples of Brotherhood.
The introduction of the speak-
Percy Ward, Charles Carter,
Aubrey Bryant, and especially,
all Washingtonians!
month. Some of the clubs who
are participating in this affair
are the Bondads, Royal Teens,
Geargrinders, Morroccos, Casu-
al Teens, Counts, Marquettes,
and the Orchettes. So, cast your
vote for the club of your choice
both in the girl's division and
the boy's division.
SALUTE!
This, week, it is indeed an
honor for us to salute Charles
Miller, an inspiring and deserv-
ing young man who is the son
of Mr. & Mrs. Alexander Miller.
Most of you know Charles as
the famed "Teenage Beat" re-
porter, but to those of us who
know him, he is a "stepping
stone" to success.
In his school life, Charles is
a member of the 11-8a class
of Booker T. Washington high
school, a member of the band
where he plays the bass guitar,
and most honorable of all —
he is president of the Junior
class.
In his social life, he is a
member of the Elite Club and
sweetheart of the Modernette
Society.
Turning to the religious side
of his life, he is a member of
the Mississippi Boulevard Chris-
tian Church where he sings in
the choir.
So, hats off to a very intelli-
gent and ardent young man,
Charles Miller.
FASHION TREND
The fashion trend of this year
is seemingly going to recap-
ture that of the "Roaring 20's."
The "Knee-length" skirts are
flaring with such beauteous
young ladies as Lena Derden
(Carver), Lois Jubirt (Doug-
las), Mary Alice Bland (FBHS),
Wanda Roggen (Hamilton), Myr-
tle Mays (Lester), Johnnie
Lloyd (Manassas), Eleanor
Faye Williams (Melrose), and
Bertha Morrisce, (BTW).
The various colors of leotards
are being shown off by Minnie
Pearl Greer (BTW), Mildred
Pratcher (Lester), Gloria Hal-
ey (Melrose), Paulette Brink-
lev (Hamilton), and Quincy Mc-
Donald (Lester).
The "Boufant." which ir the
choice of the First Lady, is al-
so being displayed by exotic
young ladies, such is Norish
Truman (BTW), Marion Rob-
erson (Lester), and Norma Tay-
lor (I,ester).
The various 'Ileac' of lipstick
are being displayed by Birdie
Blue — "Blushing Oak, Bonnie
Bibbs — "Sherbert," and Shir-
ley Hill — "Minute Orange."
Watch out, Caddied Bens,
er was made by Arthur Pat-
terson, who is the president of
the English club. The speaker
of the hour was Rev. C. E.
Young, pastor of Golden Metho-
dist church. Reverend Young's
address was very interesting
and above all informative. I
am sure that all who heard his
speech were benefited.
The Glee club. gave three
splendid selections under the
direction of Mrs. J. K. Pen-
der and Miss Dorothy Jones
at the piano.
One of the highlights of the
program was the presentation
of an award to the winner of
an essay contest in which all
the members of the club par-
ticipated. The winner of the
contest was Miss Gloria Wil-
lis, who is a sophomore.
Reverend Young made the
presentation. Mrs. A. C. Henry
is the club advisor.
TOPS
Freshmen: Verna Hamilton,
Jimmy Beasley, Debris Mills,
Raymond Jackson and Patricia
Cummings. Sophomores: Glo-
ria Willis. Lewis Woodard,




Ship, Arthur Patterson and
Bettie Griggs. Seniors: Mary
Young, Clarence King, Willie
Frank Taylor. Felix Jenkins
and Alice Hewlett.
CHAINED
Jacqueline Harris and Eddie
Little, Stella Young and Wil-
ie Salter, Carol Lipscomb and
James Little, Clarence Mitchell
and Kay Ann Kirk, Bettie Crit-
tenden and Jerry Smith.
Until next week this is Gloria
and Bernice saying, remem-
ber: The Name We Print May







had witnessed programs honor-
ing Negro History Week and
Brotherhood Week all could be
said was that they were two
splendid programs.
The first program honoring
The world of fashion is rapidly
changing to compete with the
"Spring" flare, which will be
here soon.
CITY.WIDE
Charles Miller (BTW), John
Swift (Lester), Odell King
(Douglas), Jewel Reed (Mel-
rose), Barrie Brooks (Manas-
sas, Bernard Bates (BTW),
Bishop Trotter (Lester), Ken-
neth Hayes (F1311S).
GIRLS
Birdie Blue (BTW), Myrtle
Mays (Lester), Lois Jubirt
(Douglas), Eleanor Faye Wil-
liams (Melrose), Mildred Law-
son (Manassas), Annye Steph-
ens (BTW). Shirley Hill (Car-
ver), Ricki McGraw (FBHS).
HIT PARADE
"All In My Mind" — Percy
Hughes & Annye Stephens,
"Who's Loving You Now" —
Floyd Shavers & Ricki McGraw,
"Spanish Harlem" — Hershel
Boone & Willene Watkins, "For
My Baby" — Leslie Rogers &
Pernell Flemings, "Tomorrow"
—Grundy Nolan & Bettye San-
ders, "Mother.in-law" — A. J.
Albright and Major DeBerry,
"Find Another Girl" — Bishop
Trotter and H. K. W., "Shop
Around" — Birdie Blue and Jo-
seph Brooks, "Letter From Ti-
na' — Elsie Gulledge and Leroy
Jones and "Where We Went
Last Night" — Myrtle Mayes
and Charles Pratcher.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY
He who talks loudest, knows
least.
NOW YOU KNOW
The Mau Mau is a secret so-
ciety of Kikuyu tribesmen, en-
gaged in activities, generally
violent, designed to expel Eu-
ropeans from Europe.
CRACK-POT'S CORNER
Larry: Joe, what's a syno-
nym?
Joe: A synonym is a word
used in place of the word you
can't spell.
Negroes of the past and pres-
ent was a pantomime by some
of the outstanding students of
our great body. Acting as
Jackie Robinson was Willie
Ward, Joe Louis was James
Brown and many others.
The second event was graced
with presence of one of the
city commissioners, the honor-
able James Moore. It may be
true that our team is getting
better, but our school programs
are getting better now.
TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER!
Our leader is the honorable
Jesse Springer, one of Ameri-
ca's greatest principals. We,
the Washingtonians, would like
to pause right now and say
"With your continued help at
our school and community, you
are making Memphis a better
place to live."
SEEN IN "”IIE GUIDANCE
ROOM!
Pitfalls in choosing your ma-
jor sequences and Electives:
1) Don't choose a course just
to be with friends. 2) Don't
choose a subject just because
your brother or sister took it.
3) Don't choose a course with
goals you don't want to work
for.
Why not go to the Guidance
Room, 202, and take note of the
many pitfalls in choosing your
majors and minors.
TIIE ROVING LUNATIC
Due to a rope around the
Lunatic's neck this week he will
not appear, but "great balls of
fire" if I get my head out of
this noose, you'll read me next
week.
TOP TEN YOUNG LADIES
Beverly Buntyn, Delores Joy.
ner, Bernice Yarbrough, Jan-
ice Prudent, Vernon Walker,
Vivian Barnes Robbie Ford,
Johnie Lumpkin, Doris Harris
and U.
TOP TEN FELLOWS
F. J. Washington, Willie J.
Williams, Bobbye Collins, /tub.
rey Walter. Roy Hopkins, Eddie
Hughes, Ralph Dotson, Charles
King, James Kilmore and U.
HINT TO THE WISE
It Is good to stop and think
but it's better to think to slop.
Manassas High News
BROTHERHOOD WEEK
Brotherhood Week was ob-
served here at Man aaaaa last
week, and from its observance,
out student body has learned
the true meaning of words such
as love, kindness, sharing, for-
giving, etc. The Brotherhood
Week was designed to create
harmony between the Protest-
ants, Catholics and Jews, and
it was originated by the Mem-
phis - Round Table and Nation-
al Conference of Christians
and Jews.
The speaker on this occasion
was 'Jerold Schlan, an eminent
attorney at law here in this
city and of English descent.
Mr. Schlan is endeavoring to
Impress upon everyone's mind
that every week should be
brotherhood week and that we
should love our fellowman re-
gardless of race, creed or col-
or.
As brought out by Mr. Schlan,
brotherhood can best be de-
fined Simply as "the relation-
ship that ought to exist be-
tween man and man, nation
and nation. We are what we
are because we are products of
our environments and basically
we are the same, therefore we
should be able to understand
each other and to practice good
will throughout o u r daily
schedules."
To stimulate student interest
in Brotherhood Week an essay
contest was held. The winner
of this essay contest was San-
dra Lee, senior, whose essay
was entitled: "The Best Ex-
ample of Brotherhood a n d
Why." As a result of this con-
test Sandra won an engraved
ink pen from the Round Table
presented to her by Mr.
Schlan.
Another highlight of the pro-
gram was a solo by Carita Har-
rison, which was quite appro-
priate for the occasion—"Get-
ting To Know You." Other
groups and persons took part
in the program. Some were
Zelda Phillips and the Boys
Glee deb. Also a group direct-
ed by Mrs. B. B. Jones.
SPOTLIGHT
We are honored to focus the
spotlight on a well-deserving
young man this wee;- . who is
known for his high scholastic
average and his excellent lead-
ership abilities as exemplified
with the NDCC where he
serves as cadet colonel.
In the eyes of his fellow
classmates and friends he is
perhaps "Mr. Leadership" of
the 11th grade. I speak of none
other than Henry Montgomery,
a junior in the 11-8 homeroom
in which Mr. Wilson is instruc-
tor. Henry resides with his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Montgomery of 435 W. Belle-
vue.
Around our campus Henry is
affiliated with the National
Honor Society, vice president
of the Mu Alpha Theta, assist-
ant chief justice of the Student
Council Court and vice presi-
dent of the Ole Timers club.
In religious life he is an ac-
tive member of the Trinity
CME church in which the Rev.
P. G. Hentrell is pastor. There
he is a member of the Pytha-
goras Order of Knights of Ten-
nessee, a junior masonic lodge
Upon graduation from our
school. Henry plans to further
his education at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy in the field of chemistry as
a chemical engineer. Hats off
to this versatile and inidiligeat
young man who will certainly
succeed in all of his endeavors.
NDCC BALL
The National Defense Cadet
Corps and their sponsors all
over the city were honored at
a firstclass gala military ball
and banquet. The scene of
beautiful floor length ball
gowns and military uniforms
was made ordinary Feb. 24 at
Melrose gym.
Seen at the ball having a
glorious time were Cadet Col.
Henry Montgomery and Bren-
da Lee, Cadet Lt. Col, Clifton
Tucker and Delores Cleaves,
Major Samuel James and Lin-
rile Lott, Major Freddie Rawl-
ings and Ruth Lee, Major Dan-
iel Brown and Jackie Payne,
Major Moron Alexander and
Annie R. Phillips, Captain
James Phillips and Beverly
Guy.
Captain Terry Edwards and
Sandra Lee, Captain John
Greene and Venita Kelly, Cap-
tain Rodgers Matlock and
Barbara Bowles, Captain
Vance Moore and A. Holmes, age
Captain Elmer Harrison ir
and Evertina Roderick, Cap-
tain Billy Ed. Atkins and Jes-
sie Pritchett, Captain John
Prince and Mary Jones, First.
U. Anderson Harden and Met-
tle Dearing, First Lt. Elmo
Logan and Inez James, First
Lt. Bertrand Shores and
Yvonne Luster, First Lt. Luther
Roberson and Gwendolyn Rob-
inson. First Lt. Leon Walls
and Celeste McKinney, First
Lt. Joseph Campbell and Aline
Mabion.
First Lt. James Smith and
Rita Phillips, First Lt. Joseph
Lyles and Wilma Parker, Lt,
Curtis Owens and Katherine
Peyton, Lt, Pinkie Lovelace
and Juanita Branch, Lt. Mel-
vin Grimes and Beverly Allen,
Lt. Billy Moore and Mary Mor-
ris, Lt. Bobby Clemmons and
Marie Kirk, Lt. George Bowen.
and Mary Triggs, Lt, Charlie
Morris and Marie Austin, and
Newt Morgan and Glenda War.
ren and many, many others.
CAMPUS PERSONALITIES
Eugene Davis, James Marsh-
all, Samuel James, Don
Hams, Geraldine Moss, Etta D.
Lefties, Nellie Griglar, Robert
Williams, Alfred Smith, Delores
Benton, Audie McCain, Gwen-
dolyn Jones, William Powell,
Mary McCleod, Jesse Evans,
Rodgers Matlock, Jack Miller,
Shirley Moten, Beverly Wat-
kins, Roscoe Nevels, Jane E.
Hunt, Elton Montgomery, An-
nie P. Braden, Gladys Wil-
liams, Cassell Gillmore, Ronnie




Barnes, Darnell Smith (Doug),
Walter London, (Mel), Helen
Fields James Sanders.
PEOPLE ARE WONDERING
Will Shirley Hunt and Billy
Mitchell become the "insepar-
ables." If Luther Roberson has
found himself another girl
(you are frequently seen with
Louistienne Jackson — can this
be the latest?) Why William
Walker, after resigning from
the Walker Fan club as presi-
dent, didn't decide who his
dream girl is? (Don't tell ins
it's a secret).
If Gilbert Ashford and Hattie
Ores are trying to become
twins. (You two, really have
a sharp wardrobe). Annette
Ivory won't reveal her secret
love to the public! Why Marie
Franklin never mentions A. T.
anymore! (Could it be that
someone else is taking hisii„.
place!)
If Ernest Martin really has
a crush on Annie Gray. (He
speaks of her night and day!)
If Mildred Miles and Cuba
Johnson will remain Jed a lit-
tle bit 'tighter." Beverly
Hooks keeps her eyes focused
on a young man at F. 13.
(What's his name, Beverly?)
CUTE COUPLES
Betty King and Carl Maple,
Ann Isable (BTW) and Frank
Fitzgerald, Henry Douglass
and William Harris. Ann Lee
and Eddie Walsh, Luvenia Mc-
Intrye and Robert Richmond,
Juanita King and Benny Leon-
ard, Clarence Daniels and
Vance Moore. and James Moss
and Carol Jones (Ham.).
FAMOUS LAST WORDS
"She was lookin' good and
we stone had a grand time!"
Leon Walls; "I will have some
news if my men call me to-
night," Marilyn Vaulx: "Budis,'
. . . Bud . B-B-Bud!" Anni
R. Phillips; "I is just crazy
about my 'sponsor!" Alfred
Smith; "I was out until 3 a.m.
Early hours for me," Anderson
Borden.
TOP PLATTERS
All in My Mind, I Pity the
Fool. Mother-In-Law, Shep
Around, For My Baby, Find
Yourself Another Girl, At Last,
Spanish-Harlem, Once Upon A
Time and Take Me Back.
COMING ATTRACTION
For a spine tingling suspense-
ful comedy be sure to wit-
ness the play of the year, the
"Skeleton Walks," presented
by our Speakers' and Writers*
club. When? March 8, 8 p.m.
Where? The Manassas high
auditorium. Admission fifty
rents and seventy-five cents at
the door. Don't be left out: s
get your tickets NOW!
Until next week, readers,
BCNUI
SHAMROCK
The Shamrock Social club
elected 1961 officers during a
meeting at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Flowers on Decatur
St., last week. Elected presi-
dent was Mrs. Etta Flowers.
Other officers elected were:
Mrs. Jennett Harraway, vice
president; Mrs. Priscilla Burke,
secretary; Mrs. Dorothy Pick-
ens, assistant secretary; Mrs.
Ester Chambers and Mrs.
J. Morton, treasurers; Mrs.
Magnolia O'Neal, chaplain and
business manager; M r s.
Thelma Hall, financial secre-
tary and Mrs. Thresea Watson,
critic.
Plans fo rthe annual Fashion
Show were outlined. The affair
is expected to be held at Cur.
rip's Tropicana dub April 9.
The next meeting has been
scheduled for the home of Mrs.


























































































































































































































































By BETTY E. SANDERS
There can be no real social
happiness without friendship.
For friendship is the flowering
of the social instinct, the finest
and most inspiring product of
the social life.
A friend is another self. It
was Socrates who said that, long
ego. We, who have friends,
know how true this is. A friend
Is indeed another self, some-
times a truer self. The French
say, "Friendship born of love
Is better than .ove itself." And
they add, what we already
know, "Time, which makes all
things ugly, makes friendship
beautiful."
Aft Life can offer no greater gift
Milian friendship. The rarest
treasurer is not a friend, but
a friend is the rarest treasure
you can possess.
FRIENDS MAKE HAPPINESS
The more friends you have,
the happier you will be. And
there is no reason why you can-
not have as many friends as you
like. But it is a wise plan to
choose your intimate friends
carefully and with discrimina•
tion, for friends have an even
greater influence upon' charac-
ter and personality than has en-
vironment.
The social idea is not to
have many friends, but to be
friends with everyone. Cultivate
a friendly attitude toward ev-
eryone you meet, but develop
only those friendships in which
you find pleasure.
For intimate friends, choose
Ally those people whose excel-
rit manners and fine qualities
will help round out your own
personality. We all have our
faults and we cannot expect per
fection in our friends; but it is
a mistake to cultivate those
friendships that cannot possibly
enrich the personality and that
may impair it.
HAVE PLENTY IN COMMON
Choose your intirrate friends
from those wh, are close to
you in rank, in age, in personal
tastes. This makes for closer
sympathy and understanding.
It is not enough to make
friends; you must know how
to keep them. When you make
a new friend whose friendship
you value and wish to keep,
Learn his idiosyncrasies and re-
spect them. Learn his little pe-
culiarities of manner and bear
with them. Force yourself to
4
a
e conscious always of the fact
t while he has faults of
ich you are aware, you have
faults of which he is aware.
The ideal friend overlooks these
little things and looks only for
the big.
Doubt and suspicion are fatal
to friendship. A friend worth
having is a friend worth trust-
ing. In time of doubt there him everywhere!
ihould be a frank explanation.
A true friend will not listen Zo
criticism from others regard-
ing his friend; will never gos-
sip about him; will protect him
from slander; will refuse to
hear or believe evil of him.
There should be absolute sin-
cerity in friendship. If your
friend has done something or
said something of which you dis.
approve, go to him and talk to
him .about the matter. You are
false to your friendship if you
talk to others about it.
CORRECT WITH TACT
If you want t- correct a friend
for some mistake that he has
made, do so with all the grace
and tact you would use in cor-
recting a stranger. No one re.
gents being corrected. It is the
manner in which the correction
is made by the person who is
making the correction that is
usually resented. Your friend
is certainly entitled to as much
consideration as you show your
acquaintances.
Too many of us feel that we
can take liberties with our
friends that we would not dare
to take with strangers. Handle
your friend's book as you would
handle that of a new acquaint-
ance, more carefully than you
would handle your own. Do not
feel that because it is a friend
that you have an engagement
that you can be half an hour
late. Real friendship is found-
ed on courtesy, kindness and
understanding.
You can not have friendship
without being a friend your-
self. It is not easy to be a
friend. You hist sacrifice time.
You must have patience,
strength and affection. Your
friend. You must sacrifice time
pathy and your understanding.
Friendship makes constant de-
mands upon you.
But there are no investments
you could make that would
bring you greater dividends
than your investments in friend-
ship. You give o2. your love, and
love is given you in return.
You give kindness and sym-
pathy and understanding, and
what greater return could you
ask than to be understood your-
self? From every seed of
friendship you plant, a tree
grows, and the tree bears gol-
den fruit for you to gather.
Start today to plant seeds of
friendship. Let the world see
that yours is a friendly attitude.
Be a real friend to as many
people as deserve y)ur friend-
ship. See how it enriches your
personality and makes you hap-
pier. You will agree with All
Ben Abu Taleb that, He who
has thousands of friends has
not a friend to spare, and he







LAST GAME OF THE
SEASON
Monday Feb. 20, the Hamil-
ton Wildcats played their last
game of the Prep League
Basketball season. The Wild-
cats met the Melrose Golden
Wildcats in the Melrose gym.
This game ended in a defeat
for the Wildcats with a final
score of 85-63. For Hamilton
Bobby Jones, James Dailey
and John Sanders scored 11
points each. Melrose also won
the B game, by a score of 35-
94.
With the season coming to an
end, som of the players have
stood by their team all the way
and played the whole season to
the best of their ability. Alvin
Junior scored 204 points in 13
games averaging his team 15
dlipoints per game. Bobby Jones
Mincored 115 pbints this season
playing in only six games mak-
ing an average of 20 points
per game.
Other total points and aver-
ages are: Calvin Junior 32
total points in seven games av-
eraging five points per game;
Booker T. Jones, 76 points in
14 games averaging ,six points
per game; Denver Terry, 38
points, averaging four points
in 12 games; Charles "Unitus"
Terry scoring 49 points averag-
ing seven points in seven
games; John Sanders scoring
55 points in 10 games averag-
ing six points per game; Willie
Scales totaling 22 in four
games averaging 6 per game;
Junes Dailey tossing in 20 in
three games with an average
.of seven points per game. Theteam has averaged 44 points
per game with a final record of
two wins, 12 losses and no ties.
The basketball coaches are Mr.
Jesse Joseph, Mr. Brownlee,




Girls: Carlean Pearson, Es.
sic Boyd and Lois Davis. Vic-
toria Alexander, Claudette
Greene, Shirley Newby, Max-
ine Foster, Ann Johnson, Max-
ine Davis, Nettye Bradley and
Dorothy James.
Boys: Richard Foster, Geor-
ge Molen, Milvin Hill, Robert
Jones, Samuel Love, James
Sykes, Booker T. Jones, Larry
Mitchell, Roosevelt Ratliff,
Willie Scales and Nelse Park-
er.
SCANDALS ANVONE ? ? ? ?
Billy Miles and Billy Baker
have gotten together. Could it
be they have more in common
than names and gasses?
Talvern Wilhite is keeping his
girl's name a secret. -ould it
be he doesn't have one? . . .
John Lewis is causing a com-
motion between two seniors,
but Lucy Bell isn't worried be-
cause she says she will always
have Johnny Catron (Manas-
sas) . . . Samuel Love is for-
ever talking about J. B. (Mel-
rose) could it be she has him
going? . . .
Is it true Osble Howard has
to pull straws to see which
girl he will call?. . .It seems
as though Lois Davis and
James Sykes have TRUE
LOVE . Leonard Hil is dom-
inating Nettye Bradley's life
. . . Roosevelt Ratliff says he
will forever be true to Shirley
Newby. How about that Shir-
ley? . . . George Carroll says
Merles Terry is her "school"
boyfriend so she doesn't mind
his talking to Lee Ann Cooper
every day at the sixth period.
Her heart really belongs to speare.





‘% YES, I DID."
99"
14 At Alcorn Make
Student Who's Who
Fourteen students of Alcorn
A&M college were elected to
Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities a n d
Colleges for 1960-61. Each
student elected has done five
semesters' work and has
achieved a culmulative aver-
age of more than two points.
In addition, the students have
demonstrated leadership abil-
ity in several extra-class activ-
ities, they have fine reputa-
tions, and their contributions
In the service of the college are
worthy of praise.
Dean R. E. Waters, named
a faculty committee, represent-
ing all divisions and other
areas o fthe college, to partic-
ipate in the selections. T h e
students receiving the honor,
together with their majors and
home towns are as follow:
Celia Ashley, business edu-
cation, McComb; Alice Cal.
cote, ele:nentary education,
Natchez; Carrie Dunbar, home
economics education, Hatties-
burg; Willie James, Jackson,
Edward Bryant (Douglass) ..
ATTENTION A L L GIRLS:
Senior Dance night is right
around the corner, you had
better hold on to your fellows
. If you ask me I really be-
lieve Curtis Patterson has
captured E. B's heart. But if
you insist who asked me . . .
Erma Clark and Bill Hedrick
are traying heavy nowadays
. . . Carlene Pearson, I truly
believe you're in love with JOE
SHEGOG, am I right? . . . B.




and Abraham Campbell, BTW
—Roseanne Quinn and E. J.
Washington. Bertrand —Cheryl
Walton and Frank Reynolds,
Hamilton — Sampson Briscoe
and Erma Clark, Manassas —
Betty Shannon and Norman
Malone.
BROTHERHOOD ASSEMBLY
Friday morning, Feb. 24, the
student body assembled in the
school auditorium to hear Rev.
J. A. McDaniel speak on
Brotherhood. The main point in
his speech was that we should
first practice brotherhood
among ourselves and then
spread it abroad. President of
the Student Council, James
Cadwell, acted as master of
ceremonies. Rev. McDaniel
was intrCuced by a member
of the Senior Class, Miss Max-
ine Weaver, and Lawrence
Greene read the history of
brotherhood. Mrs. L. Woods
and her chorus led devotion.
Mr. H. Neale is chairman of
the program.
A prize winning essay was
read by Miss Joan Hargraves
to highlight the program
WISE ADAGE
If youth does not understand
maturity, it is equally true that
maturity has forgotten what
it is to be young. — Shake-
English, Kokomo: Georgia
Marsalis, home economics edu-
cation, Summi t; Barbara
Moore, Englgsh, Picayune;
Sara Napier, biology, Gloster;
Anita Parrot, business educa-
tion, Vicksburg; Thomas Pat-
terson, biology, ' iokhaven;
J. T. Pugh, sociol.y, Hatties-
burg; Calmeter Thigpen,
mathematics, Taylorsville;
Doris Thigpen, home econom-
ics education, Montrose; Roy
Thigpen, agricultural educa-




A course for teachers of pre-
school children, consisting of
seven weekly sessions, will be
started at St. Mary's Cathe-
dral, 700 Poplar on Monday
evening, March 6 at 7 p. m.
The programs, covering high-
lights on the care and educa-
tion of young children, should
be of special interest not only
tc teachers of kindergarten and
nursery, but to parents, Sun-
day School teachers, and
teachers in t h e Primary
grades. The course is sponsor-
ed by the Pre-School Associa-










This week, the spotlight falls
on the charming and person-
able Miss Mary E. Stiles.
Mary, the daughter of Mrs.
Ellen Stiles, resides with her
mother, two brothers and a sis-
ter, who is away attending
Xavier university at 1018 E.
McLemore.
Mary, an honor student, is
secretary of the CSMC, on the
Yearbook staff and a recent in-
ductee of the National Honor
Society and art editor of the
school paper. In addition to
that she is a member of St.
Augustine church, where she
sings in the church choir.
After graduating from Father
Bertrand she plans to further
her education at Xavier uni-
versity. Hats off to a very
charming and personable young
lady.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
The National Honor Society
held the induction of the new
member. The former members
and the officers are: Carolyn
Williams, president; Malcolm
Weed, vice president; Floyd
Shavers, Doris Ingram, Dor-
othy Talley. The inductees were
Barbara Brooks, Marye A.
Bland, Tommye Kaye Hayes,
Marian Hassell, Mary King,
An Williams and Mary Stiles.
These students were chosen
by the faculty on their Service,
Leadership and Character.
Strolling out of doors, I find
that Kenneth Hayes, Maxine
Draper, Tommye Kaye Hayes,
Carole Yates, Marye A. Bland,
Carolyn Williams, Clydean Pe-
teSion are at the usual In the
halls I find William Brodnax
talking to an old flame and An
Williams and Teresa Thompson
sharing their Physics notes. I
can also hear the Freshman
girls testing their voices on
"Tonight the Night."
Dorothy Burns and Lynn How-
ell having a feud about who
owes who. At the other end of
the hall I see the two peas in
a pod Doris Ingram and Doro-
thy Talley arguing, as usual.
In the library I see Fred Cof-
fey and Romeo McNairy hav-
ing their regular sessions about
FJotball season.
TOP COUPLES
Bonnie Collins and Roy Hop-
kins (BTW), Marye A. Bland
and Kenneth Hayes, Arabelle
Garmon and Duane Milan,
Maxine Draper and Ira Walton
(Man.), Charlene Washington
and Robert Davis, Jackie Walk-
er and Harry Johnson, Teresa
Thompson and An Williams,
Carole Yates and John Candana
(BTW), Henroetta Hall and Le-
roy Mitchell (MR.) and Jim-
mie Ellis and Jackie Harris
(M.R.).
TOP GIRLS
Marye Stiles, Teresa Thomp-
son, Tommye Hayes, Georgia
Garon, Marye A. Bland, Caro-
lyn Williams, Jackie Bruce,
June Rainey, Bettye Laster,
Simone McAnulty and Marion
Hassell.
TOP BOYS
Norman Reynolds, An Wil-
liams, Kenneth Hayes, Floyd
Shavers, Shavers, Frank Rey-
nolds, Duane Milan, Fred Cof-
fey, Charles Hooks, Alton Mos-




Maxine Davis (Ham.), Gloria
Lewers (Car.), Carolyn Thomp-
son (Mel.), Addle Holmes
(Man.). Amy MeNairy (B.T.W.)
and Jana Davis (F.B.H.).
Malcomn Weed (F.B.H.),
David Carnes (Ham.), MacAr-
thur Roberts (Car.), Johnny
Rutland (Mel.), Ire Walton
(Man.), Stanley Beale (B.T.W.)
and Edward Sheffa (Les.).
This is Ronnie and Helen say.





The famous of all set design-
ers in the world truly would
have been astounded by the
beautiful yet simple setting of
the scene provided by mem-
bers of the Melrose Buzzer
Staff in observance of Negri
History Week. Excerpts from
the Negro's progress from
progress from 1861 to 1961
were depicted through song
and dance by members who
were second best to our fore-
fathers.
Beginning with a soul stir-
ring devotional period by
Jewell Reed, the program
commenced, with the purpose
given by the Editor-in-Chief
Bettye Jeffries. The role of
our great creator in the shap-
ing of our civilization and the
cradeling of our lives was beau-
tifully sung by Bennett& Nel-
son in her rendition of He's
Got the Whole World in His
hands. The great oration of the
world's first emancipator
Abraham Lincoln was eloquent-
ly recited by Carl Hill who
touched the hearts of the
audience as he so dynamically
presented the Gettysburg
Address.
The Negro's long search to
gain his independence, his
thoughts, and hi, love if free-
dom and rivers stirred one
great poet on to write of their
thoughts of rivers. The Negro
Speaks of Rivers by Johnny
Rutland told of such thoughts.
Toil and heart-breaking labor,
another cornerstone in the life
of the Negro, was cited
through his work on the rail-
road. Water Boy by Abraham
Campbell, Herbert !'ayne,
Morris Woods and Charles
Fife told of such. One could
not help but form a mental
picture of the Beginning of the
Blues as Margaret Sherrond,
Joyce Berry, Junienne Bris-
coe, Velma Jackson and Clara
Smith gracefully danced to the
Birth of the Blues.
In the midst of this great
observance, new members of
the Floyd Campbell Chapter
of Quill and Scroll were pre-
members were: Georgia
Thomas, Carl Hill, Margaret
Sherrod, Jasper Williams, Bet-
ty Cunnigan, Rudolph Cox,
Junienne Briscoe, Ann Lemon,
Maxine Mays, Joyce Berry,
Florida Shannon, Charlis War-
ford and others.
The program was climaxed
by a splendid performance by
our precisioner Drill Team
under the commandership of
Captain Anthony Jackson. Tru-
ly this was an occasion that
will long be remembered by
the students and faculty mem-
bers of our great Institution.
BROTHERHOOD AWARD
We serve with pride and
humility is the motto of our
great institution. And it was
with pride that Carl Hill and
Rudolph Cox accepted the
awards for first and second
place in the annual Brother-
hood Essay Contest. During a
formal assembly program on
which Professor Blair T. Hunt
was the speaker, a beautiful
Ball Point Pen was presented
to Carl for his very fine effort
in this contest. Congratulations




Added to the many nonors
received by our school was one
presented to Arthur Moody a
senior in the 12-5 division here
at Melrose. For his poster
Make Use of Your Leisure
Time . • . Study, Arthur was
awarded a $50 savings bond by
the members of the Memphis
Exchange Club. Receiving his
share of honor was Mr. H.
Winfrey, art instructor, for the
fine coaching he gave Moody
during the infancy of the
poster. Our profoundest 'con-
gratulations are sent out to
both Arthur and Mn, Winfrey,
SPORTS ROUNDUP
Wildcats Walked Hand in
Hand with had lurk during the
last two weeks of action. The
Wildcats fell to defeat before.
The BTW Warriors, the
Carver Cobras, Lester Lions
and the Douglass Red Devils.
At the beginning of the season
it seemed as if the Cats were
headed for the Ace Spot. But
during their triumph reign, bad
luck stepped in and took over.
Not only did it take the games
we wanted most but seeming-
ly it took the spirit of the fans.
Captain Jewell Reed and Co
captain Willie Jones expressed
regrets that they did not have
the backing of the fans while
they were bowing to defeat.
Maybe this had a great bear-
ing on the team and maybe
not. But whatever happened
the Wildcats are to be com-
mended for their fine show-
manship and sportsmanship.
Congratulations Jewell Reed,
Willie Jones, Richard House,
Tommy Martain, James Perk-




Unlike the varsity squad,
the B Team reigned supreme
in its own way. Losing but one
game the B team has unoffi-
cially been declared champs In
their field. Fighting hard and
fair the team succumbed to the
B.T.W. Warriors only once.
The fellows explained that
they didn't want to seem
so they Just gave that
Lame away. How about that.
greedy
Sacking up points for the
team were Charles Hudson,
James Sandridge, Henry Petty,
Melvin Williams, Kenneth
Thompson, Bobb y, Wil-
lie Prior and Anthony Jackson.
Of course the teams could not
have been what they were if
it had not been four our coach-
es Mr. William Collins and 1'.
W. Williams.
TWENTY QUESTIONS
Why did Homer Fouche give
Sue Parham her Valentine
Card back? What's between
Jewell -Reed and Francis Hunt?
What is James Matins' interest
in Waulene Thomas? Are
Geer ge Bradshaw and
Junienne Briscoe reconsider-
ing? Why has Marguerite
Bridgefort fell for Winford
Bryant? Can Walter London
really dance? What does Elbert
"FATHEAD" Griffin mean to
Regina Thigpen? What hap-
pened to Lemuel McCoy and
Rose Mary Jones? What are
Verneda Thompsons' chances
for a happy love with Louis
Dunlap? Who holds the key to
Mary Jackson's heart? Could
it be Odell Prince?
Why does Porter Osby stare
at Mary Story, could they have
something in common? What
line is Ivory Johnson handing
Louise James? Does Shirley
Shannon and Charles Harris
still exist? Who does Janice
Hughes and CharlesEpps1thinktheyarefooling?vi
Charles Marshall ever prove
his point to Curlene Hamilton?
What is Bobby Cole planning
to do about Melvin Hill? Does
Eleanor Williams know what
she is doing to Morris Woods?
What is Atom& Lytle and Mal
come Weed trying to prove?
Does Lorain Henry know what
she is doing to Ardelia Ed-
wards? Is it real, Laura Qualls
and Levert White, Velma
Jackson and Frank Harris,
Marry Wallace and Willie
Jones? Has Jimmy Morris lost
his cool?
CAMPUS QUEENS
Seniors . . . Curlene Hamil-
ton, Margaret Sherrod, Ju-
enne Briscoe, Shirley Camp-
bell, Georgia Hebron, Mamie
Shields. 





Sophomores . . . Sandra Tay-
lor, JoAnne Mitchell, Thelma
Ishmael, Joyce Neuton, Thel-
ma Glass, Ora Lee Pettis.
Freshmen . . Diana Bris-
coe, Joyce Bland, Dorothy
Agnew, Barbara Wilson,
KINGS
Senior . . . Tommy Martain,
Johnny Rutland, Bobby Cole,
George Milan, Charles Mar-
shall, Herbert Payne.
Juniors . . . Charles Fife,
Don McMillan, Robert Miller,
Garland Briggs, Frank Roddie,
Lawer Moore.
Sophomores . . Walter Bell,
Jesse Webb, Lawrence Kelly,
Roychester Thomas Lavell
Garret.
Freshmen . . . Charles Mar-
tin, Willie Jones, Joseph West-
brook, George Lowe.
DID YOU KNOW
Jimmy Morris has been label-
ed a heart breaker by Aubrey
Bryand? Henry Petty is trying
for that big move toward cap-
turing Effie Erby'e heart. Her-
bert Payne has been branded
a thirty second lover by
Regina Thigpen. Margaret
Sherrod and Robert Jackson
are still as one. Annie Laura
Dortch still holds a torch for
Bobby Cole. Delroes Holmes
is a trouble maker. Charles
McClendon is trying to start
anew with Ardelia Edwards.
Jewell Reed has given up tell-
ing jokes.
Carolyn Thompson is com-
pany keeping with Lawrence
DEFENDER 13
Week Of March 4-10, 1941
Kraft. Driver
Given Award
P:ddle Mitchell, a driver fee
Kraft Foods in Memphis, Wu
awarded a gold key chain bear-
ing a replica of the little Kraft
TV cameraman, for 15 years of
service with the company. The
presentation was made during
a safety meeting Feb. le, at
the company's district office.
Joe R. Kelly, warehouse man-
ager here, made the presenta-
tion. The award program was i
established by Kraft in 1945.
Mitchell lives at 1971 Quin&
ave.
Kelly. Geneva Alexander and
James Manns are trying to
keep it a secret about their
love. Joyce Berry and Tommy
Martain are untouchables.
Eprine Holmes and Billy
Holmes have something in
common. Flossie Wallace
wants Rudy Smith back. Cur-
tis Siggers isn't telling the
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Henry Reed Proprietor
Auto Repairs Ink. Service
aody a. Fender Work
Painting
547 Linden









Because It's Cooked With
Idiselsalppl Motors, Wood
Courteous — Curb BervIce
ALLEN A ANNA'S DRIVE IIN
31110 Bo. Bellevue — nits? It SO.
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Massa Combination Doors 4,





Soft tits Fibre Glass and Coe-
striation Co., Inc. of Memphis
WH 8-4079




You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-Siatn Defender
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
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Sports In Review
By J. B. McCullough
rep ague Bas et
moves into the final stages of
its season this week when the
Region 3 playoffs are held in
Covington, Tenn.
Carver high of Memphis won
the District One Championship
with a 57-42 defeat of the
touglas Red-Devils. The
Washington Warriors defeated
Lester 71-61 to qualify for the
Region 3 playoffs.
The Shelby County Training
School of Woodstock emerged
J. R. McCULLOUGH
as District 2 champions. The
consolation game was won by
Geeter 60-56 over Barret's
Chapel.
Fate dealt the athletic hopes
TO EGYPT — Sherman Bris-
coe, an information special-
ist of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture, and Cline J.
Warren, an agricultural econ-
omist of USDA's foreign
Agricultural Service, a r e
scheduled to depart f o r
Cairo. Egypt, Friday along
with 37 others to help staff
the U. S. Exhibit there. The
o t e Le oyne agicians a
cruel blow in the form of a
declaration of ineligibility to
play in the SIAC tournament
at Tuskegee, Alabama.
WON PLACE
LeMoyne had won a place in
the tournament and its confer-
ence record of 7 wins, and
five defeats. The loss was caus-
ed by the use of an "ineligi-
ble" player, reserve center
Alter Taylor of New Orleans,
La. Taylor had previously at-
tended the Louisiana State Uni-
versity Extension school in
New Orleans.
This ruling will cause many
to wonder if this particular
law or regulation has been in-
terpreted in such a manner as
to prevent the intention of the
law for two reasons.
The Louisiana State Univer-
sity school of New Orleans
does not participate in inter-
collegiate athletics.
The Louisiana State Univer-
sity is a white institution in
the Deep South? Negroes are
not permitted to engage in
athletics against whites in
Louisiana.
This is an unfortunate rul-
ing, and we hope it won't de-
moralize a potentially excel-
lent LeMoyne basketball team.
JUMPER DEFEATED
-American high-jumper John
United States and 22 other
countries are participating in
the International Agricultur-
al Exhibition in Cairo, March
21 • April 21. Mr. Briscoe is
serving as Stateside informa•
tion coordinator and Mr.
Warren will have charge of
the "Food for Peace" sec-
tion of the exhibit. USDA
Photos.
WEST TENN. ASPIRANTS
— Pictured above are four
contestants vying for the title
of Miss Bronze West Ten-
nessee, a pageant show giv-
en each year by the Jack-
son, Tenn. Alumnae chapter
Thomas of Boston university
was defeated for the third time
in three tries against Russian
competition.
The last two defeats came
at the hands of Valery Brumel
during the past two weeks. The
first was by Robert Shavlak-
adxe in Rome this past sum-
mer.
Despite rumors of Thomas'
alleged phobia when jumping
against the Russians, it is pos-
sible that a great track career
has been hindered by a leg in-
jury suffered by Thomas in
an elevator accident.
Tenn. State A & I university
continue to figure prominently
in the track picture as the
Tigers Ralph Boston engages
in the almost weekly past
time of breaking his own in-
door record.
His latest record breaking
leap 26-6 1-4 inches won him
the National AAU title.
It is likely that his records
will stand as long as Jesse
Owens twenty four years Bos-
ton broke in Rome last sum-
mer.
RUDOLPH TOPS
Of course, Miss Wilma Ru-
of Delta Sigma Their sorori-
ty and offers a $300 scholar-
ship to the winner, based on
talent, poise and personality.
From left are Miss Shirley
Ann Greene, Miss Loretta
Jean Kirkendoll, who was
dolph continues to captivate
audiences and dominate the
women's dashes indoors as
completely as she did outdoors.
The Tenn. State A&I Tigers,
small college leaders in both
polls, are being considered for
a birth in the NIT tournament.
During the past five seasons,
the Tigers have dominated the
small college field and de-
serve a chance in one of the
big collegiate tournaments.
Their record over the past
years and their res.nectable
showing against it. One of the
nations two or three best
teams, should afford them
every consideration for a
berth in the NIT.
PLAYERS TO SELECT
ALL MEMPHIS 5
The Defender will conduct a
poll among the Memphis Prep
League Basketball players to
determine their all-Memphis
choices.
A players all-Memphis team
will be one that will cover the
least controversy. The players
know the athletes who are the
difference between victory and
defeat for their teams, and
who are the hardest for them
Rectory Speeds
Urban Renewal
Ground was broken Sunday
for a $19,000 rectory by St.
Bartholomew's Episcopal
church, Stewart and Normal
Parkway. The rectory will be
the first new construction with-
in the Englewood urban re-
newal project area.
Construction of the rectory
follows a $20.000 redecorating
job on the church's interior.
It is expected to be completed
by June 1.
St. Bartholomew's church is
one of the oldest Protestant
churches in Englewood and one
By The Dozen
BUY ASSORTED CASES AT CASE PRICES
ALL POPULAR BRANDS • LADIES INVITED
FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 SO. MAIN AT V ANCE OPEN 8 A.M. TILL 11:00 P.M.
Independent Liquor Dealer
"We Don't JP anna Get Rich" Free Parking spare
of the first to integrate its
parish life. Negroes now par-
ticipate in the church choir,
vestry and women's guilds and
all other church activities.
Ald. Arthur Slight (17th
Ward), Frank Meyers repre-
senting Congressman William
T. Murphy (3rd District) and
Vernon Jarrett of the Com-
munity Conservation Board as-
sisted Rev. Ivan Smith in the
ground breaking ceremonies.
Alderman Slight dug the first
shovel of dirt for the rectory.
More than 100 parishioners
witnessed the event.
Rev. Smith commenting on
the church's past and future
ministry in Englewood stated:
"St. Bartholomew's church
has been a part of the Engle-
wood community for more
than 97 years. Our church
building is more than 68 years
old.
"Miss Debutante" of itHi0;
Miss Carolyn Vaulx and
Miss Bettie Jean Curry. Miss
Kirkendoll will compete with
instrumental solo on piano,
Miss Greene will do a crea-
tive dance, Miss Vaulx will
to score or defend against.
Their composite all-Memphis
should place their best man
in each position.
This poll will be conducted
by the Defender each season
to give proper recognition to
Memphis' athletes.
SHE'S A WAVE — Melrita
Evans, daughter of Mrs. Clara
E. Riley of 372 Richmond, ave.,
has been accepted for enlist-
ment in the United States Navy
W A VE S. Miss Evans is a
graduate of Booker T. Washing-
ton high school. After recently
being administered the oath of
allegiance at Nashville, Miss
Evans left immediately for the
Naval Training Center, Bain-
undergo 10 weeks of recruit
special group as an adjunct
training. After completion of re-
cruit training, she will be grant-
ed 14 days leave to visit her
family and friends before re-
porting to a school or new duty
station.
"The construction of our new
rectory and the improvement
of our church represent our
continued faith in Englewood
and our investment in its fu-
ture."
Alderman Slight stated that
"At a time when many build-
ings are coming down in Engle-
wood as a part of urban re-
development a n d expressway
plans, it is significant to know
that St. Bartholomew's church
will construct a new rectory
and improve its plant."
In a letter to Rev. Smith
from D. E. Mackelmann, com-
missioner of the Community
Conservation Board, which is
preparing the urban renewal
plans for Englewood, he wrote:
"We view your decision to
expand and enhance your phy-
sical plant as a continuing in-
dication that this church will
hold fast to its faith in the fu-
ture of Englewood."








With Oil Change And
Grease Job or Any
Mechanic Labor With




We Give Quality Stamps Steam Clean Jobs
display talent in reading and
singing and Miss Curry will
appear in dramatics. They,
along with 15 others will be
on hand to fight for the title
come March 10 at the Merry
high school auditorium in
Jackson, Tenn,
LENA MAE O'BANNION
JOHNNIE MAE BAPTIST HARRIETT HALL
CLARA L, WHITE EDNA ANNE MAPLE
Place Your Cash Quiz Answers On This
Coupon And Mail or Bring To The
New Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington„ Memphis, Tenn.
Name  A. 
Address 
City  State Tel. No. ....... .......
What Keeps a Man at His Desk Till Midnight?
The business executive pays for what he gets. Sometimes the price is
high in time, health, and family relationships. Too high, if he is buy-
ing only money and position. What makes it a bargain? Finding real
satisfaction in building a company for which he it proud to work .
rich in integrity, bold in moral convictions, firm in business ethics.
A corporation is as responsible as its executives. By developing
men-of character, it sets job standards for others like them and as-
















































































Get in On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In To wn ii
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fur-
niture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?
• 3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks
DEFENDER 15
Week Of March 4-10, 1961
PHONES lAckson 6-8397,
JAckson 6-8398




15e per agate line
5 words to a lino
2 lines — 30c
• 2 lines ..— .45c
4 lines ...... ..... 60c
5 lines 75e
51/2 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.
SAME RATS as 1
Haas ordinary tyre. 
I Opt.










Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 19 noon Satur-
day. Copy cancelled after 12





No guarantee can be given as
to position in column T F
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rate without
notice.
Tri-State Defender box nuns
bers — the words comprising
the address — whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number — wW be charged for
as part of the advertisement
The Tri-State Defender will
forward to out of town ad.
verllsers mail received ad
dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.
S BEDROOM house In nine neighbor-





Sensational Reduction In HAIR
STYLES for the Month of JAN.
UARY.
HAIR CUTS FREE
Special Style. 63 00 Up
Call for Appointment
1000 CM - 6.00 P.M.
MAR-KATE'S BEAUTY 8...L0N
SIR Mlealealpol Bled. - IA 74881
DUD FURNTIVRE
Chairs, all tenet Rugs. dressers,
chI na cabinets, kitchen safes.
kitchen safes, floor lamps, clock.
and all types of glass ware, enlists.




To $60 cash weekly, N.Y.
jobs. We Bead your car-
fare immediatey. Give
references in lotter —be
prepared to leave right
away. Write HAV-A-
MAID Agency, 4 Bond at.,
Great Neck, N. Y.
41  Taylors Upholstery Shop
Platform Rockers $29.95
E-Z Terms - Nothing Down







449 Beal* Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
Telephone JA 5.9111
f all Term Beginning Sept. 1 1960. A
Non profiteering institution. Itimsonable
term. Competent instructor Call sr




NO experience necessary: grammar
eohool eduoetioe usually sufficient
Permanent lobs, no la70firs, abort
"um. Web DAY •dvaneeineuts. send
mama address, phone number and


















LOCATED AT WEST MEMPMS, ARK.
Phone
RE 5-9192
1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT COKNEk OF 14TH ST
God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days,
mour lucky number: advice about Health, Business. Marriage
Ilicind love affairs. If You have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.
' If you are sick worried and run down please come to me.
I can help, money is no object 11 you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's holding you down; If your luck never
seems to just reach you; 11 your loved ones seem to be
drifting away from you; If you have any of these problems,
I can most certainly help you.
Just 10 minutes from down town Memphis, Get the West
Memphis, Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner
of 3rd and Union st.
' Ask the Bus Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
14th street open every day.
BETHEL CIROVE
UPHOLSTERING COMPANY
WIII cover ono chair FREE for
each customer — for Advertise-
ment. FA 7-2426.
Maids, New York Jobs
IlliLARIIS TO RIO WISELY
Ouaranteed lobs, best working
conditions Free room, board, unl•
forms. TV. Tickets sent. A-1 Apia.
Ii'. 100A Main St. Hempstead.
Long Island, N. Y.
ilth Street Repair Shan
Wrecker Servic• - Body Repairs
S Paint 6 a m. until T t T





























au Linden Ave. JA 5.4754
MEN, AT LAST irs HERE
Take New RUMTORIX And Enloe Life
A dietary preparation RUMTOREX tales
up where nature leaves oft A PHYSI-
CIANS FORMULA. Only $5 .00 tor a 2.
week supply Money-back It not satis-
fied after 3 bottles, Send COD Check
er Money Order NOW.
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E. 115th St., Boi 17





There is a reason with people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our your-
  treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE r0.
Home Owned - Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We like to by yes to your
loan request"
Examined and Supervised by
Ole State Department of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
















We buy old type Antique
Pistols and other Antiques.
Cut Glass - Cook Were
Fu rniture
If you have anything in that




316 No. MAIN ST.
PHONE: JA 5-5613
WANTED — Nice working wom-
en to share 4 room •oartment
o tat r•asonable rates. Call after
1 p.m. WH 0-6518.
War Games Claims May Set Record
NUERNBERG, Germany — (UPI) — The U. S. Army's
recent seven day "winter shield" war games set a new rec-
ord in claims for maneuver damage payments, the civilian
claims office said.
Although final reports are not in, claims are expected to
reach a total of $3 million, double the s u m of last
year, the office said.
Thawing weather which softened roads and turned fields
into swamps increased damage.
More than 60,000 troops took part in the exercise, which
also included French and German troops.
Labor, Business Split On Wage Hike
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Business spokesmen told Con-
gress that President Kennedy's request for an increase in the
federal minimum wage would cause more unemployment, high-
er prices and a greater drain on U. S. gold reserves.
But auto workers President Walter Reuther said approval
of Kennedy's proposal to boost the minimum from $1 to $1.25
an hour would not result in more layoffs or add to inflation-
ary pressures. He said it would spur industries "toward
greater efficiency."
The sharply conflicting views were presented in testimony
before a House Labor subcommittee considering the adminis-
tration's demand for improvement of the wage-hour law.
Castro Foes Implicate U.S. Aide
HAVANA — (UPI) — A government prosecutor said
27 anti-Castro rebels sentenced to stiff prison terms Saturday
implicated a former U. S. embassy official and several Catholic
priests in their terrorist activities.
Prosecutor Fernando Flores said the prisoners "confess-
ed" at their trial they received organizing instructions from
a "Col. Kelly," as well as some priests, as well as pledges
of explosives and weapons for their activities.
Airline Strike Halts Flights
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Two major airlines announced
a three-day "wildcat" strike of flight engineers has forced
them to shut down all operations.
Another airline closed down all but its military anntract
flights and still others were forced to cut schedules and work
forces drastically because of the strike.
The mass layoffs triggered by the strike left hundreds of
thousands of passengers without transportation and turned
huge terminals including New York's Idlewild International
and LaGuardia airports into little more than ghost cities.
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
For As Little As
$30.00 MONTHLY
You can have a Modern, C lent Office In the Tri-State
Defender Building with Gas. Light and Heat Furnished.
DOCTORS, LAWYERS, BUSINESSMEN, ETC.
Contact MR, WHITTIER SINGSTACKE

















Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly
If you buy your Defenders from a salesboy, please
pay him promptly.
He is a young merchant who owns and operates his
own business. As such he has his obligation .o meet. If
you don't have your money ready — if you ask him to
wait for his cash — you place a great hardship on him.
Unless he pays promptly for his papers, he will lose
his opportunity to earn liberal profits, Valuable Prize
s
and a real Business training. And the Defender's tegular
visits to your home would be interrupted.
PLEASE PAY HIM PROMPTLY
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
AUTO LIABILITY, COLLISION AND
FIRE INSURANCE
-.. Small Down Payment — 6 Months To Pay
A Plan for All, Regardless of Past Record
Obey the Law and Save Your License
If you have a steady lob CALL, NOW! nor detail. on Our
NEW CASH LOAN FINANCING PLAN
$10.00 DOWN - $10.00 PER MONTH
1. If your Driving License has been taken
3. II your Innurance has been cancelled
3 If you have been Involved In an accident
4 If you are under age 25
Call Now to Save Your License — FLIONE• WH 6.5734
ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
222 West Brooks Road — Memphis, Tennessee
Says Economy
Bugs Africa
BELOIT, Wis. — (UPI) —
One of the "big impediments"
to the economic development of
new African states is the loss
of skilled technicians and with-
drawal of outside capital, a
Beloit College symoposium on
Africa was told.
William Hance, professor of
Economic geography at Colum-
bia University, New York,
spoke at the windup meeting of
the two-day symposium.
"New Africa states are und-
ergoing a great economic
change," Hance said. "Africa's
economy is primarily based on
agriculture," he said.
JUST A COINCIDENCE
RACINE, Wis. — (UPI) —
The judges said it was just a
coincidence, hut the sculpture
award at a Johnson's Wax em-
ploye art exhibit went to a














250 Gate My Mother's Board Book and




















NAME  TELEPHONE .
ADDRESS CITY
Money Order to . Tri-State DefenderPlease send check or
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.




YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her eau office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after s
long time of being away and at last she Ia
back to May In her new home.
Are yew Dissatisfied with marriage? Rays
you lost faith In your husband, wife Of 
sweetheart? Are yea
In bad health? Ara ynti discouraged? It any et 
thee* aro yew
problems, tents let MADAM ISRL1 advisor you at owe. Ow
will read lite to you Mat am she would read as open 
book
Tell you why your lob or business Is not a success U yea kayo
failed in die rest vim* see MADAM BELL at owes.
Located en Highway 61 South. Mat ever Mlaslairippt Mate
Line. on the way to Hernando. Her home Is I blocks
 below
where she seed to stay richt aside the DeSoto Motel. Be 
sure
to look for the RED BRICE DOUSE and you'll find her
 then
as all times. She  had as stiles 
in Host Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked IIIIItehetts State Line and gee
eft at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND mom.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
tears; am, to 9 IP IL
Readings Daily Ones es Sundays
don't mak' any home Calls or enswet oily letters. Be sem
to look to.; the right sign and the right name.
City riano
Warehouse Sale
We specialize In all types ee
used :Almon
EASY TERMS







chines, No Service Call Charge
when ire make repairs.
Telephone IA 74706




6 So. 2nd - JA 6-2828
Hint China Faces Another Drought
LONDON — (UPI) — Communist Chtna, already hit hard
for two successive years by droughts, hinted that its farmer*
may be in for another dry year.
The New China News agency, In a report monitored here,
said "some districts" of Honan, Shantung and Hopei provinces
along the Yellow river basin were in the midst of a dry spell
"as serious as in the corresponding period last year," while
other districts had it "even more serious."
Water stored in the Sanmen Gorge dam and Tungping
lake along with that stored in others of China's giant water
conservation projects, however, "provided more favorable
conditions for Spring irrigation in the three provinces than
last year," the agency said.
Caracas Crushes Revolt Attempt
CARACAS, Venezuela — (UPI) — The government an-
nounced it crushed an attempted revolt in less than an hour
Monday without firing a shot.
Seized and turned over to civil authorities for trial on se-
dition charges were Col. Edito Jose Ramirez, 46, war school
director, a small group of enlisted men and some unidentified
The plotters started a three-pronged assault, including
an attempt to storm the war college and a jail in front of the
Miraflores Presidential palace. They seized a radio station
from which they broadcast false bulletins that the government
of President Romulo Betancourt had been overthrown by the
armed forces.
Rusk, Soviet Ambassador Confer
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Secretary of State Dean Rusk
summoned Soviet Ambassador Mikhail A. Menshikov to a
late afternoon conference on Laos following news that the
Soviet airlift to Laotian communists had stopped suddenly.
The halting of the Russian arms airlift was viewed as
something of a mystery.
The State department Indicated the airlift may have beeA
IlloPPed only because of bad flying weather.
But State department press officer Lincoln White said
he was "hopeful that Laotian King Savang Vathana's weekend'
appeal for an end to outside intervention in the turbulent
country also might have been a factor.
Tabs Mexico As. Narcotics Source
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — A California state assembly.
man charged that Mexico remained a major problem in nar.
cotic traffic and that this country is sitting back and watching
the flow across the border.
Assemblyman Charles E. Chapel (R-Inglewood,) said in a
radio interview that It was almost no trouble for Americana
to purchase narcotics by -imply stepping across the border.
"Anyone who wants to and has the money can travel
across the border to Tijuana and purchase marijuana a n d
opium," Chapel said.
Ile said the federal government is "doing nothing to pre-
vent the flow of narcotics across the border because of its
so-called 'good neighbor policy' with Mexico.
Study Use Of 'Stronger Plane Seats
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Federal Aviation Agency
(FAA) le studying the possibility of requiring airlines to in-
stall stronger seats to give passengers involved in crashes a
better chance for survival, it was learned.
The study was recommended by the bureau of safety of the
Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB). It is the direct result of the
crash of an Eastern Air Lines Electra at Boston last Oct. 4.
CAB investigators believe at least some of the 59 pas-
sengers who died might have been saved if their seats had
held. Only one seat in the main cabin and the six lounge seats
remained in place. The rest were wrenched loose by sudden
and violent deceleration as the plane hit the water.
Find, Body Of Missing Girl, 4
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The body of a pretty 4-year-of#
girl who disappeared from a slum doorstep four days ape
was found tucked in a bed two blocks away in a shabby tene-
ment on the edge of New York's once-notorious Hell's Kitchdh
neighborhood.
Police positively identified the body of the little hloncfe
girl as that of Edith (Googie) Kiecorius, who vanished during a
Washington's birthday visit to an uncle on Manhattan's West
Side.
Googie, her widowed mother, Mrs. Edith Kiecorius, her
brother and her grandmother all had travelled from their
Brooklyn home to visit the uncle. When the family started to
return to Brooklyn, they discovered Googie was gone.
Indiana Digs Out- Of Snowstorm
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — (UPI) — Indiana, virtually ellt
off from the rest of the nation, dug itself out in the wake
its worst snowstorm of the winter.
The storm dumped 8 to 12 Inches of snow over most of
Hoosierland Saturday while strong winds whipped the snow into
road-blocking drifts 6 to 8 feet deep.
Many sections of Indiana were paralyzed by the surprise
storm which knocked out power for dozens of communities
and left thousands stranded. Many cities declared states of
emergency and tried to assist those in need. Many homes
were without fuel for heat or electrical power with which to
run heating furnaces.
ATTENTION ! ! !
Memphis Property Owners • .
Would you like to have decent tenants in




WE WILL RENT your room FOR YOU
FOR SALS—RefrigeretOril, Waabing
Machines, One Stoves. $25 00 uni.
We glee Pe, top pries. tor used
Refrigerators. JA 7-5706.
SEPTIC TANKS • ORDASIE TRAPS
Cleaned • repaired_ Reasonable





Is not a Fortune Teller
But Is a God Gifted Religious
Woman who Heals and helps people
By Her Prayer
SEEING IS BELIEVING
One visit with Mother Christian is convincing—
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Drive out Highway 51 North-5 Miles
North of Millington, Tenn.
Watch For Indian Head Sign
Just a short drive from Memphis
If You Wish to Call
Munford, Tenn. TEmple 7-3798
16 DEFENDER




BR 0 IHERHOOD .
Last week was Brotherhood
Week (believe it or not), which
hlemphis. like other southern
Are you a person who is ad-
dicted to using the back doors
or side alley entrances to stores
where they segregate you but
cities claimed to have cele- integrate your 
money?
brated. Memphis, not so long As you may 
know, the down-
ago, was the scene of a broth- town 
boycott is still in prog-
erhood essay contest. This ress, but 
there are still peo-
-contest had two divisions — pie 
who "slip" around to the
white and Negro. The winners back door so 
nobody will see
in both divisions stated in their them. A 
large portion of those
essays that "Brotherhood" is "back dor 
duckers" are teen-
all right in itself, but shouldn't agers . . . 
yes, teenagers.
be over-done (thus implying So 
teenagers, I will direct
that the white man should be this statement to 
you: Remem-
the white man's brother; the her 
— "United We Integrate —
Negro should be the Negro's Divided We 
Segregate." The
brother while the white man best way 
to unite is to join
and the Negro should be dis- the 
Youth Council. So don't
tant cousins.) Is this really
BROTHERHOOD
DID YOU KNOW .
That Dr. Martin Luther
King's book, "Stride Toward
Freedom" is now in a paper
bound edition at your news-
stand? Price fifty cents.
THE PRESIDENT SPEAKS
President David Moore asks
that each member attend a
meeting Saturday, March 4.
The purpose of this meeting
Is to map out new strategy for
our latest protest. If you are
an active member or not try
to make it a point to be there.
TEENAGE CLUBS
The Youth Council would like
for the officers of all Teenage,1961. The place will be announc-
club to contact Miss Marbaret ed later.
CLOSING LINE:
"Your conscience is a small,
inner voice that often doesn't
speak your language."
This is your NAACP Youth
Council Press Secretars. Ed-
ward Harris, signing off.
Abernathy by, calling WH
6-0339,
THIS WEEK'S MEETING
A recap of this week's meet-
ing will appear in this column
next week.
BACKDOOR BLUES
put off another day, ask Y. C.
members. Or cal. Miss Twyla
Miles, WH 6-7346, membership
chairman.
MR. AND MISS NAACP
CONTEST
The Mr. and Miss NAACP
contest is now in full swing.
Please support your school's
contestant. Schools participat-
ing are: Hamilton, Washing-
ton, Carver, Bertrand, Man-
assas, and Melrose. Prices
are: Patronage Adults: Couple
$1.50; Single $1.00: Students
50 cents. For votes, the price is
25 cents. Crowning of the win-
ner will take place at a Corona-
tion ball on Saturday, March '4,
Humboldt, Tenn.
Wednesday. Feb. 15, Dr. M. Gary, Ind.. other relatives and
E. Crippens. State Department
of Education, was guest of
Stigall High School Teachers
Association. The purpose for the
Visit was to get an over-view
of the work being done at Sti-
gall, particularly in the area of
Guidance.
Departmental reports were
given by Mrs. Mary D. Porter
for grades 1-3. Israel Beard re-
ported for grades 4-6, C. H.
Williams gave an over-view of ter, coca-colas, ice cream and
the science program for grades cake. Progressive Whist was
1-12. Mrs. L. C. Nunn, Guidance enjoyed by the members. Mem-
Counselor gave an over-view of
the entire Guidance Program.
Dr. Crippens was pleased
with the reports and work that
had been done and gave a very
Inspiring lecture. He pointed
out one or two things that could
be done to improve the pro-
gram. Supt. William Sadler,
Mesdames Louise Long, super-
visor; Ruth Scott, attendance
teacher, were special guests
also. The teachers and all the
guests were served dinner in
the school cafeteria.
Friday morning the senior
class under the direction ofj
their advisors and Mrs. Frances!
Givens sponsored a Negro His-
tory Week program. Louise'
Campbell was mistress of cere-
monies and gave the history of
Negro History Week, Charlie
Mae Rutherford, The Negro M
Politics; Joyce Thomas, The
Negro in Music and Theater: 1
William Pulliam. The Negro in
Sports Music, Peggy White,
Birdie Mathis, Lermette Lan-
ders, Joyce Bradford, Edward
hicKelvy; The Negro in Science
and Invention, Thelma Pack;1
The Negro in History and
man Relations. Nancy Sharron
sang, A City Called Heaven;
Reading, Wilma Collier, When;
Melindy Sings, and a solo by
Annie Wade,
Mesdames Iona Barnett, Ada I
Palmer Buckley and Fannie!
Johnson attended the Sixtieth
Annual Session of Beauticians
and Barbers National Council
held at Sheraton Towers Hotel,
Chicago, Ill. The meeting open
ed Feb. 12 and closed Feb. 14
-Academes Barnett and Buckley
stayed at the hotel, while Mrs.
Johnson stayed with her sister,
Mrs. Eloise Combs Spivey
Fifty-four manufacturing com-
panies had products on display;
and gave demonstrations using
the latest methods for hair col-
oring, styling and cutting. The
meeting was very beneficial and
the beauticians came home
filled with new inspiration.
Amos Shane, a former resi-
dent of Humboldt, passed away
in Gary, Ind. Feb. 14 at St '
Mary's Methodist hospital. Fu-
neral services were held at
Israel CME church, Gary, Ind.,,
Feb. 18 at 11 a.m. with pastor,
Rev. Richard Bass officiating.
The body was shipped to Hum-
boldt arriving Sunday morning
Grave-side services were held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at Rose Hill
cemetery with Rev. J. D. At
water officiating.
Survivors are three children.
Mrs. Carrie Shane Hunt, Jack
son. Tenn.; Miss Jessie Lou
Shane and Floyd D. Shane,
friends. Miss Gladys Taylor, a
relative and Mrs. Floyd D.
Shane. daughter-in-law were
here also.
The Book Lovers club met in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. C.
H. Williams with Mrs. Williams,
hostess. The president. Mrs.
Maths Davis, presided over the
business. The hostess served
barbecue chicken, Italian spa-
ghetti. French rolls with hut:
hers present besides the hostess,
and president were Mesdames
Carrie Seat, Drucilla Tuggle,
Esther Johnson, Lavern Rad-




Ward 41, precinct 1 of the
Shelby County Democratic club
was addressed by Dr. Vasco
Smith during a meeting at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Solomon
Garrett on Clayton ave., last
Monday night.
Dr. Smith urged the members
to "unite as a whole and pledge
support of the freedom move-
ment being carried on by the
local NAACP chapter," of
which he is vice president. He
was introduced by George Hol-
loway, jr., who remarked about
the recent progress of the Dem-
ocratic club.
Elected president of the club
during the Meeting was Mrs.
Linnie Mae Garrett. Other of-,
ficers elected included Mrs.
Lillian Harris, vice president;
Mrs. Rosa Baskin. secretary;
Mrs. Louise Boyce, assistant
secretary; Miss Dorothy Dan-
iels, correspondnit secretary;
Mrs. Jessie Reese, treasurer;
Mrs. Willie Mae Martin and
Solomon Garrett, business man-
agers.
The club was set-up by Atty.
Russell B. Sugarmon Oct. 1960.
It meets the second Monday
night in each month.
Other guest at the meeting
included Calvin Casey, member
of Ward 43, P. 3,
HOMES PLAN
Dixie Homes Kindergarten 264
Pauline Circle, West, is offer-
ing parents a special plan for
enrolling their children for the
next three months, announced
Mrs. W. C. Jackson, director.
A "Getting Acquainted With
Parents and Friends" program
has been scheduled for 7:30 p.
m. Thursday (March 2) at the
kindergarten. Refreshments will
be served.
TOP U. S. CAR WINNER — Carol, was awarded a glam-
James Thomas Cherry of orous new 1961 Lincoln Con.
Portsmouth, Va., is the top tinental. The grand prize—
U.S. winner in the CARna- a $16,000 ''.olls-Royce Silver
tion CARnival car contest. Cloud sedan — was won by a
Cherry, shown with his wife, Canadian farmer's wife.
Portsmouth Youth
Carnation Winner
A 21-year-old grocery store
employee from Portsmouth,
Va., is the top U.S. winner in
the CARnation CARnival car
contest.
James Thomas Cherry of
917-B Columbia street, Ports-
mouth, is the lucky winner of
a brand-new 1961 4-door Con-
tinental hardtop. The grand
prize — a $16,000 Rolls-Royce
Silver Cloud sedan — was won
by a Canadian farmwife with
six children, Mrs. Ronald In-
gram of Quill Lake, Saskatche-
wan.
The CARnation CARnival, a
giant contest covering the en-
tire United States and Canada,
offered prizes including 61
American and imported cars
worth over a quarter million
dollars.
James Cherry, the top U.S.
winner, won a costly Contin-
ental merely by sending in a
label from a can of Carna-
tion Evaporated milk. He was
unemployed when he hit the
giant jackpot, but the local
Carnation representative help-
ed him get a new job in a
Portsmouth market. Cherry
and his 17-year-old wife, Car-
ole Credle Cherry, have a 5-
month-old baby girl, Elvira
Renita.
There were two lucky win-
ners in Philadelphia. Mrs. Lor-
raine Lawrence, of 5605 Hun-
ter street, won a Plymouth
Valiant 4-door sedan. Miss
Shirley A. Grace, of 856 North
29th street, won a Chrysler
Saratoga 4-door sedan.
A retired steamfitter from
Chicago was another big win-
ner in the CARnation CARni-
val. George Edward Cochran,
of 1305 W. 111th Place, Chica-
go, won a brand-new Chrysler
New Yorker.
FIRST STEP was taken last
week by the National Baptist
Convention, Inc. to purchase
land for the people of Fay-
ette and Haywood Counties
who were allegedly evicted
from their homes. Dr. A. E.
Campbell, first vice president
of the Convention hands a
check for $5,000 to Atty. E.
M S. Eulyse as down pay-
ment on land to move the
farmers onto. Standing in on
the historic event were, from
left, Attorney Eulyse, Atty.
J. F. Estes, Rev. W. C. Jack-
son, Dr. W. Herbert Brews-
ter and Dr. J. W. Williams,
and Doctor Campbell. Free-
dom Village occupants will





4 p. m.. The Big Beat; Chan-
nel 5 live program of musical
variety starts its third year
today with a special program
re-creating the premiere pro-
gram, as far as possible. High-
9 p. m., Michael Shayne;
While attending a seminar on
murder, Michael Shayne wit-
nesses a murder hoax. The de-"Run for Your Money."
8 p. m.-10, (Changed Time 
ception backfires , but soon
Shiyne finds a real case of
Today Only)-Jim Backus Show; Murder at the Convention."
The Headline Press Service
takes on a new look when Dora 
Richard Denning plays Shayne,
uses "The Woman's Touch"
for a week. She hires a sales
manager, obviously a Phony
bur blinded by his charms. The
same day, she assigns Mike to
a feature articles oa polygamy- Chicago, The winner bowls
The two events mesh together 
into one hilarious episode. 
against Bob Strampe, five-time
king of the hill," for the $60,-
000 jackpot. Screen star Debbie
Reynolds rolls a ball for her
favorite charity during half-
time intermission. Milton Berle







e the efuitresrt bowling action.
AmerihcoaniM t wo get Sat March 4.
space, will be spotlighted. Sid
Caesar, with Peggy Cass, will
satirize American life over the
period, Frederic March will
narrate the World War II
sequences of pictures, a ballet
sequence will be built around
the fads and foibles of the
Period, Life photographer Mar-
garet Bourke-White and other
Life magazine staff members
will help narrate the tragic and
triumphant events that have
made headlines, from fashions,
crazes a n d world - shaking
events.
Fri. March 3.
6:30 p.m., Happy; After many
arguments, Ilappy's parents
finally agree that the firm
hand of, discipline must some-
times be applied. Yvonne Lime
and Ronnie Burns are Happy's
parents on "The First Spank-
ing."
7 p. m., One Happy Family;
Three generations of the fami-
ly take advantage of "Rain on
Saturday" by practicing "to-
getherness." It brings compli-
4:30 p. m., Saturday Proms
Singer Roy Hamilton and the
Viscounts are guests today.
cations for Dick Sargent, Jody Sal Salador and his orchestra
provide the music. Students




s in hthec daanngce-
in g . Mary Griffin is host.
6:30 p. m.. Bonanza, color;
ed
in the behavior of his best
friend, Adam Cartwright loohk.
for the reason. Only the dociar
can offer a clue. James Coburn
is guest star as Ross Mar-
quette, the best friend of Per-
nell Roberts in "The Dark
Gate."
7:30 p. m., The Tall Man; A
plot to force a masquerade is
stopped when Billy the Kid and
Marshall Pat Garrett expose
the deception. They are nearly
killed for their trouble in "Big
Sam's Boy."
8 p. m., The Deputy; When a
paroled outlaw returns to Sil-
ver City, he can't see his fian-
cee, because of her father's ob-
jections. When the father is kill-
ed, the outlaw is trailed out
of town. "The Edge of Doubt."
9:30 p. m., Lock Up; Mac-
donald Carey, as attorney Herb
Maria, goes to the, defense of a
college professor who had AO
wanted to teach his wife a 1,
SOD, but lands in the arms ,if
the law. Disguised as a psycho-
pathic killer, his deception
backfires when he's arrested
for a series of murders.
10:05 p. m., Gold Award Thea-
tre; Raymond Massey, Debra
Paget and Jeffrey Hunter
have leads in "Seven
An Men." M assey
plays the fanatical John
Brown, whose crusade to free
the slaves started in the Kan-
sas Territory and ended at Har-
per's Ferry, ne of the events
leading to the Civil War.
Warner, Chick Chandler, Elisa-
beth Frasei, Jack Kirkwood
and Cheerio Meredith
7:30- p. m., Westinghouse
Playhouse; Henette Fabray
(as Nan) returns to showbusi-
ness temporarily when an old
Broadway friend comes to Hol-
lywood to direct a television
show, and asks her to substitute
for the sick guest star. Her
lights of this show are includ- new family is afraid she is
ed in the weekly suminary of deserting them. "A Special
guests for the Big Beat. Refer special:,
o it for details.
8 p.m., Bell Telephone Hour,
6:30 p. m., Outlaws; Joe color, Renata Tebaldi, Burl
Maross and Jacques Aubuchon
are special guests in "The Bill
Doolin Story." Maross plays the
title role, a disillusioned cow-
hand who turns to crime,
when railroad interests force Britain's leading music Ii a I
the ranchers out of business.
Bill Dollin becomes one of the
West's most respected badmen.
Aubuchon plays a railroad de-
tective whose sadistic tactics rangements of American folk
are directed against the Doolinlmusic. Iglesias and his corn-
gang. Ipany perform Mexican dance
7:30 p. m., Bat Masterson; numbers,
Gene Barry (as Bat Masterson)
nearly loses his life and his
bank when an enemy starts
rumors of the bank's solvency.
Ives. Gracie Fields, Stanley
Holloway and Roberto Iglesias
give an international flavor to
"A Galaxy of Music." Miss
Fields and Holloway, two o
performers, sing numbers typi-
cal of the place. Miss Tebaldi
sings Italian operatic, arias.
Burl Ives sings his own ar-
8:30-10 p.m., "25 Years Of
Life" Bob Hope is host-star-nar-
rator for a special program, re-
viewing the past 23 years of
Life Magazine. The seven Pro-
Everybody profits . . because
you belong • •
The Publishet of this Newspaper is often asked what kind
of person you are? ... What you like and don't like? ...
What you buy and why? From whom and where?
Why is the Defender Publisher asked? Because the ad-
vertisers insist upon knowing the kind of people for whom
the Defender is edited ... and how many of them respond
to direct appeals made to them through their own newts-
paper.
Every time you indicate to the business where you buy
that you read the Defender you show that YOU BELONG
you show also that you appreciate direct recognition of
you as a consunier whose trade is invited through your
own newspaper
BUY FROM DEFENDER ADVERTISERS AND BE SURE
That You're Wanted, Appreciated and Afforded Every Courtesy!
Show that You Know How To Buy Intelligently!
Demonstrate That YOU BELONG To America's Fastest ,
Advancing Economical Group and Everybody Will Profit
with Patrick Dennis as Lanters
who tries to trick everyone.
10:30 p. m., Jackpot Bowling;
The preliminary match is be-
tween Vince Lucci of Morris-
ville, Pa., and John King of
11:30 a. m., Charlie Chan;
Sidney Toler stars in the title
role of "Charlie Chan at Treas-
ure Island." Wit h Caesar
Romero and Douglas Dumbrille
in the cast, the Oriental detec-
tive solves a series of crimes
which have puzzled the author-
ities.
12:30 p. m., Quiz 'Em; Stu-
dents from Newport, Ark.,
high school compete today
against the team from Kings-
bury high school, Memphis.
Dick Potter asks the questions
from the week's news. Reese
Wells is arbiter in the fourth
match of the current series.
1 p. m., Pro Basketball; The
Syracuse Nationals play t h e
Philadelphia Warriors .in to-
day's game in Philadelphia.
Lindsey Nelson reports the ac-
tion. Three more games (after
this one) remain before the





Clubs participating in the
Most Popular Club contest
sponsored by the Junior Elks
are the Bondads, Counts, Mar-
quettes, Jacques, Zephrys, La
Jannuese, Royal Teens, Casual
Teen;, Sophisticates. Moroccos,
Crowns, Gear Grinders and the
Orchettes,
Tickets are now being distrib-
uted to the various clubs. All
club; desiring tickets should
contact Issac young at JA 7-
8985, or Bernard Bates at JA
6-1479. All clubs are asked to
begin sending in their ballots as
soon as possible. First unoffi-
cial count will be made Friday
March 17, 2 p. m.
"Welcome Stranger"
Enjoy The Channel 3 Movie
Tonight And Every Night!
Wednesday, March 1, 10:10 P.M.
with Bing Crosby
and Barry Fitzgerald
Thursday, March 2, 10:10 P.M.
"Wells Fargo" with Joel McCreaand Frances Dee
Friday, March 3, 10:10 P.M.
"Tarzan's Hidden Jungle" with Gordon Scottand Vera Miles
Saturday, March 4, 10:10 P.M.
"Whispering Smith" with Alan Laddand Brenda Marshal








Tuesday, March 7, 10:10 P.M.
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